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Pollowing is a list of New Thought centers, reading
rooms, bookstores, etc., where New Thought publications
may be found, and where visitors are always welcome.
ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.—F. D. Martini. Palmist.
Delaware avc. and Board Walk.
BOSTON, MASS The Metaphysical Club. 211 Hunt
ington Chambers, 30 Huntingdon ave.
BRUNSWICK, O.—Co-operative Book and Subscription
Agency, R. S.
BUFFALO, N. Y.—James Russell, 129 College street.
CHICAGO. 111.—M. Jesenius-Pctersen, Room 5. 4000
Cottnge Grove Avc.
CHICAGO, III.—Liberal Book Concern, 80 Washington
street.
CHICAGO, HI The Progressive Thinker, 40 Loomis
street.
CHRISTCHURCH, New Zealand—Ida M. Bruges,
Kcndalton.
DENVER, Col.—Denver Dry Goods Company.
DENVER, Col,—J. Howard Cashmere, 1700 Welton
hi reet.
DENVER, Col,—Dr. Alexander J. Mcl. Tyndall, Al
bany Hotel.
IOLA, Kan.—H. Spencer, 5 N. Jefferson street.
KINGSTON, JAMAICA, B. W. I.—Miss S. Hale, care
S. Tavarcs, 7 St. Andrew Lane.
KANSAS CITY, Mo.—Mrs. Emily Solomon, 411-412
Hall Bldg.
LONDON, England—Higher Thought Center, 10 Cheniston Gardens, W.
LONDON, EnKland—L. N. Fowler & Co., 7 Imperial
Arcade, Ludgate Circus, E. C.
LONDON, EnKland—New Thought Pub. Co.. Ltd.. T.
W. Henry, Mgr., Temple Chambers, Temple ave., E. C.
LOS ANGELES, Cat.—Metaphysical Library, 611 Grant
Bldg., 355 So. Broadway.
LOS ANGELES, Cat.—The Ramona Book Store, 516
South Broadway.
MELBOURNE, Anxtralln—Miss E. R. Hinge, 115
Collins street, Austral Bldg.
NEW YORK—Mrs. Margarctta Bothwell, Newton
Studios, 2j28 Broadway.
PORTLAND, Ore W. E. Jones, 291 Alder street.
SPOKANE, Wash.—Lew N. Benson, 114 South Tost
street.
ST. LOUIS, Mo.—H. IT. Schroerler, 3537 Crittenden
street." German publications a specialty.
ST. PAUL, Mian.—The Progressive Book Co., Drawer
053.
SAN DIEGO, Cal.—Loring & Co.. 762-766 Fifth street.
SAN FRANCISCO, Cal M. L. Creighton, 3491 19th
street.
SAN FRANCISCO, Cal.—Olivia Kingsland, cor. Haight
and Devisadero.
SEATTLE, Wash.—Thomas A. Barnes & Co., 1825
Third ave.
SEATTLE, Wash.—W. H. Wilson & Co., 903 Tike
street.
t
TORONTO, Can.—W. H. Evans, 35754 Yonge street.
WINNIPEG. Man.. Can.—I'rof. R. M. Mobius, 494VS
Main St.. Suite 1.
THE AMERICAN NEWS COMPANY, through its
various branches, supplies The Nautilus on a return
able basis to all newsdealers who request it. If your
newsdealer hasn't it on sale please suggest that he
request his branch to supply him.

LIST OF BOOKS
BY ELIZABETH TOWNE.

PRACTICAL METHODS FOR SEI.F-DEVELOPlUOlfT, SPIRITUAL, mi:m \ i„ PHYSICAI..
100 pages on antique paper, new half-tone of the
author; well bound in cloth; price $1.00.
THE LIFE POWER AND HOW TO USE IT.
170 pages, well bound in vellum cloth, with autograph
picture of author. Latest book by Elizabeth Towne.
Price $1.00.
JOY75PHILOSOPHY.
large pages, bound in purple silk cloth stamped in
gold; price 91.00. "Every line sparkles with life
and original thought."
YOU AND YOUR FORCES, or The Constitution
of15Man.
chapters, green and gold, flexible cover, half tone
of the author; price 50 cents. "Full of thought
starters."—"In many respects the most remarkable
book I ever read."
HOW
GROW
71 TO
pages,
strongSUCCESS.
paper cover, picture of author :
price 50 cents. "A well of information and help."
EXPERIENCES
IN SELF-HEALING.
A Spiritual autobiography
anil guide to realization,
intensely alive and helpful; new and best portrait ot
the author; price 50 cents. "A book of strong
common sense, lighting tip what to many is a path
of fear and mystery.'
Has done me more good
than anything else,"
HAPPINESS
AND
MARRIAGE.
Treats of the
everyday
problems of married life and
tells how to solve them successfully. 80 pages, heavy
paper covers, picture of author; price 50 cents.
JUST HOW TO WAKE THE SOLAR PLEXUS.
Paper bound; price 25 cents. German translation
by Rondcgger, price 25 cents. "It contains a FOR
TUNE in value." "Breathing exercises of great
value." "Not only the key, but explicit method."
JUST
HOW
TO 25CONCENTRATE.
Paper;
price
cents. "A bugle call tn those who
sleep." "A power and an inspiration." "So helpful."
HOW TO TRAIN CHILDREN AND PARENTS.
Paper: price 25 cents. "It is great! Every father
and mother should have it."
JUST HOW TO COOK MEALS WITHOUT MEAT
Paper; price 25 cents.
THE STORY OF A LITERARY CAREER, By
Elln
Wiicox.
This Wheeler
book contains
a foreword by Elizabeth Towne.
who publishes it; and a supplementary chapter by
• Ella Giles Ruddy. Beautifully printed and bound in
heavy paper, with illustrations. Price 50 centsNEW
THOUGHT
A volume
of the PASTELS.
latest and some of the best of Ella
Wheeler Wilcox's beautiful poems. Paper, 50 cents;
silk cloth bound, price 00 cents, postpaid.
THROUGH SILENCE TO REALIZATION.
This is the latest book by Floyd R. Wilson, author of
"Paths to Power," etc. Handsomely bound, green
and gold, 200 pages, price 91.00.
THECompiled
EVERYand
DAYportions
BOOK.of it written by Suzanne
Wardlaw.
A "birthday book," "year book" and "every day"
book combined. Gives zodiacal sign, precious stones,
colors, flowers, musical composers, and special senti
ment for every month, with appropriate quotation for
each day of the year. A little beauty, heavy finished
DO YOU CARE A FIG
paper, rich red silk cloth stamped in white leaf, 1M
pages,
and blank paces for further sentiments. Size
for what you eat? Then why not select good, whole
4'4x8 inches. Price #1.10 postpald.
some foods—Tropical Fruit Foods, the sun-kisst
Ask for descriptive circular free.
products of Nature? Try Rananu V\«n. Try them
now. Small package 10c. Large size 25c. TROPI
Order any of these books of
CAL FOOD CO.. Caroline St.. Key Went, Fin.
ELIZABETH TOWNE, 11olyoke, Mass.
\ u .. ' 1 : :
When replying to advertisements /'/('.r.tr •>;.'>:•

THE NAUTILUS.
Nautilus News.
By Elizabeth Towne.
PROF. JAMES ON For July Nautilus we
YOGI PRACTICES, have a most interesting
article about Hatha Yogi
practices from the view point of Prof. William
James of Harvard University. The article is
a portion of one of Prof. James' recent
speeches before another university, and in it
he details the experience of a friend of his who,
through these practices, was healed of life
long invalidism ; and he gives both the friend's
conclusions and his own. Seldom have I read
a more interesting and significant article than
this, and I know our readers will rejoice in it.
NOTES ON
In our July issue will apJULY NAUTILUS. Pear:
A comforting article on
"Salvation," by our Eleanor Kirk.
A chapter on "Positive and Negative Condi
tions," with directions for entering either state
and using both for self-development, by Ellen
Price.
Either a new poem or a prose article by
our great poet, Edwin Markham. (His poem
for this number came so late we had to go to
press without it, much to our regret.)
Either the promised article on "New Thought
in the City that Quaked," or another illustrated
article about one of our great writers.
Several short items and special things, in
cluding an unusual poem or two.
A fine, practical article by W. R. C. Latson,
M. D., on "How to Live the Wholesome
Life"—unless it gets crowded over into August
number.
A splendid practical talk by our Rose Woodalien Chapman, on "When to Begin." This
is written specially for prospective parents, and
answers the questions of many inquirers. Real
new thought applied where it does the most
good.
Some special things from Elizabeth and
William.
P. S.—The above-named items are not all
the good things you will find in July Nautilus.
It will be a good number to show your friends.
SPEAKING Speaking of showing Nautilus to
OF THAT, your friends, how will this num
ber do? Isn't our new cover
handsome and distinctive? Both the new pa
per and the new design by Vincent Relma.
Everybody exclaims, Yes !
Mr. Relma, who by the way is a long-time
reader of Nautilus, says this new design stands
for light, reading (book on the left) and re
flection (candle and mirror at right). Then
there is the suggestion of the Nautilus shell,
with all that conveys; and "Nautilus" standing
out against the dark ; with many straight lines
for rectitude. How do you like it?
We are always trying to make Nautilus finer,
inside and out. When you pass your copies
around among your friends we want you to be
proud of them! Proud of the nice appearance,
the good paper on which they are printed, the
artistic make-up, proud of the neat pictures
and clear printing; and proud of our list of
When replying to advertisements
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" Better Than Yoga Practices I "
Here is a testimonial that
commands attention. It is
written by Paul F. Case, I4fr
Alexander street, Rochester, N.
Y., a man of wide experience
and broad culture. Here is a
| letter from him:—
"Your third lesson, in more
ways than you have time to
hear of, has been of incalcula
ble benefit to vie. Especially
has the practice in radiating
good-will, more Particularly in
sending it to those who had
been out of harmony with me,
acted as a wonderful lubricant
to the wheels of life. Having
spent several years in India,
I am an earnest student of the
Vedanta school of philosophy,
and KNOW that the practice of Rata Yoga will do all,
and more than is claimed for it. BUT YOUR LESSONS
ARE THE BEST philosophy of earthly life that it hasbeen my good fortune to "become acquainted with. 1
cannot too strongly recommend them, for in upwards of
twelve years' investigation of psychic subjects, covering,
the theories of the leading Oriental and Occidental schools
of thought, nothing more practical than these same les
sons has come to my notice. They strike the happy medi
um between the exaggerated ascerticism of the Eastern
schools, and the more Pernicious strenuousness of our
Western mode of living. —Paul F. Case.
Here is another letter from a man who found the les
sons helpful in developing financial success. You will be
interested in his odd experience. This is his story:—
"Isn't the following incident proof of the truth of your
teachingst Shortly after commencing your success les
sons everything I desired began to come my way—money
especially. I have, within the last month, handled more
money of my own than I have in any previous two.
Strange to say, on my taking a check to the bank to getit cashed, the largest bill in the amount—and the largest
bill I ever possessed—this bill, I say, was a bank bill
issued by a bank in Holyoke, Mass., your city. This
would not seem so strange if Holyoke were near, or Hol
yoke bank bills were at all numerous here. But this is
absolutely the first Holyoke bank bill I have seen, and
it seemed most fitting that the first real, tangible financial
returns from my use of the lessons should bear the stamp
of the city from which they came. Is not the above an
example of mental attraction, telepathy or something'
similar?"—H. H. Hamilton, Santa Ana.'Cal.
Would YOU like to have better health, more courage
and greater success? Then get these lessons and the
books that go with them. The necessary books are "Solar
Plexus," How to Concentrate," "Success Book" and"Practical Methods." Price for all the books, (not includ
ing Lessons), 92.00, and you can buy them one at a time
if you wish. And you can get the "LESSONS" as a
premium on a $3.00 order. Note terms as follows:
FOR 91.00 YOU CAN GET THE LESSONS AND
THE TWO BOOKLETS, "Solar Plexus," and "How to
Concentrate," that go with them. (Any other of Eliza
beth Towne s books to the value of 50 cents may be sub
stituted for these; or six months' subscription to Nautilus.)
Or you may have the LESSONS FREE with an order
for $3.00 worth of our publications, including Nautilus,
or not, as you please. (See inside front cover page for
list of our publications.)
Ask for The Peculiar and Wonderful Experience of a
Chicago Man," who studied these lessons and won great
success. I will also include complete catalogue of all
my books.
May is my birthday month, and Chester's, and Cather
ine's, too! "It is still May! To celebrate, I continue to
you the following
BIRTHDAY OFFER
Any of my publications to the value of $3.00. (This
includes The Nautilus, if you wish it, and any of
the books in list printed on inside front cover of
this magazine.)
$3.0^
Four Lessons on the Realization of Health and
Success
5i
A copy of "New Thought Pastels"
60
$4.**
ALL THE ABOVE 94.0O VALUE FOR ONLY 93.00
IF YOU ORDER NOW.
Order of ELIZABETH TOWNE, Holyoke, Nan.
please mention The Nautilus.
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splendid contributors, unequalled in any other
magazine of its she or class. There !
We are proud of it—proud with the pride
of doing our best and having it come out pretty
nice ! And all done to please you as well as
ourselves !
We feel that we spread a monthly Feast of
New Life for our 150,000 odd friends, aHd we
joy in making it a substantial feast, served in
the daintiest form possible, with poetic flowers,
dainty colors and artistic designs—just enough
and not overdressed.
And we mean to make every feast a sweeter
and daintier love feast than the last, as well
as a more substantial one. We don't believe
at all, as some publishers profess to believe,
in having an occasional poor feast by way of
reminding the guests how good the other ones
are! That our "Excelsior" motto beats that,
is proved by the thousands of our friends who
share their Nautilus feasts with others, who
immediately become regular subscribers and
share their feasts in turn.
Dear friends, I do sincerely
thank you for sending in
new subscribers to the Nau
tilus. You have no idea how great a help this
is to the magazine. And you have been very
generous.
You who read the finished Nautilus have
little conception of the labor, the brain work,
the hours and hours of detail work which are
necessary in preparing a single issue.
I am looking forward to the time when
Nautilus will be large and strong enough to
employ some one to take some of the manage
ment of the business end off my shoulders.
Upon me devolves the task of reading every
bit of proof, ads. included, placing every article
and ad. in its proper position, besides attend
ing to a large correspondence and the details
of the business, such as ordering all supplies,
etc., etc. I prepare most of my own adver
tising for other magazines, and write the copy
for most of my circulars and circular letters.
My supply of energy and strength is great, but
you can see that it is often difficult to find time
to write the best that it is possible for me to
write for the Nautilus, while I am ceaselessly
working and planning to keep the business end
of the magazine in first-class shape. I need
the right business and advertising manager
right now, and the added circulation that will
pay his salary. See?
So I am going to ask you if you won't please
assist me a little more in my work by sending
in at least one new subscriber this month. If
every subscriber does this I can have the new
manager right away ! Think of it ! You see,
lie costs money.
This may sound very trite to you, and you
may say, "Of course, they all want more sub
scribers and more money." But I assure you,
it is a very living and vitally important matter
t" me.
1 want the Nautilus to improve. I have
ideal* for it and can see how it could be made
a much better magazine, and how I could do
better and make it more interesting to its
readers.

TO EVERY
SUBSCRIBER.

You can help me. You have helped build
the magazine up to where it is now. You
have sent me thousands of new friends. But
there are still thousands and thousands of
people who would be interested in Nautilus if
they knew of its existence.
And friends who were not interested in
Nautilus the last time you showed it to them
may be just ready for it now. We are all
growing, you know—people as well as maga
zines.
Won't you help call it to their attention?
And I will do my best—and my best is growing
—for you in return.
You will be entitled to 50 cents worth of my
own books for every new subscriber you send
me. Or instead or this you may have three
new yearly subscriptions for $2.00—subscrip
tions of people who are new to our records.
And if you are so situated that you positively
cannot get me even one new subscriber this
month, then I send you my love and blessings
just the same.
My case is in your hands.
By the way, don't forget that $30.00 cash
prize and other prizes. Read about it, please,
on page 58. And note clubbing offers on
page 56.
new "Prosperity
THAT PRINTER ! The
Through Thought Force"
book was promised for delivery on April 15,
and here it is May 9 and no books yet. They
are now promised for May 15—a whole month
late. Our Nautilus printers are the only print
ers on earth, I guess, that keep their promises,
and they don't do cloth book binding, which we
send to Springfield. The orders are pouring
in for McClelland's book. We do hope—if
this new promise of the printers proves to be
something besides pie crust—that all orders
will be filled before this reaches you. Please
pardon the delay, dearies.
By the way, look on page 64 of this Nauti
lus and you will see a picture of Bruce Mc
Clelland.

A Quarter of a Million People Have
Found Out oF Doors Healthier
and Safer Than Indoors.
Since the San Francisco
Earthquake over 250,000
people have lived in tents.
Our 7 x it rt. Wall Tents of
Special Waterproof Mate. rial, complete with ropes,
poles and pegs at 810.00
make it possible for everyone. Send for 72 pare
Illustrated Catalog W of Camp and Canoe outfits.
Mailed on Kequest.
< II llll :> J. GODFREY CO.
10 Warren Street. Sfew York, U. H. A.

Mental Science College, Bryn Mawr, Washington,
Wanted 100 Teachers, Lecturers and Healers for active
work at the close of 1907 term. College opens July 1.
Positions ready for all who can demonstrate these truths.
Address PROFFESSOR M. F. KNOX, Seattie, Wash.
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U CAN keep NEATS.VEGETABLES .

If"

*J(ia

UNSWEETENED FBUIT.VSj

SUCTION, CAUSED BY THE SHRINKING
of the food in cooling, holds the cap on so tight that no air can leak into the Econ
omy Jar and spoil its contents. Exposure to heat and light does not affect keeping,
color or flavor. Food looks and is as fresh and sweet as the day it was canned, after
many years. This method of canning is so simple that a child can seal and open
the Jar. No straining at a screw top. No
The Only Jan that
Burned Fingers. No mould. No taint from
zinc or rubber ring. Write and learn of this SEALS BY SUCTION
wonderful glass jar, which saves drudgery,
flDE MO
and makes home canning easy, safe and sure Has No Rubber Ring
FREE RECIPE BOOKLET lc."ine 111 *'"™t tbe ho"" ,o ran a" kindi <•«
produm ami eivinf dozens of r. .. ,
tried recipes for home canningevery day in the year, will be sent to you on request. Economy
Jars are sold by dealers in the United States and Can- --— — — —
— If your grocer hasn't them, send his name to us KERR GLASS MFG. CO. PHILADELPHIA,PA.
and we will tell you how to get one dozen Jars FREE. 147 N 4th Sti
Portland. Oi
THE KEY TO
SUCCESS,,. .
in life
depends upon your
memory.
I have reduced theartof
memorytoasciencesothat
_e ordinary brain is capable
Mir
Ofretaining facts, figures, face:
easily as the more gifted,
teach you to stop forgetting
by a few simple rules. No
aryingor tediouslessons
emorize that require
YOU ARE'
strong memory to be
NO GREATO?
[inwithor long hours
f practicet
My method is sim
e, inexpensive
indyoucanitudy
THAN
itanywhereany
YOUR
iineatspare
I have
moments.
taught more
han 20.000
people How to
Remember.
It is the most practical
and complete method
ever devised.
MY
My method increases business
'BOOK
capacity, social standing, gives an
alert memory for names, faces,
business details, studies. Develops
will, concentration, personality, selfconfidence, conversation, public
speaking writing, etc.
Write
me to-daybooklet,
for a free" How
copy ofto HOW TO
my
Interesting
Remember."
also
trial
copyrighted
exerrlne, and nee how simple my
memory training really Is.
REMEMBER
DICKSON MEMORY SCHOOL
888 The Auditorium
CHICAGO

A Dainty
Delicately Perfumed
Refined Face Powder
that is adhesive and positively imper
ceptible when properly applied. It can
not clog the pores and thus cause pimples,
blackheads and other skin troubles as
inferior face powders are sure to do.
Three shades—white, flesh and brunette.
Price 50c at all Dealers
Mrs. Oervaise Graham
1475 Michigan, Ave.,
Chicago.
Mailed upon receipt of price.
SEND FOR SAMPLE.

When replying to advertisement! please mention ThS NauTilu*.
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THE

SECRET

OF

THE
SECRET
MENTAL

MAGIC

ItektaL
By William Walker Atkinson
A Series of Seven Lessons combined in one
Cloth-Covered Volume.
Price (Postpaid) For Entire Course.

-

$1.00

SYNOPSIS OF THE SEVEN LESSONS
LESSON I. MENTAL MAGIC.
Mental Mngii,—Mental Influence—Personal Magnetism—Subtie Fascination—Inex
plicable Influences—strong w Ills— Magnetic Leaders—Persian and Medeun Helrophaats—
Zoroastrian Priestiiuod—Occuit Forces of Nature, and Their Control—The Ancient Mysteries
of India, Egypt, Chuldea, Bubyion, Greece and Rome— The Ancient Magicians, and Their
Mysterious Work—The Dark Slde or the Subject—A Timely Warning—The Uane and
the Antldote.
»
LESSON II. THE UNDERLYING FORCE.
The Problem of Science—The Truth About the Mutter—Thought-Transference—Telep
athy—Waves In the Ether—Mental States and Thoughts—Feeling, Emotion, and Desire—
Mentative Energy—Mentation—Mentative Currents—Mentutive Induction—Telementatiun—
Mentative Vibrations—Radiant Energy of the Mind—The Two Mental Poles—Motive and
Emotive—Desire, Force, and Will-Power—The Attractive Power—How Mental Slates Are
Reproduced In Others—The Secret of Mental Magic.
LESSON III. MENTAL SUGGESTION.
Its Nnture and History—Instances of Its Power—Mentative Induction the Underiying
Power—The Uses und Abuses of Mental Suggestion—The Vehicles of Mental Suggestion—
The Voice—The Eye—Repented Suggestions and Their Effect—How Mental Suggestions
Are Given and Accepted—How to Gunrd Against Adverse Suggestion—its Selfish Use for
Commercial Purposes—The Master-key of Mental Suggestion—Mental Suggestion In u
Nutshell—Auto-Suggestiun.
" LESSON IV. PERSONAL INFLUENCE.
Mental Magnetism—The Mnglan Stone—An Interesting liit of Occuit History, Littie
Known—The Magnetic Mun, und What He Is and Does—His Influence—The Secret Back
of the "Wianing Way"—Mental Mngnetism In Modern Life—In Revivais—In Politics—
Emotional Madness—How Men Become Mobs—The Psychoiogy of the Crowd—Emotional
Magnetism—Persoual Mngnetism—Positive and Negative Men—Lenders mid Rulers— Men
ial Impressions anil Their Law—Fascination—The Magnetic Attitude—The Magnetic Armor
—Mnguetic \ Ibrufions—Itndlaut Indivlduality.
LESSON V. THE SCIENCE OF TELEMENTATION.
Mental States Transmitted to Others at n Distance—The Law of Mentative Attraction
—The Circulation of Mentative Energy—Mental Visualisation—Mnterialization of Mental
Images—Thought Forms, antl Their Laws mid Effects—Menfative Currents—Dlstaut Mental
Action— Light on u Dark Subject—The Law of Attraction, und What It Ian mill Will
Do for Those Who Understand Its Operations—Distant Influence—Thought-form Material
isation—How to Make a Mentative Center—Will Projection.
LESSON VI. MENTAL THERAPEUTICS.
Mental und Psychic Heallag Described, Explained and Tnught—The Best Methods
Given—Absent Treatments Fully Explalaed, Described and Methods Plaialy Taught—How
To Become n Mental Healer—How to Heal One's Self by the Best Mental Methods—No
Fantastic Theories, but Plain Scientific Treatment—No "New Religion." or "Ism," or "Cuits''
Counected with This Presentation of the Scientific Facts aud Principles.
LESSON VII. MENTAL ARCHITECTURE.
Chnrneter Building by Scientific Methods—How to Deveiop u Strong Personality and
Character—How to Re-bulld Others—Character Building In Children—How to Cuitivate the
Dominant Will—How to Acquire a Magnetic Personality—How to Deveiop Successful
Hua lilies—How to Stand Out In a Crowd, by Deveioping the Necessary Characteristics—
Meutatite Processes—Practical Instruction and Exercises.
YOUR MONEY BACK IF NOT SATISFIED.
I sell my books subject to twenty-four hours' examination and your money refunded
If you are not satisfied. That's fair enough, Isn't itf
WILLIAM WALKER ATKINSON, ?„T£0™!l!i
When reply-tug to advertisements please mention The Nautilus.
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IN

THE

BEGINNING!

DISEASE WAS UNKNOWN
MAN didn't live in houses, and therefore breathed pure,
fresh air all the time, instead of sometimes or "regularly.
(He lived in tropical climates, by the way.)
He didn't eat too much, to thus cause such trouble for
himself as we haven't room here to even commence telling
you about. There was no temptation to do so, because the
pleasure of eating ceased when his body's demands were
satisfied, just as with wild animals now. The pleasure
ceased because his food was just what his body needed at
the time, and not mixed so as to make him have to eat a
lot unrequired to get a little required. Overeating means
starvation !
He didn't cook his food; fire wasn't discovered then. But
neither did he eat raw turnips, for instance. For the same
reason he didn't eat meat.
You wouldn't like it raw, would you? Likewise he
couldn't do many other things impossible without 6re.
He didn't use alcohol, tobacco, tea, or coffee. He could
n't prepare them as we do, and his appetite wasn't
depraved enough to enjoy them.
He didn't use street cars and other contrivances to de
prive him of his needed exercise. His limbs brought him
where he went—and besides, he was quite an adept at
tree-climbing.
He didn't wear clothes, and so the air was always in
contact with his skin, and the sunshine frequently.
Imagine a plant or flower dressed in clothes all day and
covered up at night, and you'll see the point.
He didn't know he had a stomach or a heart or liver—
the lower animals still don't. We shouldn't wonder if
some of the domesticated ones are learning, though.
DID IT HURTf He didn't and did do lots of other
things that "civilized" men and women are and are not
doing.
«w.th you h«,,w
IN THE BEGINNING
J. LAMBERT DISNEY, H. D., N. D.
wild animals lived just as they live now—and they are still
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"Build thee more stately mansions, oh, my soul!
As the swift seasons roll!
Leave thy low-vaulted past!
Let each new temple, nobler than the last,
Shut thee from heaven with a dome more vast,
Till thou at length art free.
Leaving thine outgrown shell by life's unresting sea,"
—Holmes' "The Chsmbered Nautilus."
THE
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JUNE,

Editorials
T
Most of us would
DOES THE AURA
have more faith in
CAST A REFLECTION ? the existence of an
aura about us if we could catch a glimpse
of that aura. Here is a letter from a
man who says he has often seen some
thing that seems to be a reflection of his
aura. He wants us to try the experiment
and see what we think of the phenome
non and its cause.
Here is our correspondent's letter:
"I have often read of the aura or mental at
mosphere that surrounds every one. Here is an
experiment that any one can try. Some fine
summer morning when there is lots of dew on
the grass and when the sun has been up twenty
or thirty minutes, and is so that your body
will cast a long shadow, stand so that the head
of your shadow lies where there is lots of dew
on the grass or vegetation. I have often done
this, and for a space of about two feet about
the head of my shadow there would be a glow,
or the dewdrops would be brighter than else
where. Was this caused by the sun's rays pass
ing through my aura. Has any one else ever
noticed the same?"—W. W. F.
You are all familiar with the appear
ance of heat vibrations as they rise over
a hot stove, or from any surface super
heated by a summer sun.
There is an "indirect radiator" in the
floor near my desk, under a large
window. When the radiator is hot I
can see these heat vibrations. When
the radiator is only warm the vibrations
are not visible to the naked eye. But at
times when I can't see the heat waves at
all, I can, if the sun is just right, see their
reflection, much magnified, on the pol
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By ElizabetH.

ished back of Ellen's desk where the sun
light strikes. I have noted this several
times.
Query. If the sun shining through the
atmosphere will magnify invisible heat
waves, causing them to throw a visible
shadow, why may not the same won
derful sun and atmosphere make visible
the vibrating shadow of an otherwise in
visible aura?
I mean to try this experiment of W.
W. F.'s the very first favorable morning
this spring. And if any of our readers
can verify or explain the phenomenon,
we would like to hear about it.
Possibly not all our
readers have fol
lowed carefully
Wallace Wattles' interesting series of
articles on ' ' The New Physiology. ' ' One
correspondent asks, ' ' If food is not neces
sary to maintenance of the physical be
ing, why do all fowls and animals eat
nearly continuously? Why does a babe
cry for food at frequent intervals,
though it sleeps much of the time?"
Nobody imagines that food is not
"necessary to the maintenance of physi
cal life." It is.
But food is not the source of physical
power, as the old physiology teaches.
Food is to the body what raw material
is to the builder. The power which re
ceives food, dissolves and changes it, and

"IF FOOD IS
NOT NECESSARY.
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builds it into muscle and tissue, nerves,
and brain, is the Life Power which flows
into us from the Infinite while we sleep.
If we give this Life Power the right
food materials, and the right amount of
it, it builds beautifully, intelligently,
ever improving and refining its work.
If we give too little food material this
Life Power builder within us is ham
pered in its work, just as any carpenter
would be if the mill failed to deliver the
necessary lumber for the work planned.
The body stores enough material for a
forty, or fifty, or sixty-day famine, but
not enough for eternal famine. Not yet,
at least.
If we give too much food material, or
not the right kind, it is as if the lumber
dealer kept delivering loads of all kinds
of lumber until the premises were cov
ered with it. Imagine carpenters trying
to build a house in the center of a lum
ber yard, with all kinds of lumber piled
about and more coming in with every
revolution of the saw, and you will get
a faint idea of the difficulties under
which labors the builder which is you,
when you pour in more food material
than he needs.
And the danger of pouring
EATING
TOO MUCH, in too much food is far great
er than that of delivering too
little. For the reason that too much
food sets up a state of general inflam
mation throughout the body, which you
interpret as a call for more food, when
in reality it means there is already too
much on hand. A baby suffering from
indigestion acts ravenous. A grown-up
stomach that is generating ferments calls
for more, more. And another meal piled
in gives temporary relief, just as knead
ing more flour into a batch of bread

dough gives temporary relief from fer
ment.
What would happen to the dough if
you kept on kneading it down with more
flour, a dozen, a hundred, yes, thousands
of times. The result would be unwieldiness and poison. The same thing hap
pens in the continuously overloaded
stomach, and throughout the overloaded
body.
AND NO AMOUNT OF MENTAL
OR SPIRITUAL SCIENCE WILL
STOP IT, though it may retard the proc
ess as cold retards the rising of your
bread dough. In this way you may put
off the day of reckoning with an over
loaded stomach and body, but that is all
you can do. The death-poison will get
you sooner or later.
There is little danger of
giving the builder within
you too little material, first, because the
body of every person carries enough
building material in storage to last a
complete famine of thirty to sixty days,
or more; second, because the normal
hunger of an unstuffed and untempted
body is an infallible guide to the amount
and kind of food needed.
All our overeating comes from, first,
the false belief that strength is gained
from eating; second, the habit of eating
so many times a day whether hungry or
not; third, the continual tempting of the
appetite through variety of dishes. Of
course, the latter two causes are branches
of the first.
The cure and the proof of the new
physiology is to eat plain foods, cut out
one meal a day, and take 36-hour fasts
once a week for say four or five months.
The improvement in feelings and endur
ance, and the change in appetite and
NO DANGER!
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tastes will prove the matter to unpreju
diced minds, and to half the prejudiced
ones.
Now, note that normal
fowls
hunt
food
"nearly continuous
ly, ' ' but they come a long way from eat
ing continuously. And the hunting and
scratching enable them to make good use
of all food they can find. Every poul
terer knows that fowls penned up and
overfed lay few eggs and suffer from
numerous diseases.
And no animals come anywhere near
eating "nearly continuously" except
cattle, and they all exercise while eating,
and if they get over the fence into too
rich a field they soon die of over-eating.
If you were to weigh the total amount
a cow eats in a day, even in good pas
turage, you would find she eats less in a
day, in proportion to her weight, than
the ordinary human being eats. And
she exercises nearly all the time and gives
milk into the bargain.

OBSERVED IN
THE BARNYARD

Here is a Nautilus reader
. . ,
. ,,
takes exceptions to Mr.
Wattles' statements about
fear and digestion, and cites the case of
an old lady who "has always eaten
much, and anything she wanted, and
does yet ; who knows nothing about
chemistry of foods, consequently has no
fear of results of eating: and yet she
has been a victim to sick head, nerves
and kindred troubles all her life."
I should think so. Fear is not the
only thing that causes such troubles.
And fear of what one eats is not the
only kind of fear that hinders digestion.
The more fear of any kind one entertains
the less food he can properly digest, for

FEAR AND
DIGESTION
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fear paralyzes digestive and other proc
esses. Any fear.
But over-eating and wrong eating are
at the bottom of all sick headches. If
one adds fear to over-eating he suffers
more and oftener, that's all.
This same correspondent says she must
have four meals a day, as she is "no
good" with her stomach empty; and she
can "work all around her daughter who
eats half as much and sleeps twice as
much. ' '
If she will cut her meals to two a day
and fast thirty-six hours once a week,
living thus, feelings or no feelings, for,
say six weeks, doing it with a will, she
will find herself doing still more work,
with greater health and mental bright
ness than ever, and the gone feelings all
gone for good. To merely assert that
she must have four meals proves nothing.
She will prove the opposite if she prac
tices the new way.
And for one person to compare her
self to another is futile. It proves noth
ing, for no two humans are alike. The
daughter can cut her meals in two, and
fast one day a week, and she will doubt
less do more work than at present, and
require less sleep.
For over-eating is one great cause oi
over-sleeping. Any sort of bodily exer
cise, including digestion, raises the de
mand for more sleep that the Life Power
may accumulate energy to renew the
broken down tissues. People of active liv
ing, like growing children, need much
sleep. And people who eat much need
much sleep, for it takes much Life Power
to dispose of the food.
One person cannot be compared justly
with another in such things ; but one can
try different methods of living, try
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them faithfully, and prove which is in the Bible, along with all the other New
best, thus measuring himself by himself. Thought tenets.
So far this correspondent seems to have
Dr. Crane gets some good socialism
out of the Bible. So good, and cor
tried only one sort of living.
To eat all one really needs and no responding so well with Frank T. Al
len's predictions for 1907, given in Janu
more, because the elimination of un- ary Nautilus that I must quote part of
needed food requires Life Power or. his letter for the edification of our read
energy that would better be directed in ers. Here it is :
On Page 45 of the October Nautilus, you
other channels,—this is the intent of the
say, "The Wind Blows toward the new heaven
new physiology. Sensible, is it not ?
on earth." Correct! You see the signs but
you perhaps did not know we are very near to
Out in Sinclair, HI., we the beginning of those "times of refreshing,"
AN IRREGULAR
have a subscriber who is when the earth shall blossom as a rose and the
REGULAR.
desert shall be as a garden and the sword shall
a regular M. D., with ir be beaten into plowshares and wars shall be no
regular ideas on various subjects. His more. At the end of this period of "refresh
ing," one thousand years (millennium), there
name is William Walter Crane. One of will
be no more sickness and no more death.
Only one more terrible war (doomsday),
his irregular ideas is that "If appendici
will come on through the capital and
tis always occurred among the very poor which
labor struggle. St. James says : "Come now,
it woxdd rarely require a surgical oper
ye wealthy ! Wail ye at the hardships that are
upon you. Your wealth has rotted
ation." He thinks he knows how to cure coming
and your garments have become moth-eaten ;
this fashionable disease without surgery, your gold and silver have become rusted out,
their rust for a witness to you shall be,
and shows the recovered cases to prove it. and
and shall eat your flesh as fire. Behold ! The
Medical Standard (Chicago), published wages of workers (labor) who cut down your
Dr. Crane's article, giving his method fields (labor) that which has been kept back
by reason of you (capitalist) is crying out;
of treatment in their number of Jan
and the cries of those who reaped (labor) into
the ears of the Lord, have entered." Zephaniuary, 1906.
ah says : "The Lord has prepared a slaugh
Dr. Crane says he used to be an evolu
ter. He hath bid his guests. And it shall come
tionist but his "Bible studies corrected to pass in the day of the Lord's slaughter, that
I will punish the princes' and kings' children,
him." Perhaps he needs another "cor
and all such as are clothed in imported cloth
rection. ' ' William Gladstone 's profound ing. (Having the appearance of prosperity.)
And I will inflict punishment on all those who
Bible research made him write a book, leap over the threshold on 'that day,' and who
called "The Impregnable Rock of Holy fill the master's houses with violence and de
ceit."
Scripture," in which he declared all the
Socialism is the human agency through
latest edicts of science fully coincide which God will bring about this awful time of
trouble, and it is growing rapidly in every
with the Bible statements of creation and civilized country, which is causing much un
easiness among the mighty ones who know not
final salvation.
that it is the nucleus of "God's army."
I used to be an anti-evolutionist and
"Take heed to yourselves lest that day come
my study of the Bible and communion upon you unawares, for as a snare shall it
come on all them (not taking heed) that
with the source of inspiration finally con
dwell on the face of the earth."—Luke xxi,
vinced me as it did Gladstone. Indeed, 34,35"God moves in a mysterious way his won
Gladstone's splendid book helped to ders
to perform."
"Weeping may endure for a night, but joy
clarify my thinking on such lines. Evo
in the morning."
lution, reincarnation, the scientific idea cometh
We will take heed.
of creation, and spiritualism too, are all
William Walter Crane, M. D.
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And Satan Came Also

Now there was a day when the son*
of God came to present themselves be
fore the Lord and Satan came also
among them. —1 Job, 6.

O Satan, son of God in scornful wrath,
From the dread shelter of thy restless wings
Of pain and sin—cast us, we pray, not forth;
On them we rise from elemental things.
The ignorance of children we reject;
There is a grander innocence we prize;
A wider wisdom which we would reflect;
O guide us through Hell's gates to Paradise.
No! not at price of pain that ne'er should cease
Were wisdom dearly bought ; for what were life
Passed in a placid, ay, and brutelike peace?
Better than soul stagnation is soul strife.
Thou art the shadow God himself has thrown,
That nothingness from which the world was wrought.
Who is as God? that challenge, thou alone,
That Michael flung, wert able to support, (a)
Thou art that adversary of whom twas writ
That footstools of our enemies we'll make.
That great resistance which, as sparks, are lit
From flint, to conscious strength our souls will make.
Thou art that evil which the good e'er feeds,
That darkness thou whence only springs the light ;
Thou art that ignorance which to wisdom leads,
That sadness thou which e'er to joy takes flight.
Thou art that death which to all life gives birth,
That curse which teaches all a blessing's grace
Ay though thou wander up and down the earth
The throne of God is still thy resting place.
Dark bearer of the light who e'er hast worn
The love star on thy brow, all hail to thee—
Within thy awful shadow son of Dawn (b)
Blossoms and springs the soul's divinity.
FLORENCE ALL1-MACCARAN1.
Notes .—(a) The name Michael literally translated means, " Who is as God? "
. (b) The words rendered in the Bible, Son of the Morniug, are literal
ly, " Son of the Dawn."
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Rates

Of Oscillation.

By Prof. Edgar L. Larkin.
PROBLEM :

HOW SHALL WE USE THEM 1

New rates of eosm i c undulations
may be discovered
before this note ap
pears in Nautilus.
The laboratories of
the world are now
in a state of intense
activity.
They
work without stop
ping almost, and
mighty minds are peering into deep,
wide and very long corridors in nature.
Indeed ! The poor thing cannot lift a
hand or make a move without being in
stantly photographed, for the impertur
bable eye of man is set upon her majestic
face during every minute and second in
the year. No beautiful classic face in
pure marble, nor wonderful painting of
lovely human features in exquisite sym
metry of outline, detail and blending of
tints and life-like colors; nor even liv
ing faces of wondrous expression, beauty,
attractiveness of spirit were ever gazed
upon so intently.
Every corpuscle, atom and molecule
in existence oscillates to and fro with a
rapidity so great that no mind however
powerful, no, not the mind of the high
est mathematicians, can ever hope to com
prehend the speeds and rates. And cor
puscles revolve around others with the
most wonderful and unthinkable veloc
ities. Planets likewise revolve around
suns with high rates of speed, and are
all conical pendulums, such as may be
seen revolving in those curious clocks.
OSCILLATIONS OP LIFE AND MIND.
Life in any conscious organism is sim
ply a rate of corpuscular, atomic and

molecular oscillation. And the trend of
any science that can bear upon the case
seems to be toward saying that mind is
also.
If so, we are all immersed in almost
"solid waves," they are so numerous.
Thus there are one hundred million vis
ible suns on photographic plates; and
they all send floods to and receive from
all the others. These millions simply
saturate space, and act through all mat
ter. They therefore beat and surge
through our brains, nerves and entire
bodies. We are in touch with the entire
universe.
Suppose that the stellar structure of
stars is a sphere or oval : then there is a
point in the center of the structure if
finite, through which energy from every
sun in existence has to pass. This point
is so wonderful that it is unthinkable ;
for countless nonillions and decillions of
undulations pass in every direction.
This focus may be so intense that it has
an effect on the entire universe. There
is no use trying to deny the fact that
our minds are simply immersed in cosmical waves.
The cells of our brain are sensitive
beyond imagination to all these infinite
surgings. Some of the "lower" animals
are aware of the existence of rates un
known to man.
Nature made their
minds as they are ; and ours as they were
when the first "human" was evolved.
The animals have no way of adding to
their original mental capacity. But look
at man ! He has : This is the one mighty
difference between the highest mathe
matician and lowest living creature, this
marvelous ability to add to mind. See
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ing, hearing and smelling are far more
acute in a number of animals than they
are in man. We therefore know that
such powers exist.
Some humans are far more sensitive to
minute oscillations- than others, another
significant fact. Now the capital prob
lem, one now pressing for solution, is
to make our minds, our brain cells, our
nervous auras aware of the existence of
these quadrillions of at present un
seen and unheard undulations. For
/'getting into tune with the infinite"
is so intensely scientific that the very
idea is almost sublime. The phenomena
now appearing throughout the world,
and with a rapidity of expansion un
known before, indicate the near ap
proach of some stupendous discovery in
strange and arcane realms. The won
ders of telepathy, hypnotism, and men
tal influence will bring some astounding
discovery soon ; indeed ! The edges of
the mystery are here now.
Mind is about to make a conquest of
matter.
I feel sure that there is a bond of
some kind between mental and physical
chemistry. Now, as I write, I know that
I am wandering and wondering within a
mighty maze, underground like that
labyrinth of Arsinoe in Egypt, but it
does seem that I am on a stairway lead
ing to the surface.
For behold! there is a universal cosmical mass of matter that thinks.
This is obscure, for it is the same as
saying that mind of some occult kind,
existed before consciousness known to
man came as inherent with life. How
small is the circle of knowledge! It is
so utterly out of the ordinary trend of
science to say that mind existed before
organic life that this note will be at
once classed as non-scientific or "spec
ulative. ' '
For two years I have published
everywhere the word directivity; that
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is: Corpuscles know what to do, when
to act and where to go. Since nothing
exists but corpuscles, and these are
made of electricity, the seat of mind is
in corpuscles. This brings us around to
exactly the same point reached many
thousands of years ago by the recon
dite philosopher-mentalists, in India,
namely : That mind existed before mat
ter, or for short all is mind.
This
brings me into a mix with "Christian
Science," which is not Christian at all,
but very ancient Arcane Hindu. Look!
It is far more ancient, it was known to
a vast nation far more ancient, Cush,
to the later Sumerians in Asia, and to
the Napatans older than Ethiopia in
Africa. For the symbol Swastika is
now spreading over the world. It is ap
pearing on magazines, papers, books, let
ter heads, envelopes, on signs, on store
windows, railway cars, automobiles,
hats, handkerchiefs, in pictures, cuts,
photos, and in jewelry. It is the most
ancient occult symbol on earth. Ask
anybody using or wearing a Swastika,
why—and the answer will be for "good
luck." But it is really a sign or sym
bol of being in harmonic relation with
the Infinite and its sudden revival now
in late days is REMARKABLE.
It is known beyond a doubt that the
most remote nations had knowledge, se
cret, of course, that transcended all
modern physical science. The work now
is to re-discover this long lost wisdom,
and transform modern man. I assert
that Arcane wisdom is about to be dis
covered. Some daring one will lift one
corner at least, of the Veil of Isis. For
the mysteries round about the Temple
of Diana are soon to be revealed to
modern women.
I here give a few rates of oscillation
known to scientists on the purely physi
cal plane, or rather realm of nature.
Thus all colors are simply rates of un-
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dulations. The table gives the names of
colors and their rates.
Rates in
Colors.
trillions per second,
Ultra red
• 370
Red
428
grange-red
483

octave. The nerves of their retinas or
brain cells were sensitive far beyond the
normal. Now there is no doubt but that
the extra sensitiveness is in the cells of
the brain. If so, and it is, then mightyregults can be brought about by the majestic science of Eugenics, that is: The

Orange-yellow .................
Yellow
Green
Blue-green
Cyan-blue (middle)

604

human brain can be cultured like plants
in the marvelous gardens of Luther
Burbank. Cell-sensitive men and women
can be married and develop children
^ brain ^ aWe tQ ^ mt o£ space

Violet-biue
• 684
Violet
739
Ultra-violet
833
See how we are circumscribed in our
present limits of adaptation to rates of
oscillation. The least number of oscillations per second that can be seen by
the average eye is 392 trillion; and the
greatest 757 trillion. This is less than
one octave for twice 392 equals 794.
These are the rates that, through the
retina of the eye impress the brain with
some entity called respectively dull red
and dim violet. I often project a magnificent solar spectrum here with the
powerful spectroscope.
Perhaps a
dozen have seen ultra-violet and infrared far enough to make more than one

the most rapid rates in existence. For
years I have written that the human
mind is capable of illimitable expansion. In the table the middle rate is
604 trillion per second, and falls in the
lovely cyan-blue. But the middle rate
in the visible region is 575 trillion in the
blue-green. But instruments have detected rates from 833 up to 1,500 trillion per second. The limits of all imagination are broken. Who knows but
that cosmic mind—the base of nature—
and origin of thought—may be discovered? No dream can picture what
we may become when brain cells vibrate
at primordial and basic rates. Inconceivable power will be in human possession.

510
516
569

Small Marenda.
A WORRY SONG.
Small Marenda, three years old,
Two factotums sent in search,
Were left by him in the lurch,
Keen grey eyed and thatched with gold,
From her store of quaintest lore,
As the huntsman sauntered in,
Eyeing cool his rattled kin—,
Must have been here oft before,
Must have been here oft before.
Small Marenda took all in.
"Now Du-witty ain't come home,
Nor George Clinty Washy-ton,
At her place the stripling son
What shall we do 'bout Du-witty?
Gone a shooting with his gun,
Maybe gone to a far city,
Long his given time outstayed,
Nice Du-witty turble pity."
In the witching forest glade,
In the luring autumn shade.
"What would you advise, Small Fry?'
Asked the teasing Cousin Ki.
Dire confusion in his home,
"Anless we worry, I do-no,"
"Why I Oh why does he not come!
Spoke Marenda grave and slow,
I sha'n't worry," said they all,
With the twinkle of her eye,
Tramping out and in the hall,
Brimming o'er with mischief sly,
"I sha'n't worry," said they all.
"Anless we worry hard and cwy!"
—Harriet Purdy Cochran
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Written.
Florence Morse Kdtgsley.
I have received so
may letters of late
from the readers of
The Nautilus that I
think it is high time
to explain in brief
what I have already
explained in full to
Elizabeth, concern
ing these "Medita
tions" of mine, and
how they came to be written.
The "Meditations" are really exer
cises—like the five-finger exercises for
the piano, which one must practice if
one would have supple and obedient fin
gers for the grander harmonies. I wrote
them for myself in the first place, as in
common with every one of you I was
trying to realize the true, spiritual self,
which is not always in evidence. Imag
ine my state of mind then when a letter
comes to me containing requests—per
haps I would better say announcements
—such as the following:
"I am a widow with limited means, and I
have come to you with all my burdens, and I
am casting them all upon you. I have taken
a boy from the state school who has a secret
sin. / am leaving him to you. I have a mar
ried daughter who has two children, and one
who is unmarried. Will you, dear friend, use
your holy influence over us all, whether near
or far, and bring them home to the fold of
Christ, and keep us all immune from harm?"
I have quoted at some length from
this letter, since it represents very fairly
other demands of a similar nature which
have reached me from various quarters
of the world. Certain of my correspond
ents say, rather vaguely, that since they
cannot, somehow, "put into practice
what they have studied and learned"
they would like me to shoulder the re
sponsibility for them, and in some oc
cult way (the more occult the better)

enable them to become rich, happy,
healthy and successful.
Now to all these dear people and to oth
ers in like frame of mind I would like
to say very frankly that I am not, and
do not pretend to be the perfect expo
nent of my own "Meditations." If I
was, I shouldn't be living on this planet
at all. I should immediately be trans
lated to a higher sphere. I am strug
gling, just as you are, dear "widow of
limited means" to grow into better con
ditions through a realization of what I
believe to be my own true, spiritual
self. The more completely I can detach
myself from thoughts of sickness, pov
erty and undesirable conditions of any
sort, the quicker and better I shall be
able to manifest their wished-for opposites in my body and circumstances.
So if, when I get up in the morning, I
feel dull, inert, weak, headachey,
grouchy, envious of other people's
abounding success, and correspondingly
fearful of my own failure, I get out a
certain fat little blank book and forci
bly change the current of my thoughts.
I write down with my blackest ink and
in my plainest handwriting some such
statements as these:
I deny, specifically and in toto, that I
am inert, weak, envious or sick. On the
contrary, I am keen, intelligent, alert,
filled with life, energy and power. I
love my work, and I am invariably suc
cessful, because (please pay attention
to the reason I give to my consciousness,
for it is this which makes it eternally
true, and not a foolish, empty false
hood) I am the child of God, and "my
Father works in me—both to will and to
do of his good pleasure."
Now this statement, written in clear,
concise words, has been found to have
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a decided effect upon my mental con
dition. I have tried the experiment re
peatedly, and I am convinced of the
truth of what I am telling you. For
behold ! All my dull, weak, befogging
mind-vapors presently vanish away. I
find myself to be alive, alert, joyously
Teady to work. Now what has happened 1
Have I merely "hypnotized" myself by
a mental suggestion into an evanescent
and spurious activity? Or is this phe
nomenon of a deeper and truer origin?
I believe that the simple explanation is
that I have in some slight degree suc
ceeded in manifesting what is true to
day, tomorrow and forever of the real,
hidden self of me, which is to go on liv
ing and evolving endlessly into the lim
itless perfection of the divine life.
But I shall be obliged to go on prac
ticing my soul exercises of whatever
kind today, tomorrow, and yes—for
ever, for I see no possible end to it, my
friends. And in view of this, do you not
'see that we cannot limply lay our bur
dens off on to any one, not even—and I
flay this with all reverence—onto Jesus
Christ.
,
"Cast thy burden on the Lord, and
be will sustain thee," says the Psalmist.
Jesus, from the heights of a diviner wis
dom and completer experience, invites
us to take his yoke upon us, and learn
from him the secret of easy and suc
cessful burden bearing. "For every
man must bear his own burden." This
is the divinely ordained plan whereby
we are to be developed into the full
stature of our glory; and if we weakly
whine and cry over the little things
which are demanded cf us in this kin
dergarten of our universe, how are we

to assume the grander responsibilities
which await us in realms beyond our
ken? We can learn only through ex
perience, and if we were wise as an
gels are, we should eagerly welcome the
tasks which are set to test the temper of
our souls.
"The reward of work well done is al
ways—and inevitably—more work." So
if you have great burdens and respon
sibilities weighing upon you, dear
"widow of limited means," know that
somewhere along the line you have al
ready received the plaudit, "Well done,
thou hast been faithful over a few
things, I will make thee ruler over many
things." But do not neglect to ride
over what is given you. Don't try to
pass it over to another. Don't try to
evade your crown. It is yours, and
yours alone.
Let me recommend a blank book for
every one of you, and a series of "Med
itations ' '—real soul-exercises, which
will help you, as no words of mine can
do, to bear your own burdens through a
growing knowledge of the energetic,
powerful, purposeful I AM within each
one of you. When you have caught the
least hint of this central fact of your be
ing, you will not be wearily seeking to
drop your burdens onto anyone ; but you
will smile as you realize that in the Di
vine Strength, -which in very truth is
your own, you can easily carry every
burden that is, or ever will be, laid upon
you. Nay, more, the burdens will be
found to be light ; in spite of them you
will "mount up with wings as eagles, you
will run and not be weary ; you will walk
and net faint."

We are not tied to a desk or to a bench; we statj there only
because tee think ire tire tied. In Montana I had ti horse which
was hobbled ererij nitfht to keep him front wanderlnff ; that is,
straps joined bij a short chain were put around his forefeet, so
that he could onlij hop. The hobbies were taken off in the ntoruina, but he would, still hop until he saw his mate trotting off.
Our main function is to show how an ft one can trot off' if he trill.
-IsOLTON HALL.
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Physiology.

Wallace D. Wattles.
Chapter VIII.
NEW LIGHT ON IMMORTALITY.
Finally, in the light of all the fore
going, what about the immortality of the
individual? Well, the new physiology
gives us, for the first time, a really scien
tific basis for the hope of a continued ex
istence. You must remember that if the
old physiology is true, immortality is
simply impossible. If you get your vital
power from food, then your soul comes
from the beef trust ; and when you cease
to eat, that will be the end of you for
time and eternity. The theory that the
soul draws its vital power from God,
while the body gets energy from corned
beef and cabbage, is umprovable ; all the
evidence goes to show that there are not
two kinds of life, one of the body and
one of the soul, but that there is only
one life. The life of the soul and the
life of the body are one, and come from
the same source; therefore, if the old
physiology is true, the death of the
body is the end of all.
To prove individual immortality we
must demonstrate two things to be true :
First, that there is a spiritual organ
ism which the ego, or individual intelli
gence can inhabit after the dissolution
of the physical body; and
Second, that the ego can and will
keep spiritual organism so in harmony
with the constructive principle of na
ture that it, in turn, shall not be dis
solved.
It is unthinkable that life should con
tinue individualized without an organ
ism. There must be a separate organ
ism for every individual life; and when
the life can no longer preserve its organ
ism against the attacks of nature's de
structive principle, then it must cease to
be an individual life, and be merged into

that Universal from whence it came.
What evidence have we that there are
spiritual bodies?
1. We have the testimony of clair
voyants and other psychics who claim to
see them. Take this evidence for what it
is worth to you. Personally, I believe
some of it.
2. We are able to demonstrate math
ematically that personality is not the re
sult of functioning of the physical body.
Mind is not produced by the physical
body, for njind controls the physical
body. Mind is not the result of func
tional action, for mind can and does
control functional action. There is no
organ of the body whose action is not
controllable by mind, properly applied.
To have mind control the machinery
which produces it would be to make the
effect become its .own cause. If mind
were the result of functional action,
it could not cause or control functional
action. There is no more evidence that
the brain thinks than there is that the
heart thinks, or that the liver thinks;
the most we can say is that the brain ap
pears to be the organ through which the
ego applies thought to the physical body.
It does not appear to be at all impossible
that there is a spiritual organism, formed
of finer material, in and through the
physical body, permeating it as ether
permeates the atmospheric air; and that
this spiritual body may continue to ex
ist after the dissolution of the physical
body.
But its continued existence must de
pend upon its power and willingness to
co-operate with the constructive princi
ple in nature. Look where we will, we
see two principles in operation ; all about
us are the phenomena of construction
and destruction, integration and dis
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integration, combination and dissolu
tion, growth and decay, life and death.
In our own bodies construction and de
struction are continuous; and the length
of physical life depends upon our liv
ing, so that the process of construction
shall equal or exceed that of destruc
tion. In the very nature of things, it is
not possible that there should be any
such thing as essential, inherent and in
trinsic immortality for any living organ
ism. Every living thing, whether spirit
ual or physical, must be subject to the
same fundamental laws; and each must
receive its vital energy from the samo
source. You know that you are not
necessarily and inherently immortal, in
so far as your physical body is con
cerned. You may have a long and
merry life, or a short and miserable one,
just as you choose. If you eat and drink
and sleep and think in a constructive
way, you will live a good while—I can
not undertake to say how long. You
may achieve physical immortality, for
all I can prove to the contrary, although
I do not believe you can; and I do not
know why you should want to unless
you are afraid to pass out, and try the
other plane. On the other hand, if you
eat and drink so as to turn your con
structive force into the destructive chan
nel ; if you do not give the constructive
principle an .opportunity by sleeping un
der proper conditions, or if you think
destructively, you can commit physical
suicide in a very little while, or you can
prolong the process over a number of
years, but it will be suicide all the same.
Permit me now to point out that the
same must be true of your spiritual body.
I believe that you have a spiritual body,

for the reasons given above, and because
I see phenomena in your life which I
cannot possibly account for on any other
hypothesis than that there is a person
ality which uses your brain, but which
is not produced by your brain. All that,
however, is another story, and I shall not
go into it now. Perhaps, if Elizabeth is
willing, we may have a paper or two on
the scientific evidence that you have a
soul which is not produced by your body.
But you will note now that it can be no
more a necessity that your spiritual
body shall live forever than it is that
your physical body shall live forever.
You are endowed with the power to com
mit physical suicide, and it necessarily
follows that you must also have the
power to commit spiritual suicide. The
spiritual bodies of those who persist in
thinking the destructive thought and
living in the destructive way must
eventually be dissolved into their origi
nal elements, and the life principle be
merged into that Universal life from
whence it came. They who persist in vio
lation of the law must eventually van
ish from the universe; the "soul that
sinneth, it shall die."
Immortality is a privilege, but not a
necessity. Conscious individual exist
ence on either the physical or spiritual
planes can be long continued only by
working in harmony with the construc
tive principle; by intelligent and con
tinuous co-operation with God. And
this is the great, stern fact that under
lies the New Physiology: That the in
dividual cannot create or renew his own
life, or vital power of soul or body; he
must, therefore, so harmonize himself
with the source of life as to receive from
it, or he will inevitably perish.

"Refuse to express an emotion and it dies. There is no more valuable
precept in moral education than this, as all who have experience know. If we
wish to conauer undesirable emotional tendencies in ourselves, we must ussidiously, and in the first instance, cold-bloodedly, go through the outward move
ments of those contrary dispositions which we prefer to cultivate. Smooth the
brow, brighten the eye, contract the dorsal rather than the ventral aspect of
the frame, and speak in a major key, pass the genial compliment, and vour
heart must be frigid Indeed if it does not gradually thaw."— WILLIAM JAMES.
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Source.

Eleanor Kirk.
Once upon a time when the desire and
necessity for personal comfort seemed
unusually imperative, there came a
sudden halt in my review of the situa
tion, and these were the words that with
out any apparent thought or volition of
my own, fell from my lips.
"If you can't be happy when you are
miserable, you can't be happy at all."
It was precisely as if I had repeated
it, poll-parrot fashion after some one
else, though I had heard nothing with
my physical ears and there was no per
son near.
Please do not make a mistake at this
point. How this sentence that at first
seemed so foolish because so contradict
ory came into my consciousness I cannot
explain. Would that I could, as I be
lieve it would shed considerable light
upon the cause of many hidden phenom
ena. I do not claim that it was a psychic
or a spiritual message, or that it pro
ceeded from any quarter outside of my
individual self ; but I do affirm that this
was one of the things that led me to be
very careful in passing judgment upon
things I did not understand.
At this juncture there was a pressing
need of help, a lighting up of intelli
gence, an ability to focus from a new
view point, and none of these processes
were illuminated. In fact the situation
presented a low, depressing aspect which
was most unusual. I thought I had tried
bravely for days but there seemed no
way of getting away from it. All my
attempts to help were frustrated, and
my words of warning and advice glanced
off from those whom I thought needed
them like water off a duck's back. Now
I had informed myself through some
agency unknown, that if I could not be
happy when I was miserable I could not

be happy at all. The modus of the mes
sage and the absurdity of its construc
tion at once riveted my attention and
changed the current of thought. Ridic
ulous as it appeared it certainly meant
something, for as by magic the deadly
weight was lifted from my heart and
peace and good cheer were no longer re
mote possibilities, I could feel them ap
proaching and yet I did not understand.
Just at this moment in the midst of
my relief and wonderment a friend
called whose troubles had been troubling
me for some time. Her brother had left
his wife and children in poverty and had
gone no one knew where. This was the
crowning outrage of years of recklessness
and dissipation.
"I thought I would come in just for
a few minutes," she said, "I am so un
happy, but I always feel better after
seeing you."
I had the grace to be glad, notwith
standing the fact that I always felt
worse after seeing her.
"Oh! things are awful," she went on,
"and my sister-in-law. has really given
up in despair."
"Well, my dear," I responded very
calmly, a sort of-a-smooth-as-oil-feeling
stealing over me—"I have found out just
one thing this morning and it has turned
my darkness into a sky full of rainbows.
It is this : If you can 't be happy when
you are miserable you can't be happy
at all."
It would not be easy to forget the ex
pression on that woman's face. The
light in her eyes was that of one having
received a sudden illumination.
"Where did you get it," she asked.
"I don't know. It came to me."
1 ' If you can 't be happy when you are
miserable, you can't be happy at all,"
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my companion repeated. "Certainly
not,"—this with emphasis.
"But how can one be happy when one
is miserable?" I inquired.
' ' We are surrounded, don 't you see, ' '
she said, "with folks who will be miserble in spite of anything that can be done,
and we allow ourselves to be dragged
down to the level of their sorrows. I
apply the teaching in this fashion—if
one can't be happy with misery all
about one, one can't be happy at all.
Take this example for instance: My
brother would do exactly as he chose
without the slightest regard for others.
His wife would marry him notwith
standing she was told of his excesses.
Now to whom does this suffering log
ically belong? Not to me. I see that I
have no business with it."
' ' But pain is pain whether one brings
it upon oneself or not," I remarked, de
sirous of a still further analysis.
"We surely should be kind but we
should not suffer.- I see now that their
lessons are their lessons and not ours. I
believe I shall come to think that we
should rejoice over everybody's hard
lessons, our own included. And why
not? We have surely got to be worked
over and polished up somewhere at some
time, and the sooner the better. I feel
now that in trying to work out the
problems by others I have hindered them
most wofully."
This will certainly pass as a superla
tively remarkable experience. The light
that was let into that soul, irradiating
her whole being filled me with surprise
and joy. For weeks my friend had been
nursing and moaning over her woes, en
deavoring to extract comfort from ex
ternal sources, and here she won, elo
quently wise from the effect of a few
words which the merely intellectual per
son would have laughed to scorn.
As she went out of the house, smiling
and happy, I sat me down to think. I
know that the philosophy to which I had
just listened was correct. I knew that
I had been at once comforted by the
seemingly crooked and contradictory
words. What did it mean and why

could we not understand a little more
of the processes by which such results
were obtained ? There was no answer to
these questions. There never had been,
notwithstanding the fact that I was no
stranger to phenomena similar to that
mentioned above. Then I bethought me
of this great world of effects, where
through all the days one sees little but
the descent into awful depths and the
agonizing attempts to get out of them.
Hurry, worry, strife, pain and tears,
no one satisfied and all clamoring for
more of this world's goods, greater ma
terial successes, and the care that kills.
How is one to escape from this madden
ing whirl ? Only by being in it and not
of it, by looking away from the sur
rounding caprice, and seemingly hu
miliating experiences to the secret place
of peace and righteousness.
"I will lift mine eyes to the hills from
whence cometh my help."
Peace is not the product of man's nat
ural environment. One can never real
ize comfort by striving to doctor pain
with merely human sympathy, but one
can by prayerful desire and determined
effort learn to look up and away from the
snarls and hard knots which seem to im
pede the progress of so many travelers.
I do not think anyone ever heard me
say it was easy, but I do say it ought to
be, and a constant consciousness by the
presence of God would make it so. Noth
ing else ever will.
To agonize for others has been con
sidered a divine command. This is a
large lie and has had a large circulation.
Many of you will probably say, "If
the writer knew the awful trouble I am
in with the misdoings and helplessness
of this and that one, she would not be
so sure of her ground."
Yes, she would. The truth holds no
exceptions. If true for one it is true for
all. Our lessons are our educators, and
when we can accept our own with thanks
giving and be glad of the beneficial ex
periences of others, we shall positively
know that if we cannot be happy when
we are miserable—or when seeming mis
ery is all about us—we cannot be happy
at all.
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Telepathy.

Eij-en Price.
The next day, when the train stopped
Chapter III.
at a little station just outside L—, Mrs.
CONCENTRATION AND RELAXATION.
C. ent&pd the car and seated herself be
1. Now let us have order, for that is
side me, saying with a smile, "Didn't
nature's first law, and when we know
I guess well to expect to find you on the
the order in which a process unfolds,
train today?" Thinking of my letter
we understand its law. First we will take
which she should have received early that
a few incidents in which the psychic
morning, I was not surprised to meet her
sense prevails, and arrange the facts dis
then, at noon, though I had not ex
closed by them in their proper relations,
pected her to appear until I reached the
thus forming an orderly sequence of
next station.
ideas leading to the knowledge we de
When I asked, "Are you going to the
sire.
meeting with me?'' she looked blank and
A few years ago business called me to
said, "I intend to stay with you until
a city some sixty miles away. There
you leave this evening, but I don't know
were two routes to the town, one passing
anything about any meeting." "Didn't
through L—. where dwelt a friend I in
you get my letter this morning," I
tended visiting on my return ; and I had
asked. ' ' This morning 1 ' ' she exclaimed ;
written her that I would do so, but that
"no, I left before the postman came, for
in going I would take the other and more
I was so impressed with the idea that
direct route.
you were coming through here today that
About twenty-four hours before start
I started out early to do some errands,
ing time, I began to consider the possi
so I could met you and spend the after
bility of finding in L— another acquaint
noon with you. I knew you were going
ance, a Mr. P., who could give me some
to M., and just decided you would come
information I much desired. He did not
this way."
live in L— but his business occasionally
Our mutual surprise put us in such
kept him there two or three weeks at a
high spirits that we fully expected the
time, and I hoped I might find him. I
rest of my plans to carry ; but Mr. F. was
had no clew as to his whereabouts, and
not at the meeting, and we felt disap
no way to reach him on such short no
pointed. After a while, however, he
tice; but impressed with the idea that
came in, and was at once called to the
I should find him, I set out, determined
platform to assist in the exercises. He
to do my best.
went with evident reluctance; and after
First I wrote and asked my friend,
he was seated, his gaze wandered over
Mrs. C, to meet me at the L— station
the hall as if in search of someone. As
and go with me to a meeting to be held
his eyes met mine, the change in his ex
there that day. Then I tried to acquaint
pression told me that he had received my
Mr. F. with my desire that he should be
message.
there, mentally calling him by name and
In a few minutes Mrs. C. reminded me
saying I wanted him to attend that that we must leave at once if I was to
meeting the next day. It was easy to take the evening train for M—-. As we
concentrate my whole mental force on left the room it seemed that I had failed
this effort just before retiring, when all just on the verge of success ; but we w:ere
scarcely outside when I heard a voice at
about me was quiet.
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ray side saying: "I knew the instant I
saw you that you had called me to this
meeting, ' ' and I turned to find that Mr.
F. had followed us out. As he hurried
along beside us he continued, "I awoke
this morning impressed with the idea
that there was some reason why I should
come to this meeting, but hesitated, for
fear I might have to take part in the ex
ercises. But finally I decided that I
must come, and see who wanted me."
The information I wanted was soon ob
tained, I was hurried to the train, and
glided away with scarcely a thought of
the subtle power that had served me so
well, yet so simply.
I had desired the information, and
had allowed my intuition or psychic
sense to aid me in getting it. My intense
desire and concentration made my
•thoughts definite, and powerful enough
to impress not only Mr. F., their pri
mary object, but also Mrs. C, quite in
dependently of my letter. Both were
en rapport with me, and willing to act
on any suggestion of mine, and both re
ceived their impressions either while
asleep or at once on waking, while still
passive and mentally receptive.
As we have it, then, the concentrated
thoughts of one person and his desire
that they shall impress another, together
with receptivity and willingness to co
operate on the part of the other, form
the conditions necessary to telepathy.
We may now consider its methods.
2. According to Webster, to concen
trate is to bring to a common center.
Concentration of the mind is bringing
the mental forces to a common center,
or turning the entire attention upon one
subject. This does not mean that the full
mental force shall be held on one single
thought for a considerable time; that
would be impossible, for mental force is
action, not rest, and concentration on a
single idea leads to passivity, scattering
of forces, and drowsiness. But it means

rather such a mental condition as when
the life of a dear one depends on our ef
forts,—on our doing just the right thing
at the right time, without doubt or hes
itation, lest the loss even of a second
prove fatal,—and all our energies rise to
the occasion. Every detail stands before
the mind distinctly, every faculty is wide
awake and thrilling with energy, yet we
neither see nor hear nor feel anything
that does not bear on our one paramount
idea of saving the life of the loved one.
All the rest of the world is dead to us,
and the suggestions of others pass un
heeded or even unheard. This is concen
tration of the mind. The will brings all
the mind's energy to the focusing point
of definite thought, and this concen
trated power, applied to the ideas that
present themselves, quickly materializes
them into living thought force, or as
quickly dissolves them.
You have seen the sun's rays focused
with such force as to set fire to whatever
came within their focus. Picture your
self concentrating your mental force in
like manner, your will the lens ; and ap
ply this concentrated power to whatever
you have under consideration. After
learning to think definitely, form the
still more valuable habit of concentrat
ing your mental force at will. Practice
this in everyday life, and you will gain
a mental power that will surmount all
obstacles.
3. To impress your thoughts on an
other, you must concentrate your mind
on the idea you wish to send, and form it
into definite thought. Make no effort to
project the thought, for the work is all
done within your own mind. Simply let
go of the consciousness of self, substi
tuting for it a consciousness of the per
sonality of the one you would impress
with your thought. One who is en rap
port with you and willing to receive
your suggestions will readily respond if
his mental habits are s\ich as to lead him
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to consider the impressions that enter
his mind.
This condition of rapport is not
brought about by any positive mental ef
fort. It is the natural result of a com
munity of interest between two minds,
and often occurs on slight acquaintance,
even between strangers. So, in selecting
one with whom to communicate telepathically, choose the one who most sincerely
desires to learn what you have to commu
nicate, and you will find already in ex
istence the sympathetic conditions nec
essary to success.
The mental attitude assumed in re
ceiving an impression from another is
just the opposite of concentration. Con
centration is the simple obedience of all
the faculties to the will ; but in receptiv
ity the will abdicates in favor of a more
subtle power. All mental force is
quieted. The mind is passive, save for
the single thread of consciousness which
connects the individual with his sur
roundings, and even this yields in trance
or hypnosis, when the mind is simply an
instrument controlled by intelligence in
which it has no part. We shall not at
tempt to produce this condition, for any
intelligence we may desire can be re
ceived without subjecting our minds to
the dictation of any will but our own.
4. Receptivity is brought about
through a complete relaxation of mind
and body. The will gives its commands
and yields its place to our psychic pow
ers. "We may feel secure in the knowl
edge that this confidence will not be be
trayed, for the subconscious mind is
equal to any demands that may be made
on it. To induce this mental condition,
all tension of mind or body must be re
laxed. This often requires much prac
tice, and a greater effort of will than is
required in concentration.
When you ' ' enter the silence ' ' make a
practice of relaxing in the following
way : Taking a comfortable position, go
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over your body lazily, in thought, loos
ening the tension of every muscle. Let'
no part escape your attention.
This
done, you will become conscious of a gen
tle restfulness, penetrating every part of
mind and body, and dissolving the con
sciousness of form until you feel your
self radiating outward in a fine mist
without outward bounds. Now let go
of all consciousness of your surround
ings, holding instead the mental picture
given in lesson two; hold it lightly but
securely until something else comes to
replace it. Then do not resist the
change; accept at once whatever comes
and give it up again to what may fol
low. Should you doze a few seconds,
no matter ; but avoid a long sleep, which
would defeat your end.
At no time enter this receptive condi
tion without precaution of excluding
undesirable thoughts. Make the posi
tive assertion that you are receptive to
such thoughts only as are for your good ;
or hold a mental picture as indicated in
lesson one, to call out the good and beau
tiful. A mental picture of beauty and
happiness, or a wholesome desire to ac
complish some honest purpose, is the best
way to enter the silence, if you would
realize from it the maximum benefit.
Should you fail at first in doing this,
the results would probably not be serious,
but you would not enter the thought-cur
rent awakened by these lessons; you
would have to take your chances as to
what kind of thought you would receive.
It would be of whatever style you habit
ually generate, unless you dictated other
wise.
5. The habit of mentally dictating
what you shall receive in the silence
should be cultivated, for this is very im
portant if you would use your psychic
powers practically in everyday life.
The ability to use this power at will not
only dignifies it, by making it part of
the great plan of unfoldment of human
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life, but develops a nobility and spirit
ual understanding in him who uses it.
So when you feel the awakening of this
power within you, welcome it as a facul
ty that will serve you in every act, great
or small, in your life, and know that you
will come to depend on it as an unfailing
k urce of knowledge.
For practice, set aside a regular daily
period for full concentration on some
subject of vital interest to you, follow
ing at once with a period of complete re
laxation and receptivity. Do not prac
tice, however, very near time of retir
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ing at night, for it is not good to fall
asleep out of an induced receptive con
dition. If you must choose an evening
hour, concentrate on something inter
esting and pleasant, just before retiring,
—a game of checkers, some mechanical
apparatus, a scientific article, or any
thing that will hold the attention of all
your faculties. If you can concentrate
on something interesting for a shorl
time before entering the silence eacb
clay, you will find that the exercise hap
pily speeds you on your way.
[End of the Third Lisson.)

System

of

Jesus.

By Salvaeona.
Chapter VII.
THE PSYCHOLOGICAL FORCES OP JESUS DE
SCRIBED THE SAME CURVES OF MO
TION AS HIS NERVOUS FORCES.
The religious faith of Jesus, as a uni
form state of expectation of divine good,
implied a subconscious tension of two
forces; both of which modified the mo
tions of his conducting nerve fibers in
their connections with his tissues, mus
cles and the circulation of his blood. The
psychological force of Jesus, when tak
ing the form, either of religious faith or
ethical indignation—was a mental force
which compounded itself with a nervous
force, so that both forces acted along the
same conducting line of nerve fiber.
These two forces could produce an effect
at any point in the direction of their con
ducting nerve lines ; intensity and direc
tion was added to the moving positions
of his nervous forces, when compounded
with the moving position of his psy
chological force. As the purpose of the
motions of the nervous forces of Jesus
was—other things equal—to direct the
natural movements of the molecules of
his muscles; the purpose of his psycho
logical force, in this special motor sense,

was to add intelligent, changing inten
sity and direction to the motions of his
nervous forces, as they moved along their
conducting lines of the nerve fiber in
twisted and double curvature paths of
motion.
The awakened, or subcon
scious and nascent religious emotions of
Jesus, his moral passions, his sublime
dominating religious desires regarded—
strictly in their nervous motor aspects,
were motions of psychological force, pos
sessing special directive thought-forms of
varying velocity. Therefore, whenever
the nervous forces of Jesus were com
pounded with those classes of his psy
chological forces—called religious pas
sions, it would have the effect of alter
ing the difference in the time, force and
direction of the curves of the motions of
his nervous forces. So that he would see
the moral and religious point in persons
more quickly than other points. As
therefore, the strictly moral and religiuos aspects of persons would make a
more profound appeal to his attention,
this would have the effect of increasing
the action, or rate of the speed of the mo
tion of his nervous forces; therefore, of
shortening the time of his observation of
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their persons through his senses. The
religious and ethical life-desire of Jesus
gave him a constant, never-sleeping
preparedness of concentrated emotional
religious attention, which in its nervous
motor phases, would also have the effect
of immeasurably increasing the rate of
the speed of his sense perceptions in an
swering to the signals of men and women.
It would constantly modify the curve of
the nervous force of his eye, ears and
touch. For, the series of the changing
positions of the nervous force of Jesus,
as acting in his brain and as subject to
the line or nerve-wire of conducting
nerve fiber along which his nerve forces
moved would be called the curve of the
nervous force. With the majority of per
sons their psychological forces—when
compounded with their nervous force,
changes its current more promptly when
signalled through an electric skin sen
sation, or one of sound, than through
light or ordinary touch. If, therefore,
the religious healing telepathy of Jesus
was in any indirect or direct way con
nected with the electric conveyance of
telepathic sound or electric skin signals,
the following could happen : Take the
absent healing of the Centurion's ser
vant. The following table will show the
relative time capacity of the Centurion
servant to respond—through the healthy
reaction of his psychological and ner
vous forces—to an electric signal of
sound or touch :
Sound
0.167 sec.
Light
0.222 "
Electric skin-sensation
0.201 "
Touch-sensations
0.213 "
Here then (in the deeper psychologi
cal undertaking of the Man of Sorrows),
as a man of immeasurable spiritual emo
tion do we find the key to his magic, the
solution of the problem of his moral fas
cination, the answer to the question as
to why he has captivated the ages. No
icily, cold, calculating theologian was
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Jesus. Man among men—he had the
greatest human heart of them all—suf
ferer among sufferers, he suffered more
than all, spiritually emotional; his flesh
and blood vibrated with a greater prac
tical, emotional pity and compassion than
all. This is why he stands above all men.
He did not laugh with men in their joys',
but he wept with them in their sorrows.
He was at one marriage feast, and at
many funerals. He came as the star in
the midnight of man's grief, not as a
sun of his animal joy. He came to con
quer death, not to add a new zest to the
avaricious happiness of low ideals of life.
The human in him was so divine that it
reached up to God, and the divinity in
him was so human that it reached down
to man. Because his emotional, spiritual
range was so transcendent, his vast emo
tional moods urged him to drive the
money-changers out of the temple with
a whip of cat-o-nine-tails ; and to lash
the Pharisees with sentences that stung
like scorpions. Because his emotional
range was so transcendent he wept at
the grave of Lazarus—saw his Father
watching the fate of the sparrows and
became the champion of the defeated
souls of the universe. Because his emo
tional range was so transcendent, he for
gave his murderers, forgave sinners, for
gave Peter, forgave Magdalene, forgave
Judas, forgave the rabble that spat in
his face, forgave the sepulchre of Joseph
of Arimathea for trying to hold him a
prisoner. Because his emotional range
was so transcendent, because he had the
biggest heart in the universe, he wept
over Jerusalem—chose the emotional, af
fectionate John as his beloved disciple—
made love (not philosophy) the theme of
his gospel, sympathized with the down
trodden pool'—and felt his heart wrung
with compassion because the lepers were
unclean and the widow of Nain had lost
her boy.
(To be continued in August issur.)
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By Ella Adelia Fletcher.
in trivialities and purely material in
Chapter XVII.
terests,
it is closed at the base, the point
MERCURY AND THE ACTIVITIES OF THE
SUSHUMNA.
of union between the Pingala and Ida,
where the residual nervous action—the
(Conclusion of this Chapter.)
memory
of sensations—is stored in the
Now, Mercury is the unifying element
sacral
plexus.
This canal is the sobetween the several principles of man
called
occult
channel
of Prana, through
as between the Tattvas. The strife the
which,
when
roused
to activity, the
planet arouses is that it is ever impelling
coiled-up
latent
Prana,
or Kundalini,
upward and resists downward tenden
cies. It is Mercury's rod that pricks ascends from the sacral-plexus to the
the conscience and would ever extend brain, and striking upon the pituitary
its support in the struggle against way body (the will-energizer) stimulates it
ward impulses. When you fully un to such activity that it in turn kindles
the spiritual fire of the pineal gland.
derstand the entire office of the Sush
The first hint the student has that he is
umna, this will be quite plain.
rousing
this slumbering power is a sen
Both the density and the swiftness of
sation
of
warmth in the basic-plexus—
Mercury are accounted for, or ex
the
Muladhari
of the Yogi—where it is
plained, by the Tattvic state of Prana ,
"coiled
up";
and
as the soul-governed
when in the Shushumna. Of course it is
will
controls
Prana
and holds it to the
the same in the macrocosm as in the
ascent
through
the
canal, the heat in
microcosm, only on a vaster scale.
creases.
Though apparently quiescent during
All aspirations for higher things, all
the moment of conjunction, the quies
exaltation
of prayer and worship, tend
cence is but seeming. The concentrated
to
set
free
a minute portion of this
energy of the Tattvas through their
Kundalini,
the
"coiled-up one." Thus,
closely compacted atoms in the united
you
see,
the
path
to "the Mystic Realm
currents as they meet in the Sushumna
of
the
Undiscovered"
leads through the
produces a state of extreme density.
During concentration, when alone the Sushumna. We enter it in meditation.
higher office of the Sushumna is called Often unknowingly, it is traversed by
into activity, the velocity of the vibra many a rapt enthusiast, and by the ar
tions is stimulated to an inconceivable dent inventor who wrests Nature's se
crets from her vast repositories. Intui
speed.
Curiously enough, we have in the rise tional truths are never discovered else
Swami Vivekananda says:
of mercury in a thermometer a perfect where.
symbol of the rise of the vital force in "Wherever there is any manifestation
the Sushumna, for the state of increased of what is ordinarily called supernatu
ral power or wisdom, there must have
activity and density and vastly in
creased velocity is also one of rising been a little current of Kundalini which
found its way into the Sushumna."
temperature
The data concerning Mercury's close
The spinal Sushumna, which we have
association
with our spiritual natures is
now specially to consider, is a hollow
practically
without limit, as he who be
canal in the center of the spinal cord.
In ordinary persons who are absorbed gins to search will find. The symbol of
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the planet expresses the trinity or
three in one, the circle representing
the Spirit because without beginning or
end. The crescent is the reflection, or
Soul,—the negative of the Spirit as is
the Moon of the Sun ; and the cross typi
fies the four elements of the physical,
or gross plane of activity. They are the
four elemental divisions, called the
" triplicities, " of the Zodiac, and Mer
cury's influence in the varying signs is
distinct. The astrologer Hazelrigg finds
all the planetary symbols equally sig
nificant with that of Mercury, and be
lieves none to be arbitrary signs.
In all ancient lore, we find Mercury
accredited as ruling the mind. Every
where in. myth and story he is sent as
the interpreter and messenger to the un
derstanding and reason of man. Even
the thievish disposition attributed to
Mercury symbolized the facility with
which reason and understanding appro
priate all knowledge. The very term
thought is said by Anna Kingsford to
be "the Egyptian equivalent for
Hermes, the God Thaut, frequently
written Thoth ; these being for the
Greeks and Egyptians the personifica
tion of the Divine Intelligence," that is,
His messenger. The same Spirit was
manifested to the Hebrew as Raphael,
—like Hermes called "the physician of
souls;" and to the Hindu as Buddhi.
One of the chief glories of Hermes
was his conquest of the hundred-eyed
Argus, which denotes, Mrs. Kingsford
says:
"The victory of the under
standing over fate. For Argus repre
sents the power of the stars over the
unenfranchised soul." This corrobo
rates what I have constantly endeav
ored to make emphatic, that the power
of human thought guided by reason can
change the planetary currents. The
powers of reason and understanding to
which Mercury guides us are above
mere cold intellection. It is the stifling
of pure reason by the exaltation of the
human sense-governed mind that pro
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duced the rank materialism which has
marked recent decades and from which
Higher Thought is freeing the race
of mankind.
The Roman name Mercury, by which
we designate the planet, comes from
merx, merchandise. Their god was of
much more material and sordid char
acter than the Greek Hermes with whom
they identified him, which betrays the
truth that the people had degenerated
and become more material. They chose
to degrade "Hermes • * * Arch
angel, who bearest the rod of knowl
edge by which all things in heaven and
earth are measured" (The Perfect Way,
page 367), to a crafty, commercial god.
The farther back we go the more ele
mental, more spiritual are all the gods.
Zeus is believed to have meant original
ly "the glistening ether." Hindu ge
nius spiritualizes its sense-conceptions
with wonderful readiness. The more
remotely their myths are traced the
more "atmospheric" do they become.
The more the god merges with the
planet.
A concluding word as to practice:
When our wrills hold our minds in
check and thus restrain the scattering
of forces through wasteful and, oftener
than not discordant activities, the
Pranic currents flow rhythmically and
gather force and strength as all the
molecules of the body yield to the har
mony and tend to move in the same di
rection,—which means a tremendous
gain in electric power: Only by the up
lift of this conscious direction can we
connect with the great Central Dyna
mo, the Divine Spirit.
Thus the soul-directed thought is
electrical, itself a ray of spiritual pow
ers, the effectual energy of which is
gauged by the steadfastness of purpose,
the soul-force, which directs it. Never
forget that the mind which is the dis
turber and disorganizer, creating all
discord, when brought under control is
the agent of our freedom. There is no
limit to the power of thought.
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Teaching

Children.

By Elizabeth Towne.
In teaching new thought ideas in Sunday follows what God says in his heart or
schools, should the new thoughter follow the hers, they will all be happy inside, even
Christian scientists and Mrs. Eddy in refus
ing to accept the evidence of common sense though they can't have everything they
as given to us through our mortal mind five can see. smell, taste, hear or feel.
senses? Are we to consider our senses as
sources of eternal error, or are we to con
But if Tom says, "Aw, come on—let's
sider our mortal mind five senses of seeing, do it anyhow—I think it's all right even
hearing, touch, taste and smell as a mental
means of involution, or the mental means of if Dick and Mary think it's wrong!"—
getting new thought suggestions into the Sun
day schools? We could never get any new if Tom says that and Dick and Mary
thoughts into the children's mind at all if it listen to him and do what their own
is wrong to use their five senses. If we do heart's voice says is wrong for them,
not get our spiritual new thoughts into our
selves through our senses, how do we get then Dick and Mary will surely be sorry,
them in?—Mrs. W. A. Pendell, Barry, Wash. even though Tom never is. What is
Goodness! Don't confound children right for Tom at a certain time may be
with such big words, obscure ideas and wrong for Dick and Mary at the same
hair-splitting schisms.
time ; though the same thing may be
Tell them of the wise spirit that speaks right for them at another time. A
within them, the spirit that is God and thing is "wrong" for anybody when it
child, too. Tell them that as they fol
will bring unhappiness to him. Tom,
low that spirit health, happiness and Dick and Mary sometimes think a thing
success are with them ; that as they dis
will bring happiness to them, and after
obey it unhappiness results.
they have done it they find it brings un
Tell them that unseen spirit is eternal happiness. So Tom, Dick and Harry are
truth and love, and is never wrong; apt to be mistaken when they choose ac
while the advice of other people, the in
cording to the influences outside them
fluences of outside things—things they selves.
can see, taste, smell, feel, or hear, may
And the ONLY guide that can keep
be wrong; and if they follow wrong in
them out of mischief and its unhappy
fluences the results are always painful consequences, and keep them going on
sooner or later.
the line of learning and action that will
Tell them the reason outside influ
enable them to grow up into the splendid
ences may be wrong is this: That the things they want to do when they are
truth spirit, or God, tells one child to do big.
one thins and another child another en
If they keep listening to that little
tirely different thing, just according to good feeling inside, acting upon its im
the nature of the child and what will pulses, they will do always the things
suit the child best in the long run. God they'll be glad of afterward.
tells each child how to act today that it
Tell the children that they are good
may grow strong, wise, loving and ready from center to circumference, from top
to do the great things the child wants to toe; that happiness and growing up
to do when it grows up.
come from making good use of their good
As Tom wants to be one thing when he powers; that the spirit within each child
grows up, and Dick wants to be another, makes that child "feel good" when he
and Mary still another, the all-wise God- or she is doing well, and "feel bad"
spirit may tell each child a different when he or she chooses wrong: and that
thing now. If Tom. Dick and Mary each if Dick just remembers to see whether
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he feels good inside when Tom tries to
get him to do something, he can always
decide rightly whether he'd better do
it or not. Tell him this is what Jesus
meant when he said, "Judge not accord
ing to outward appearance" (according
to what Tom, Dick or Harry, or what he
himself thinks), "but judge righteous
judgment" (according to that deepdown little feel-good inside of him).
Tell him, "the things that are seen are
temporal" (temporary, changing, good
for you at one time and bad another),
"while the things that are not seen" (like
the little feel-good inside him, that is
really God's still small voice) are eter
nal"—always the same good, wise guide
that shows the way to all good and joy
and to the splendid grown-up-ncss he so
eagerly desires.
Tell the child God lives in and speaks
in every human being, little or big, bad
or good, just as he lives in and speaks in
him; and that all the badness in the
world comes from not knowing about and
paying attention to this feel-good voice
within.
Tell him the God within him, that
makes him feel good when he is doing
right, is the Spirit of All Love and AllWisdom; that the fruits of this spirit
are thoughts and deeds of love, joy,
peace, patience, learning and kindness;
that thoughts and doing of hate, unhappiness, violence, anger, jealousy, and all
manner of badness are the results of not
knowing about and paying attention to
the voice of that good spirit within ; or
the results of forgetting about it after
you do learn.
Tell the child that nobody means to
be bad; people just don't know, or they
forget, to listen to the good spirit within.
Tell him that Life is a great kinder
garten school where we are all, little and
big. good and bad, learning to listen to
that love-voice within, and that by-andby when more of us know about it we
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shall all work happily together to make
the world a beautiful and happy home
for all people of every nation. Tell him
years ago only a few people knew about
this good spirit within, though Jesus
taught it 2,000 years ago and "others
taught it thousands of years before that.
It was taught, but people wouldn't lis
ten! They were too busy fighting each
other. But now we have schools, Sun
day schools, papers and magazines and
books, and everybody is hearing about
the God-spirit that is within every one
of us trying to make us all a big,' happy,
helpful family.
Tell him that it is hard sometimes for
grown people to quit their old habits of
fighting each other and stealing from
each other and doing other unkind
things; but that the children are learn
ing the good truth, too, and they are
growing up in the good new hahit of
thinking and doing kind, wise, helpful
things; and that by and by all the old
people who are set in the old-fashioned
habit of cantankerous little-self-ishness
will pass out of the world and the world
will be possessed and made "over by their
sons and daughters and grandsons and
granddaughters, who are growing up in
the new thought of love and brotherhood
and helpfulness. In this way the new
heavens and the new earth .shall appear,
the earth shall blossom as the rose, and
the lion and lamb shall lie down to
gether in friendliness, and the lion shall
eat grass like the ox.
Tell him, oh, yes, you think it may
take a few hundred years yet, but that
it will come to pass literally as well as
figuratively. For animals take their cues
from human beings; and when the
Rockefeller lions and the child-labor and
union-labor lambs learn to lie down in
friendliness together—as they surely will
or die off the earth—it won't take long
for the real lions and lambs to catch the
spirit of live-and-let-live, and do the
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same thing. As to the lion 's stomach not
being fit for the digestion of anything
but lambs, that is a mere nothing that
Dame Nature can readily adjust. If
Mother Nature isn't equal to the task,
we'll .call in these wonderful surgeons
who like to amputate our outgrown ap
pendixes. They can, perhaps, put the
lions to sleep and cut out their lamb-ap
pendixes. Then they'll take to grass and
innocent gambols on the green. If not
—they'll die, that's all. For the spirit
of love within us hath said it—slaughter
must go. This earth shall be one great
beautiful heavenly home, and there shall
be kindness everywhere, and no eating
up each other. Our children are grow
ing up in this new thought and they'll
manage someway to bring it all to pass.
Just wait and see. And while you are
waiting see how much you can do by just
listening to the God-voice within you,
and being kind and doing your work just
as well as you can.
Be sure to tell the children many times
that this one great God-spirit that speaks
in every human heart, child or grown
up, civilized or savage, is just working
to make everybody happy. That is all
it ever speaks in your heart for, or in
mine, to tell us what to think and do
to find the happiness we want. Remind
the child that he is often sorry he did
a thing and wishes he hadn't; this is
because he can't always tell by looking
at a thing whether it will make him
happy or not ; but the great spirit that is
over us all and speaks in us all always
knows; so if we listen for the little inner
feel-good and obey it, we find real hap
piness every time.
And tell the child that even his mis
takes are good, because by their hurts he
is reminded next time to listen for that
little voice within that makes him good
when he is thinking or acting right.
And tell him to never mind if he gets
scolded sometimes when he felt he did

right; for nobody in the world is yet
wise enough to keep from being unjust
sometimes, and parents or teachers are
liable to mistakes just as small boys and
girls are ; and they don 't mean to be un
just or unkind, any more than the small
boys and girls do—they just forget the
God in the small boy and speak sharply ;
as the boy forgets the God in the parent
or teacher and neglects to obey.
Tell the child that the five senses are
the five gateways through which we re
ceive knowledge of things and people;
while the inner spirit is the God that
tells us whether that knowledge is true
or false and what to do with it, whether
to act upon it or contrary to it.
The five senses may be deranged and
bring false reports, but the spirit within
is ever the same yesterday, today and
forever. The five senses bring reports of
changeable things, that today may -be
true and tomorrow untrue; while the
spirit within is always THE TRUTH.
Tell him that, as the evidences of the
five senses continually change and con
flict, it sets up warring states in the
mind that depends upon them. This
causes disease and all manner of unhappiness. While the mind that is stayed
on the eternal spirit within can let out
ward things come and go, advance, re
treat or fight as they please without be
ing upset or worried by them. Such a
mind is at peace with itself, happy in it
self, no matter what happens outside itself; and such a mind fills the body with
its own peace, happiness and health, or
wholeness. The mind that lives in the
senses is continually changing as the
senses change ; while the mind that stays
with the spirit at the center is on a solid
rock from which it may watch the
thoughts of the senses ever rolling in
waves, perhaps raging in fury, but never
disturbing the rocks where the spirit
rests.
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And from whence it may learn to rule
the tvaves. The mind that is stayed on
the God within can speak peace to the
waves coming through the five senses,
or it can ride the waves safely, as Jesus
did before the sailors waked him to still
the tempest. "God is my life" is liter
ally true, and he whose thought dwells
on God knows the wholeness of life;
while he who rides up and down ac
cording to the testimony of his five senses
leads a miserable seasick existence and
wishes himself out of it.
Oh, maybe I 'm getting into a trifle too
deep water for children. If I am they '11
let me know it by not being interested.
When teaching children let lack of
their interest be the signal for you to

Going
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change your tack and set sail for home
waters—for the simple, everyday things
everybody can understand and enjoy.
The most important thing to remem
ber when teaching children is this :
Be honest. If you can answer a
child's question do so, in the plainest
words possible; if not say so. Remem
ber that "Dignity is a peculiar carriage
invented to cover up the defects of the
mind"—from grown-ups, not children.
Children see through dignity and other
shams, and despise the pretender. A
touch of honest ignorance makes teacher
and child akin, and for finding out things
two honest folks akin are better than
any orthodox pedagog.

the

Silence.

By Julia Seton Sears, M. D.
Going into the silence is simply chang
ing our state of consciousness; it is just
letting go of one state of being, and pass
ing into and functioning normally in an
other condition of consciousness.
To go into the silence is to withdraw
from the diverse currents of the com
mon mind and pass into connection with
the stillness of the supra-conscious mind.
In the beginning the student needs to
be alone; he should have a time and
place in which to begin his exercises;
the first thing is to take a comfortable
position either sitting, standing, or ly
ing down, as best pleases himself; he
should then choose the attribute which
he wishes to develop and take from ten
to fifteen minutes to meditate on it; he
should think of it in all its details; just
what possession would mean to him; he
should form the mental attitude of in
terior possession ; if the object of health
is chosen, he should see himself just as
he would be; no matter what is chosen
he should always see the perfect interior

expression of it ; he should never build
anything but a perfect image; and feel
that it is capable of being materialized
by him.
The next step :—Begin the inbreath
ing of long deep breaths and at every
breath he should feel and know that he
was really drawing to himself, from an
inexhaustible supply, everything he de
sires, and he really is, for every material,
as well as every spiritual thing exists
primarily as force in the universal en
ergy, and is capable of being attracted
into especially developed auras, and
there lifted aloft in form.
After the student has meditated and
established a rhythmical breathing, he
should feel that it is finished, and then
proceed to pass himself into the great
creative silence where the thing he
creates can become vitalized with an in
destructible energy.
Many teachers
never tell of any higher plane than the
one of thinking and affirmation. Think
ing and affirmation are paths to power,
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but they are the paths by which those
go who have not yet found the doorway
of absolute expression.
The last step is to withdraw the mind
from the external world; to relax and
live in the full consciousness of power,
and this is accomplished by assuming a
listening attitude. Get quiet—quiet—
and still more quiet,—listen,—listen—
this is the way to the center of being ; lis
ten—listen—listen ; so deep that you can
hear your own heart beat; when you
can hear the beating, or even feel fully
the vibrations of your blood pulsing
through your heart, you have come
•close into the universal rhythm and are
awake in the supra-consciousness of your
own mind; and you are ready to make
the great creative cosmic union.
In this atmosphere we create by just
the act of recognition ; we know that we
are; this is not thought force, it is rev
elation. We retain this consciousness of
infinite union until every fiber of our
selves passes from the state of "becom
ing," into "being;" then we have fin
ished our silence for that time, and can
return and take up the common con
sciousness of our daily life, and we find
ourselves strong, vital, vibrant, with a
new power which we secured in this new
,state of spiritual chemicalization.
The next step in the development of
the student is to teach himself to daily
abide in this knowledge of his own pow
er; he does this by just knowing that it
is within him and recognizing his abil
ity to find it. When he has established
his perfect recognition, it does not then
matter where he is, on the car, in a
crowd, surrounded by confusion, any
thing, he simply then and there assumes
the mental attitude of listening and he
instantly can pass into this interior
union.
Some lives seem to take a long time to
develop this point of understanding; but

it is not really a hard nor a wearisome
task to find the center of being within
us; the perfect rhythm of the breath
should be established during the medita
tion moments, so that when one goes into
the deeper consciousness the breath may
take care of itself; it will be useless to
attempt to awaken the supra-mind if
the breathing is tense or demands atten
tion or control ; the physical breath is
only the expression of divine atmosphere,
and once the physical rhythm is estab
lished, no more attention need be given
to it; breath in the higher state is sim
ply life. It is only the natural soft,
deep passing out and in of the physical
breath, done first consciously and for a
definite purpose, then relinquished and
carried on by natural relationship.
It is not a strange, mysterious, meta
physical thing, this going into the silence,
but a sane, scientific, tangible truth,
which anyone who cares to know may
demonstrate for himself, and the inevi
table outcome of it is perfect develop
ment, is wholeness.
Just a moment of powerful medita
tion ; just a moment of stillness deep as
life itself; just a moment of conscious
ness of infinite union, and our human
mind becomes the perfectly adjusted,
wireless instrument which registers the
cosmic intelligence and secures its mes
sages.
Remember, only a meditation so full
of force that it is alive; then a stillness
so intense that you touch the cosmic
heart; then supra-conscious recognition
of your one-ness; an inbreathing of cos
mic energy, and your being is flooded
with a power divine.
"there is no duty we so much under rate
as the duty of being happy. By being happy
we sow anonymous benefits upon the world,
which remain unknown even to oursetves."
—R. L. Stevenson.
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How

to

Establish

Health

and

Harmony

By William E. Towne.
It is an obvious fact that any abnor
mal condition, any inharmonious con
dition must be the result of an error.
There is uo inharmony in the multi
plication table.
A machine constructed in exact ac
cord with the principles of mechanism
will work smoothly.
So when the human body shows forth
disease — dis-ease — or inharmony, it
shows that the mind, after which the
body is fashioned, has been dwelling on
thoughts of error. In other words, has
been making a mistake, entertaining mis
taken beliefs.
The existence of any kind of disease is
absolute proof that the mind is not in
strict harmony) with Truth or the Prin
ciple of Life. Think it over a few min
utes and see if it is not so.
Even accidents are due to predispos
ing mental causes by which the individ
ual attracts the conditions which render
the accident possible.
How shall we avoid mistakes? By
ever being responsive to the impulses
which Nature, or Truth, has implanted
in us, and which are only crowded out
when we get in a mental rut and pound
away at some particular line of thought
under the impression that we know it
all.
"We don't know it all, and if Truth is
to be established within us and find ex
pression in our lives, it may be necessary
for us to double right back on our own
course.
Most people do not care to know the
Truth. They only want to know that
which falls in with their pre-conccived
notions of how things ought to be. They
want the universe to run as they think
it ought to run. And sometimes the
universe won't do this. Under such cir-

cumstances the wise man will just settle
back on his oars and observe awhile un
til he gets a little insight into the true
principle of the thing.
This insight will come if you really
desire it. But fix your thoughts on that
which you desire and not on your aches,
pains and the faults of your family and
the neighbors.

Netop

Notes.

William E. Towne.
So many of our Nautilus friends have
inquired about Netop, and expressed
their interest in what I wrote last month
on the subject, that I venture a little
further details this mOnth.
Our pleasant, warm March weather
gave place to a cold and cloudy "spell"'
for April, so we couldn't go ahead very
rapidly with our Netop garden. Every
thing was backward.
Then suddenly, near the end of April,
we had a few warm days and everything
burst forth as if spring had been bot
tled up as long as she could stand it,
and the creative leaven must now express
itself in leaf and blade.
The cool weather helped the grass to
thicken up, and our lawn here at home
looks much nicer than it did last year.
The first gardening we did at Netop
was to reset some of our Burbank Ever
bearing Crimson Rhubarb; which was
too thick for its own good health.
Then last Saturday afternoon Eliz
abeth and I went out to Netop and took
our supper along. I .planted some early
peas and Elizabeth set out a woodbine,
an ampelopsis, some golden glow, a pe
ony and sundry other things.
Then she decided that the trees, or
bushes, in front of the cabin were too
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thick, and started in with the axe to thin
them out.
When I came up from the garden she
had some of the bushes laid out flat on
the ground and was cutting the tops off.
At every stroke the axe penetrated the
earth about half an inch. I told her it
was evident she was brought up in the
city, as she had so little respect for the
keen edge of my axe. I reminded her of
Emerson, who was so little of a practi
cal agriculturist that when he started in
to spade his garden his small son
shouted, "Look out, papa, you'll dig
your leg!"
This week I have extended the gar
den a little on one side, by the addition
of a few wheelbarrow loads of earth, and
by spading up a grassy bank. On this
additional land I have sown three rows
of early beets. A little later in the sea
son we shall plant corn, pole beans, wax
beans and other vegetables.
There is a large herd of deer (number
ing a dozen or so) roaming about in the
vicinity of Netop. Mr. Byron Smith told
me the other day that he saw one in his
pasture just across the road from our
cabin, and also that he saw their tracks
by the brook, up above the railway.
We are going to take what precaution
we can to keep them from breakfasting
off our garden. As the railway is on
one side of our land, and the highway
on two sides, we think there is little dan
ger of the deer coming around, but we
are contemplating a small, wooden,
home-made windmill such as we used to
use up in New Hampshire for keeping
the crows out of the cornfield.
By tying colored rags to the arms of
the windmill, and possibly by attaching
small bells, we can make it quite aweinspiring to the innocent and unin
itiated deer.
Then the windmill will serve another
purpose, we hope, and that is to frighten
away the woodchucks until the garden

sass gets a start. We are also going to
construct a scarecrow, of the orthodox
type, for the benefit of the chucks.
An old woodchuck is a canny fellow,
and becomes accustomed to almost any
thing in time. I was reading an article
in Country Life recently which said the
only way to exterminate a seasoned old
woodchuck was by the use of simon pure
dachshunds.
These little short-legged
pups work in pairs, and burrow right
into Mr. Woodchuck 's hole. One dach
shund lies on his back and digs and the
other keeps watch outside, for the wood
chuck always has two outlets to his bur
row. If the dog who is doing the dig
ging gets tired, the other relieves him.
They never quit until they get the chuck.
Sometimes they stay underground for
hours.
However, we don't care to do more
than frighten the chucks away, and we
are not going to invest a $100 or so in
stubby-legged little pups for the sake of
one or two old woodchucks.
One afternoon of this week I went out
alone, and Elizabeth failed to come when
I expected her. Being in doubt as to
whether she might not come on the next
car, I waited at the cabin until nearly
dark. And such a chorus as I enjoyed
for the last half hour. The pewees and
several other birds started up their even
ing songs, the frogs peeped, and a spe
cially fat robin perched on a low limb
near the foot of the garden and nearly
split his throat with song.
I surmised that he might be giving
thanks for such a nice, wormy garden,
all freshly spaded and near at hand.
We have had some of our back lawn
spaded up here at home, and intend to
raise a few vegetables on it. Have al
ready put in peas, bush beans, onions,
lettuce and radishes.
44 Lying ridce upon debt's bach."
Ikn franhlin.
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Briefs.
By William E. Towne.
* • * Baba Bharati, editor of
Light of India, says that the Americans
and English are only thinly veneered
with civilization, which indeed may be
true enough, but nothing to our discredit.
The fact that India has for so long been
a dependent nation, ruled by aliens,
is no doubt partly due to the fact that
she has become emasculated by age. If
we look back over the history of the
world, we find it is the people just emerg
ing from barbarism who conquer and
rule the world. The Anglo-Saxons were
little better than barbarians a few cen
turies back. Now they exert a greater
influence upon world affairs than any
other people. The Japanese are today
probably the most powerful nation on
the globe, considering their size. Just
look at the unbounded vigor and
strength displayed in their recent war
with Russia. And yet it is only a few
decades since the Japanese emerged from
semi-barbarism.
* * • The truth is that civilization
is somewhat like a two-edged sword.
Heretofore it has nearly always led to
abnormal developments which destroyed
national life. There are symptoms in
America that the tide is going to turn
away from the dangers of civilization
before it is too late. There are signs
which point strongly to the fact that we
shall soon be seeking a more normal, nat
ural and simple life in place of the highpressure excuse for a life which so many
Americans are now leading.
* * * I have an interesting letter
from an educated and responsible East
Indian concerning the condition of af
fairs among the natives in his country.
He says in part : ' ' The average working
person (in India) gets2i/*> annas (5 cents)
per day. The working hours are from 9
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a. m. to 6 p. m. A laborer in a mill
usually gets 3 annas (6 cents) to 4 an
nas (8 cents) per day. During famine
a laborer gets \y<z annas (3 cents) per
day. A blacksmith, a carpenter or a
mason gets 8 to 10 annas (16 to 20 cents)
per day. The great mass of poor peo
ple in India have nothing to depend upon
for their livelihood except agriculture,
and working as hired laborers. All the
native industries and manufacturing
have been practically ruined by the
British rulers. The mechanics, the ar
tists, the traders, etc., find themselves
quite unable to compete with the Eng
lish. The rulers (English) never patron
ize the manufacturing classes, but are
always trying their best to ruin them.
Millions of people do not get sufficient
food for even one meal a day. The best
authorities consider the average income
of a native to be 21 rupees per year.
One rupee is equal to 32 cents."
• * * After making all due allow
ance for the difference in conditions,
and cost and manner of living in the
United States and India, we still won
der, in the light of the above dispassion
ate, plain, unvarnished facts, how the
majority of the natives of India man
age to keep soul and body together.
They could not do it execpt for the fact
that the inner life of the East Indian is
a deep, unfathomable ocean of calmness,
fortitude and peace, compared with the
inner consciousness of the rushing,
tearing, sweating, money-getting Amer
ican. And I would not be surprised if
the East Indian were really the hap
pier of the two, even with all his handi
caps.
* * From a very interesting article
on "History of the Druids," in Notes
and Queues, (of Manchester, N. H.), I
gain the following:
We are indebted to the Druids, who
were the priests of the ancient Britons
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(and who it is claimed date back more
than 10,000 years to the very birth of
the European races) for the words of
God and humanity. God was a Druid
word meaning good. IIu was the Druid
name for Apollo, son of God, and stood
for humanity. It must have been from
the ancient Druids that the British Em
pire adopted the colors, red, white and
blue, for the Union Jack, which colors
were later adopted for our own Stars
and Stripes. Among the Druids white
was used as a symbol of God; blue as an
emblem of the Queen of Heaven or Con
sort of God; red as the emblem of their
son or messenger, Hu or Apollo. One of
the Druidie emblems of "the Queen of
Heaven and Mother of Marriage and
Chastity" was a ring. Hence presum
ably came our custom of presenting a
ring at marriage. It is a significant
fact that in most of the Druid char
acters and symbols both male and female
were represented, each apparently being
deemed of equal importance.
* * * We have many kinds of
wild flowers and plants at Netop. Just
now the arbutus, hepatica , anemone,
bloodroot and wake robins are in blopm.
The bloodroot has a beautiful white flow
er, with a large green leaf, a delicate,
orange colored stem that "bleeds" if
broken off above the root, and it will
keep well in water for quite a while af
ter it is picked.
* * * Up in Canada there are
six thousand Doukhobor farmers who
live without eating meat. Since coming
to Canada, five years ago, in abject pov
erty they have waxed fat and prosper
ous. The account at their last yearly
meeting showed that they had purchased
$000,000 worth of goods, and repaid a
loan of $50,000. And yet there are
those who say vegetarianism is all right
for people who do not engage in physi

cal labor, but that those who work must
eat meat.
* * * I guess Mrs, Eddy is alive
and kicking all right enough. Accord
ing to Sibyl Wilbur, who is writing
"The Real Mrs. Eddy" for Human Life,
Mrs. Eddy does not allow McClure's
Magazine to be brought into her home.
Now isn't that quite like a live, flesh
and blood woman?
* * * Recent magazine articles
which are worth reading: "Jamestown
and What Happened There," Collier's
for April 27. "Following the Color
Line," May American. "Chicago As
Seen By Herself," May McClure's.
The Word.
Qod is writing Love in the forest,
And the birds have learned the word;
They are warbling It in the sweetest way
That mortal man e'er heard.
Come, learn the word, embittered heart,
Away from pain and care;
The wildwood's teeming with His Love,
'Tis written everywhere.
The odor of arbutus
Has allured the vagrant bees;
Can you not find illumined Love
In beds of bloom like these?
The orchard wild is a page of Love
(O, could we see aright!)
Blest be the soul that studies it
Here in the Master's sight.
Come, weary slaves to the lust of gain,
Away from haste and strife 1
Come, know the truth from God's own Book
And live, one day, a life.
—Minnie E. Hays.
"It 1s my own deed which molds
my character.
If I send out hat
red, if I retaliate, judge, condemn, or
yield to another's dominating spell,
then I consciously take part in the fray,
and must suffer the consequences."
—Roratio Dresser.
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Buffalo.

By Florence Newhouse Fox.
About twelve years ago there met in Buffalo, sixteen to sixty active members within a pe
N. Y., a little coterie of half a dozen earnest riod of eight months.
thinkers for the purpose of investigating un
At the old homestead of the Sheldon's, 1094
Main street, the International Progressive
explained laws of nature and the powers la
Thought League, holds its meetings every
tent in man.
They called themselves the "Theosophical Tuesday evening. It was at this old home
Society," and their idea, founded on the old stead that Judge Sheldon, away back in the
sixties, equipped one of Buffalo's crack regi
Vedam philosophy, was to get away from or
thodox lines. From these oldest of the Hin
ments for war,—to fight for freedom of en
doo books they gleaned their first inspiration slaved humanity, and here it is that his daugh
of the "God w:ithin"—those wonderful powers ter Grace still carries on the good work,
herself helping to equip many a soldier upon
inherent in man.
This was the beginning of new thought in life's highway to fight for freedom from men
tal slavery.
Buffalo.
But at this age of dollar getting, when main
Here the old home, built in the days when
force is considered the legitimate method for houses were put together with dowels, has
getting money, few stopped to bother with the stood for a hundred years watching the growth

St. Paul's
Episcopal
Church,
Fort Erie,
Ontario,
Facing
Niagara River.
With an
up-to-date
membership
and pastor.

study of vague possibilities, and the idea of
working along lines of least resistance was
scoffed at. Theosophy grew but slowly. At
the present time they number thirty or thirtyfive.
Every Sunday afternoon these sincere vo
taries meet at the Law Exchange Library, 52
Niagara street.
Rev. G. R. Leash conducts the Sunday read
ings and Dr. T. C. Barnard the study class.
Although one of the largest and most pro
gressive cities in this country', 'twas not until
the past year that Buffalo swung into line in
the march of advanced thought.
On January 16, 1906, the International Pro
gressive Thought League, with sixteen charter
members was organized, and has grown from

of a great city as it crept past its doors, and
here the International Progressive Though*
League, with Grace Carew Sheldon and Eliz
abeth Marney Connor, as co-founders, first
pulsated with life. #
Many are the interesting talks, many the en
tertaining papers read here by such well-known
thinkers as Mrs. Margaretta Bothwell ; Dr. G.
H. Moulton, president of the American Psychic
Association, Frank M. Wilson, Mrs. Forrest J.
Hotchkiss, Mrs. Crosby, Miss Knoblock; J.
Harrison Mills, and others.
New Thought in all its variations is taken
up in diet, in dress, in breathing, in living and
thinking.
Some of the talks have been highly instruc
tive and uplifting. Frank M. Wilson's paper
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on "Mother, an Architect and Builder," and
''Woman's Forces" set forth clearly the im
portant part women must play in the world's
work.
Mrs. Margaretta Bothwell came all the way
from Gotham to talk to the league about
health. "Why not be well?" And she told
how right thinking
could bring about
the happy condi
tion of absolute
health.
Dr.
Moulton's
lecture on "Life
Universal and In
dividual Life"
treated at length
upon the power of
mind.
One of the most
interested visitors
the league has had
was Margaret B.
Peek, author of
Miss Sheldon.
"Zenia the Vestal,"
"Born of Flame.' and other books.
In conjunction with its regular work it is
the ambition of this League to open a char
acter building institution for children. Ac
cording to Miss Sheldon she has long been
desirous of starting a school for children, for
the formation of character, keeping in sight
each child's proclivities; "not creed-bound but
free in speech, action and belief;" all that is
needed is an endowment for the enterprise from
some one of those who have an abundance of
this world's goods.
t
Another gathering place of "New Thoughters," although no regular organization has been
formed there, is the home of Dr. and Mrs. Wil
son, 250 Niagara street. It is a little informal
new thought center in itself. Its genial host
ess never tires of expounding the unlimited
possibilities of thought-force to those who have
not fully imbibed this great truth ; and it is
safe to say that Mrs. Jenni| Wilson's convinc
ing arguments have won over many a convert
to the new philosophy.
It is to be regretted that there are no new
thought schools in Buffalo. A private day and
boarding school, called the "Home School" on
the Circle, is our nearest approach to such an
institution. This school is under the manage
ment of Christian Scientists; the studies taken
up are the same as those taught in public
schools in addition to piano, vocal and art.
Mrs. Andrew B. Brown is the principal ; Miss
Lavina Evans, assistant, and as both of these la

dies are followers of Mrs. Eddy it may be
supposed that a deal of the Christian Science
principles are infused into its daily lessons,
and that the pupils are taught the value of
thought-force and forceful thinking.
There are about seventy pupils in all, eighteen
or twenty of whom are boarders. The classes
are small, numbering ten or twelve to a class,
so that each class receives considerable indi
vidual attention.
Some one has said that Mrs. Eddy was the
first "new thoughter" to blaze the trail.
Whether this be absolutely true or not, it can
not be gainsaid that women are taking the
initiative in this great work at the present time.
And why not? It is conceded that women are
more highly sensitive and more intuitive than
men ; therefore, they grasp more quickly the
fundamental principles unon which this wave of
new thought is based—psychic laws.
It has been the same with Christian Science
in Buffalo. From a few investigators, mostly
women, in a room on North street, the First
Church of Christ, Scientist, has grown to its
splendid edifice on Jersey street with an at
tendance of between five and six hundred men
and women, and one hundred and seventy-five
children in the Sunday School.
Mr. Holcomb and Mrs. Trow are its present
readers; and as they are elected every year, the
fact that Mr. Holcomb is serving his third
year, and Mrs. Trow her second, speaks well
for the satisfac
tory manner in
which they have
filled their offices.
The First
Church reading
rooms, in the Ger
man
Insurance
Building, average
a thousand callers
a month, most of
whom are investi
gating
Christian
Science.
When asked
what especial work
they are taking up,
Frank Wilson.
Mr. Holcomb said :
"We are trying to help people by teaching
them to help themselves."
The Second Church of Christ, Scientist, holds
its meetings in the beautiful auditorium of the
Twentieth Century Club, on Delaware avenue,
a younger sister to the First Church, with a
membership of one hundred and fifty and a
Sunday School attendance of sixty children.
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Dr. Van Allen, M. D., and Mrs. Blanchard
are the readers ; Mrs. Dayton, the superintend
ent, and J. R. Weld, chairman of the board of
trustees. A cosy reading room is maintained
in the Ellicott Square Building, where a month
ly attendance reaches three hundred.
There are other societies working along socalled "New Thought" lines—"One Kindness
Club" and its satellites ; "Golden Glow'' and
"Sunshine," with such worthy workers as Mrs.
Dr. Manspberger; Miss Anna Cuishane, and
others equally earnest as leaders. "One kind
ness each day" is what every member is
nledged to.
But it is not to Buffalo alone that advanced
thought is confined along the Niagara fron
tier. It has leaped the river and found vota
ries in a little village on the opposite side of
the stream.
Fort Erie, although on British soil, is sepa
rated from Buffalo only by a river a few hun
dred feet wide. Its inhabitants far outnum
bered those of Buffalo when the War of 1812
thundered defiance across the limpid waters.
Here was the scene of the most brilliant
event of the war, and the grim, gray walls
of the ruined fort still stand, marking the for
gotten spot where hundreds of our American
soldiers lie buried, forty in a trench.
The little village of 1,100 inhabitants has
been left behind in the race of commerce, but
upon a knoll overlooking the Niagara river
stands St. Paul's Episcopal Church, the home
of New Thought in Fort Erie.
Rev. A. Cameron Mcintosh, strongly advo
cates new thought work in church and Sunday
School ; his sermons are tinctured with it, and
his staff of teachers—Miss Seaton, Miss Montillon, Miss Curtis, and Miss Riseley, who have
the spiritual training of eighty children, infuse
their lessons with the essence of noble, happy,
generous thinking, as the first stepping stones
to noble, happy, generous living.
These advanced ideas are making the church
very popular. The increase in attendance has
been especially noteworthy, which is only one
more proof that people want progress even in
the pulpit.
The purpose of Mr. Mcintosh is to bring
into actual practice Christ's examples.
"We are what we think, not what we think
we are." So like most new thoughts, we find
that they date back many centuries ; for what
is "new thought" but a new interpretation put
upon old thoughts ! Our wonderful new psy
chological discoveries were practiced by the
greatest psychic of any time or any known age
more than nineteen hundred years ago.
- It is simply the first step in the development
and understanding of psychic laws which Hud
son explained in his writings ; it is the evolu
tion of human intellect; we are beginning, as
in a body, to understand some old, natural laws
that seem new, so recently have they been made
plain to our comprehension.

Mothers'

Counsel

Edited by
ROSE "WOODALLEN CHAPMAN.
Nautilus Mothers, Fathers and School Ma'ams are
cordially invited to consult our Rose on any knotty
problem connected with the training of children and
parents—and teachers. She isn't exactly omniscient,
but she is on the road, with experience and mamma
helping. And she is glad to help and be helped.
Address letters to Rose, care The Nautilus, ana be
careful to put no other communications in the same
envelope. Replies to \our letters, and a few of the
letters will appear in this department.—E. T.
The Mother's Opportunities.
"Oh, dear," sighed young Mrs. Gray, as she
put away the magazine which she has been
reading, "it's just discouraging! We mothers
are expected to know everything and do every
thing and be just perfect. It sometimes seems
to me it's more than I can stand."
Mrs. McDonald smiled sympathetically. "It
does seem overwhelming at times, doesn't it?
But there is another way of looking at it. All
of these demands are in reality opportunities,
and the woman who is striving to become the
best mother probably stands a better chance of
perfecting her own character than any one else
in the whole world."
"Yes, I know," said Mrs. Gray, doubtfully,
"but—"
" 'But me no but's.' my dear,—it is so. The
grand purpose of every human life is develop
ment of character. Some people are so situated
that tney have very few opportunities for this
development ; but every mother who lives her
life to the best of her ability, is advancing into
the highest development at a marvelous rate of
speed. She doesn't have to ask herself what she
can do to make herself advance. She knows,
if she but grasps the opportunities of everyday
life, she need ask for no other help."
"There certainly is no let-up," said Mrs.
Gray.
"That's the beauty of it," broke in Mrs. Mc
Donald.
Mrs. Gray continued, oblivious to the inter
ruption. "Of course, during the nine months
before Robbie was born, I tried to be very care
ful about what I ate. and what I read and even
what I looked at. Mother told me I mustn't
ret over-tired and must be careful not to let
myself get frightened, or excited in any way,
and it seemed to me I was just living in a
straight jacket all of the time. Not that I
minded, you know, I was so happy at the
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thought of having a baby of my own. But I
had to give up so many things that I had been
used to—parties and theater-going and late sup
pers, and all that sort of a thing. Every one
was perfectly lovely to me, and I was just as
happy as I could be all the time, but I kept
saying to myself, 'Never mind, I'll have a good
time when I'm well again,—but just see how
it is. I am nursing Robbie, and the doctor
says I must be very careful of my diet and
mustn't get overheated, or exhausted, or exeited—and I have to keep on living just as
quietly as I did before. Of course, I can see
how my diet might affect the baby,—but do
tell me, Mrs. McDonald, why do I have to be
so careful in these other ways?"
"It's a wonderful thing," mused Mrs. Mc
Donald, "how every thought and act leaves its
impress, isn't it? You have been studying the
new thought, and have learned that mental
states affect bodily conditions. Now, as a
nursing mother you have the most startling
proof of the truth of that statement. Have you
ever nursed Robbie just after a mental upsetment ?"
"Yes, I did once. My cousin Martha came
to see me one day,—she always does irritate
me so, and I got so angry that I could hardly
contain myself. I nursed Robbie just as soon
as she had. gone, and he was terribly sick that
night. I didn't know what was the reason, and
mother didn't seem to know either,—but then,
I didn't tell her about my being so angry. Do
you think that had anything to do with it?"
"I am very sure it had, my dear; such oc
currences have been too frequent not to have
been noted by physicians. There are cases on
record of babies who have died because they
were nursed just after their mothers had given
away to a fit of anger."
"My! I didn't know it was as dangerous
as that."
"There was a time when wc simply knew the
fact that anger in a mother often caused trouble
for the child. Of late years, we have learned
the scientific explanation. Have you ever heard
of Prof. Elmer Gates and his wonderful labo
ratory at Washington, D. C. ? He has made
some marvellous discoveries, but among the
most startling are those concerning the effect
of various emotions upon the secretions of the
body.
"He discovered that different emotions caused
the production of different substances, which
had a definite effect upon the secretions of the
body. For instance, if a man was angered,
Professor Gates would find a certain poison

in his perspiration, which he could recognize
by the use of certain chemical re-agents.
Now, you see, if this poison would show itself
in perspiration, there is no question but what
it would be found in such a secretion as the
mother's milk. In other words, when you got
angry at your cousin, you caused a poison to
be produced, and your baby imbibed that poison
when he took his milk. Could you ask for a
more wonderful confirmation of our belief that
'thoughts are things?'"
"That certainly is wonderful," murmured
Mrs. Gray in an awestruck voice. "I am so
glad you have told me. And are other emo
tions as dangerous as anger?"
"All of the malevolent emotions are harm
ful to a greater or less degree. Fear is an
other one, whose effects are readily discerni
ble. You can feel those effects so plainly in
yourself that you know they must have some
influence upon your milk. The results may not
always be so apparent, but we know that
anxiety and irritability and worry must all have
their deleterious consequences."
"Can't I even worry without harming Robbie?
How can I help worrying? For instance, the
other day, I went down town to do a little
necessary shopping. Of course, I expected to
be back in three hours to nurse Robbie, but
there was a block on the car line and I was half
an hour late in getting home. I worried so,
it just seemed to me I couldn't stand it. I im
agined Robbie crying himself black in the face,
and mother so upset she wouldn't know what to
do—it seemed to me I must just get out and
push the cars along. I can't help worrying
about Robbie."
"How did you feel when you got home?"
"Oh, I was just all used up, just limp, you
know. It seems Robibe had taken an unusual
ly long nap and had only been crying for about
ten minutes when I got in."
"Do you think your worrying did Robbie
very much good?"
"Why, no, I don't suppose it did him any
good, but how could I help it?"
"Well, in the first place, my dear, I would
provide for such a possible emergency before
leaving home. I would fix a bottle with eight
ounces of boiled water together with a teaspoonful or so of sugar of milk in it. This
can be placed where it may be kept warm, or
may be heated by being placed in the hot water
when Robbie wakes. If he seems to want his
dinner, let him have this bottle to nurse. He
will enjoy the sweetness and the warmth, and,
having his stomach full, will in all probability
feel as contented as if he had had a full meal.
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"Knowing that Robbie is thus provided for, so great a reward in the way of sweetness of
you will not be so tempted to worry; but if character that mothers are idealized the world
you are inclined to the worry habit, now is the over."
time for you to break yourself of it. In the
"Do you suppose I can ever be all a mother
first place, of what use is it to worry?"
ought to be to Robbie?" asked Mrs. Gray, ap
"Why, no use, I suppose," said Mrs. Gray.
peal ingly.
"Exactly. It does nobody any good and sev
"I am sure you will, my dear. You have
eral people harm. You would consider it worth the first great requisite, the desire to be, and
I know you are willing to put much time and
while, then, to overcome the habit?"
"Yes," hesitatingly, "I suppose so; but it effort into that overcoming of self, which is
seems to me it is an awful difficult habit to the great fundamental.
"Let me give you a motto, which will, I am
overcome."
"You are quite right, my dear ; it is hard to sure, be of a great help to you, as the years
go by. When little things come up to disturb
overcome. It is such an insidious thing. It you, say to yourself: 'None of these things
creeps into our lives generaly under the dis- move me.' That is to be our ideal. We never
euise of thoughtfulness for others. The best can hope to reach in this life a place where
way to cure it is—just to stop. When you find there will no longer be petty annoyances, but
yourself saying, over and over again, 'Oh, dear, with this for our watchword, we rise above
I'm so afraid that Robbie will cry for me;' them to that place where they become simply
bring yourself to a halt. There is no need for opportunities for victory over self. I know of
you to give yourself up to the feeling that seems no better motto for every mother in the land
to have possession of you. Change your words. than this one, 'None of these things move
Say, 'Robbie will get along all right. A half me.' "
hour's delay w,on't hurt him ; and as for me,
this is an opportunity for me to learn patience.'
"How can I teach my little girl of eight to
Of course, saying this once won't cure you of persevere at her school work?"— Mrs. J. E. T.
the habit. In two minutes you will have for
Make her 'want to be persevering by telling
gotten your good intentions and will have be
her
stories of children who were happier be
gun your worrying again ; but every time you
become conscious of worry thoughts in your cause they had learned to stick to a bit of work
mind, set yourself to work to drive them out until it was finished. Tell her she has it all
in her. and arouse a desire in her to show oth
with their opposite.
ers
that she possesses this ability. Give her
"Another reason why it is so hard for us to
break ourselves of the habit of worrying, is tasks to do at home, increasingly long, and help
because we have given ourselves up to it so her to keep at them until finished. Praise her
completely. We have grown up with the idea for every slightest symptom of perseverance.
that it is impossible to change our feelings. If she doesn't show any symptoms, praise her
anyway. It helps. Have patience and never
We say, 'I can't help it, I feel that way'; but give
up faith in her.—R. W. C.
the New Thought teaches us that we can help
it, because we can change our feelings.
"This is one of the most important lessons
"My little girl has come to me with awful
that the mother should learn early in her ma
things the other school children have told her.
ternal career. While her babies are little, her I've tried to explain as best I can. What would
moods affect their physical life. When they you advise me to do?"
arc older, her mental attitudes threaten their
Get books on purity teaching, read them to
spiritual welfare. A mother needs to learn yourself and see whether you've told your little
above all things to be poised, cheerful, un girl enough and in the right way. Help her to see
ruffled under all circumstances.
the beauty in all things and teach her that she
"It is a hard lesson, because it has to do with does not need to listen'to the talk of those who
the little things of life. We can bear big dis can't see the beauty of life. Make her understand
appointments. We can be cheerful under the that such people are crippled mentally—to be
heavy trial. But the little daily annoyances gen
pitied and helped, but never to be listened to or
erally prove too much for us. That is where followed. Guard your own thoughts and
the mother comes out ahead. She has so many words, that you see only the true, the pure, the
opportunities for rising above these little dis
beautiful, and she will drink in the food frore
turbances, that, if she only half tries, she reaps you.—R. W. C.
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Things That Make for Success.
A Correspondence Department.
If you have discovered something that makes for
success, or if you have seen some one find and sur
mount, or remove an obstacle to success, let us hear
about
We it.hope to publish herein many bright thoughts
from our readers, each over the name of the writer,
unless
a nom
is substituted.
Letters
for de
thisplume
department,
which must not be too
long, should be plainly written, on one side of the
paper only, and should not be mixed up with other
matters
any description.
To theof writer
of the most helpful success letter
published (as a whole of in part) in this department
of each number of the magazine, we wiil send THE
NAUTILUS for two years, to any address, or two
addresses,
he mavof designate.
To the writer
the best letter or portion of a letter
printed in six months, we will send Sf-oo in money in
addition to the subscriptions. Prize winners announce!
in number following publication of their letters.
—Editor.
Letter No. 71.
I view success as harmonious progress toward
an ideal, whether that ideal be high or low.
The primitive man who, with only a stone
hatchet and a fire, builds a canoe that carries
him safely over the river, is just as successful
as the man who, having all the facilities of
modern science, builds an ocean greyhound.
Man being a social animal, his success in a
great measure depends upon the treatment he
exchanges with his fellows.
How to discover the fountain of kindness in
all mankind is an inexhaustible science. In
my opinion one of the most important subdi
visions of this science is the tone of the voice.
Words appeal to the intellect only. Tones
of the human voice speak to the heart.
In the dialect of some Indian tribes, a grunt
has many different meanings, which are in
terpreted only by the tone of the grunt.
Words often convey impressions that the
heart does not sanction, but the tone of voice
in which they are spoken is understood by all.
Why, I have even made a vicious dog so
ashamed of himself by handing him kind
words in a soft tone of voice, that he nearly
unjointed his tail in his attempts to wag an
apology for his discourteous conduct.
Who is the man we always cross the street
to avoid?
The man who diligently recounts his trou
bles in A minor.
Who is that hateful woman who is not on
our calling list?
She who leads the conversation in high C.
and serves up other people's faults with tabasco
sauce.

Conducted by the Editor.
Which lawyer do you choose to plead that
case in court? The one with the soft tone of
voice.
Which saleswoman do you prefer to have
wait on you at the department store? The one
with the soft tone of voice.
The man that everybody likes never lets
his voice reach that high key that grates upon
the nerves.
The woman that everybody loves has a soft
tone of voice and wears the corners of her
mouth curved upward.
How may I cultivate a soft tone of voice, did
you say?
Oh! That's dead easy. Just hold persist
ently to the desire, "Create within me a clean
heart."
When you get your heart filled with the
right kind of feelings—well, you know the rest
—"Out of the fullness of the heart," etc.—Ed.
B. Warren, Pierce City, Idaho.
Letter No. 72.
Truth is the many named factor in all
human development and when found needs no
expositor as it explains itself.—W. McB.
Letter So. 73.
STICK-TO-IT-IVENESS in any given
line, coupled with the thought "I shall suc
ceed," make for success. This is my experi
ence. First, if possible, find your niche in
life. Look for the occupation you are fitted
for, then, stick to it if the heavens fall.
If, from uncontrolable circumstances you are
prevented from carrying out the scheme
adapted to you, accept the next best thing
with all the cheerfulness, amiability and te
nacity of your makeup.
Remembering, that in the end money, fame
and position do not hold the only place in
what some count success. It is the untiring
effort and the development of personal char
acter on right lines, that will bring you all
that success implies.—Mrs. Emma Parker,
Lookout Mt, Tenn.
o
Success Letter No. 68 won the prize for
May. Written by Ruth L. Powers, High
School, Vermontville, Mich. This is the sec
ond prize winner in that town ! Congratula
tions, Ruth. Where shall we send the two
subscriptions to The Nautilus?—E. T.
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THE FAAMLY COUNSEL.
Oh, wad some power the giftie gie us
\
a department or
To see oursel s as ithers see usf
W
CONSULTATION AND SUGGESTION.
t wadAnd
frae foolish
mony a notion/'
blunder free us,
{
conducted ny Elizaneth wwnt

In this department 1 will try to reply to the loot odds
and ends of life-products and home interests which are
presented to me, answers to which are not of general
enough interest to make them suitable for the regular
reading pages of The Nautilus, avery reader is wel
come to what advice and suggestion I can give, and I
sincerely hope that with the aid of this department u-e
can reach and help many more people. Welcome, all!
Elizabeth Towne.
A. M.—Practise relaxation exercises before
retiring at night, or after getting into bed. Eat
little or nothing for the evening meal. Most
dreams come from an overloaded stomach or
worrying, or both. Delete both and be happy.
F. E. K.—There are various explanations for
such occurrences. Read Thomson J. Hudson's
"Law of Psychic Phenomena" for the most
acceptable one according to my mind. But
whatever the source, accept a good suggestion
when it comes. You are on the right track.
Health, happiness and success are yours.
S. A. R.—You are "in the spiritual world
now." The only "material" world there is is
all in your mind. Change your mind—"con
centrate" on the statement, "All is spirit," until
you realize it as truth. Things are hard only
as you think them so! Change your thought!
A. Z.—You will find the meanings of num
bers described and related in Mrs. L. Dow
Balliett's book, "Success Through Vibration."
Price $1.00. William E. Towne can supply it.
There is not room to enter into such exposi
tions in The Nautilus.
J. T. O. ALASKA—What to do about lost
mail? First, take great care to address every
envelope plainly and fully, make your own en
closures, seal carefully and mail them your
self. Second, raise Cain about it at the post
office, send tracer after every piece of mail
that is not delivered, and delivered on time.
Pester the life out of everybody in the post
office, from the postmaster down to the jani
tor, until they all sit up and take notice that
you are on earth, and mean to have your mail
taken good care of and delivered promptly, go
ing and coming. If this does not rectify things
complain by letter to the postmaster general,
and demand that an inspector be put on the
case to run down the thief. Be sure you make
a clear statement of exactly what letters are
missing and what enclosures were contained
therein. Hunt up the inspector of your dis
trict and state your case with blood in your
eye. Write to the postmaster general some
more. Report every case of carelessness at
your post office, little or big. If you make row
enough any postal clerk who may have been
stealing your letters will quit it. Let the whole
force know that the next time you won't bark ;

you will bite, by way of marked money and
the proper officers. Publicity is sovereign cure
for all dishonesty and carelessness in office.
Rut I must tell you that I believe most cases
of lost letters are not due to dishonest post
office people, who are in the main as square
a lot of folks as you will find anywhere. And
in most cases of lost mail matter the post of
fice folks handle it more carefully than do the
people who send or receive it.
If they don't it is generally because the ad
dressee gives his postman or postmaster to
understand that he doesn't value all the mail
that comes to him. "Oh, this is nothing but a
circular—you might as well have thrown it
away !"—has started the vibrations of careless
ness in the handling of many a person's mail.
But in most cases mail is lost through care
less addressing or through careless handling
by people to whom it is delivered. If you let
Tom, Dick and Harry receive your mail you
must impress them that every piece is x>aluab\e
and that they must put it into your hands
promptly or you'll raise Cain. Otherwise it
will be dropped on the table, mantel or any
where else that comes handy, and somebody
else will land stray pieces of it in a closet or
the waste basket as "only a circular or some
thing."
And in all remember positively that clerks,
postmen and others are honest by nature, and
that they are careful, too, with all important
things. When you raise fuss enough to im
press everybody with the importance of every
scrap of your mail you won't lose one letter or
package in. 10.000—if they are properly wrapped
and addressed. * * Their leading paper is
the New London (Ct.) Day.
Jubilation !
Avoid worry,
Fear and flurry ;
Stop repining,
Likewise whining;
No use crying.
Even sighing;
Just keeping smiling,
Care beguiling ;
Vow you're healthy,
Wise and wealthy ;
Affirmations;
Right vibrations;
Transformation !
Jubilation ! !
—E. Louise Liddell
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Dr. Talks Of Food.
Prn. of Board of 11,-ullll.

Circle of
Whole -World Healing

"What shall I eat?" is the daily in
quiry the physician is met with. I do
not hesitate to say that in my judgment,
a large percentage of disease is caused
by poorly selected and improperly pre
pared food. My personal experience
with the fully cooked food, known as
Grape-Nuts, enables me to speak freely
of its merits.
"From overwork, I suffered several
years with malnutrition, palpitation of
the heart, and loss of sleep. Last sum
mer I was led to experiment personally
with the new food, which I used in con
junction with good rich cow's milk. In
a short time after I commenced its use,
the disagreeable symptoms disappeared,
my heart's action became steady and
normal, the functions of the stomach
were properly carried out and I again
slept as soundly and as well as in my
youth.
"I look upon Grape-Nuts as a perfect
food, and no one can gainsay but that it
has a most prominent place in a rational,
scientific system of feeding. Any one
who uses this food will soon be con
vinced of the soundness of the prin
ciple upon which it is manufactured, and
may thereby know the facts as to its
true worth. ' ' Bead, ' ' The Road to Wellville, " in packages. "There's a Rea
son."
Beauty, Duty and Love.
This world is brimming with beauty,
For hearts that have eyes to see.
This world is brimming with duty
That ever speaks silently.
Beauty and duty when found,
Make of this earth holy ground.
Encircling, enfolding all beauty,
This world is brimming with love;
Transmuting, transfiguring duty
With radiance and light from above.
Beauty, Duty and Lovel
Blest trio, with light from above!
—Sarah Martyn Wright.

Conducted by THE EDITORS.
Would you be at peace? Speak peace to the world.
Would you be healed? Speak health to the world.
Would you be loved? Speak love to the world.
Would you be successful ? Speak success to the
world.
For all the world is so closely akin that not one
individual may realize his high desires except all the
world share with him.
And every Good Word you send into the world
is a silent, mighty power working for Peace, Health,
Love. Joy, Success to all the world—
Including yourself.
Will yon join all the readers and the editors of
The Nautilus in daily periods of Whole-World Heal
ine? No memberships, fees or special duties, no join
ing; of anything but a spiritual movement. The entire
visible sign and direction of this Circle of Healing
anpears in this column, in each number of The Nauti
lus. You join the Circle in thought only; no letters,
fees, etc., are connected with it. You are free to
secede when and how you choose.
No duties arc attached and only one privilege: That
of holding your own version of the thought expressed
herewith, sending it out to all the world each night
before you sleep, and as many times during the day
as you think of it.
Kach number of The Nautilus will carry in this
column the thought to be used daily until the next
number appears.
The emolument of membership in this Circle is,
The Cosmic Consciousness.
Which includes Health, Happiness and Prosperity to
every Creature.—The Editors.
*
*
#
Key thought for daily meditation :—
If yon ore satisfied that yon ean't be satis
fied with the worid ns It In, then shut your
eyes to the worid as It In.
And do not cnll It nn "evil" worid because
you are not satisfied with It.
It 1s n good worid, a beautiful world. It
suits other people. Let them enjoy It. After
nwhtle they will get tired of It aiso, and fol
iow you, perhaps.
There In just one plnee of refuge when one
In tired of the worid as It Ik.
Go Into the stillness.
Stay In the silence n Ions time.
Let the gentie spiritual winds of energy flee
past you and eddy about you.
They are wonderful magicians.
They will build you new organs of sense—
new eycs, much finer than the ones you have
now, with which to scc thlngs In the silence t
new ears that will hear thlngs never yet told
in the noise; "things Imposslble for man to
utter."
Sit st 111—don't come ont of the stillness yet
—there are more things the holy, still breezes
will do for you.
They will give yon a new tongue, n siivery
tongue; tipped with iove; there Iff iots of iove
In the Silence—more than there Iff of nolffe
In the Noise.
Thin new tongue will enable you to tell In
the Silence and In the Noise—to nil people—
the thlngs before "Impossible to utter."
Thun yon will become the medium through
which more of the beauties of the Invisible
shall become visible.
—ELIZABETH TOWNS.

THE NAUTILUS.
Anent Books and Things.
When sending books for review please remember to
give selling price, and address where book may be ob
tained. We notice on this page all cloth-bound books
sent us. and as many paper bound ones as we can find
space for. Small space forbids our reviewing music.
—E. T.
—If you are interested in anti-vaccination, or
want to know tc/iy vaccination is a harmful
superstition send 10 cents to C. W. Amerige,
218 Lincoln avenue, Cliftondale, Mass., for his
"Vaccination a Curse."
—"The Planetary Daily Guide," by Llewellyn
George, astrologian. is published by Portland
School of Astrology, 266 Clay street, Portland,
Ore. Neat paper bound, 60 odd pages, price
50 cents.
—The Stockham Publishing Company have
just brought out a new edition of "Brother of
the Third Degree" tn sell at $1.23. There is an
increasing demand for this interesting romance
and students of philosophy will be glad to know
of its re-appearance.
—"The Heroine of the Hudson and Other
Poems," by Lillian Rozell Messenger, is a col
lection of good verse dedicated to the National
Society Daughters of the Revolution. A dainty
blue cloth and silver volume of eighty-three
pages with view of Hudson river. No price
-given. Hermitage Press, Richmond, Va.
—"A Comprehensive Guide Book to Natu
ral. Hygienic and Human Diet." by Sidney H.
Beard, editor Herald of the Golden Age, is all
that its name implies. The needed book. In
addition it is a beautiful little cloth bound red
white and blue book, of 136 pages. Sold by
author at Paignton, England, for 2 shillings
net.
—Those who are interested in vibration and
the meaning of numbers will welcome Mrs. L.
Dow Balliett's latest little book, "Musical Vi
bration of the Speaking Voice.'' And those
who are interested in developing a good speak
ing voice cannot fail to be greatly helped by
use of the exercises given therein. Sent for
twenty-five cents. Author's address, Atlantic
City, N. J.
—"Sunbeams, or the Sunny Side of Life as
seen by Charles W. ScarfF" is a nice green
and gold cloth bound volume of humorous
and fanciful thoughts expressed in rather good
verse, interspersed with quaint illustrations.
Our friend Charlie is a true Vermonter, hardy,
living high up, true to his everyday self. His
address is Burlington, Vt., but he doesn't state
the price of his book.
—"Songs of Life" is a dainty white and
gold volume of poems by Anna \V. Mills, the
well beloved woman who a dozen years ago car
ried the new thought message to Australia and
other foreign lands. She is now at 90 Iverna
Court, Kensington W., London, England,
where you can get a copy of her "Songs of .
Life"—cloth bound, printed in two colors— for
only one shilling sixpence, about 36 cents
American money.
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Fly To Pieces.
Ihr Effect of Coffee on II is:til v Organized
People.
"I have been a coffee user for years,
and about two years ago got into' a very
serious condition of dyspepsia and in
digestion. It seemed to me I would fly
to pieces. I was so nervous that at the
least noise I was distressed, and many
times could not straighten myself up be
cause of the pain.
"My physician told me I must not
eat any heavy or strong food and or
dered a diet, giving me some medicine.
I followed directions carefully, but kept
on using coffee and did not get any bet
ter. Last winter my husband, who was
away on business, had Postum Food
Coffee served to him in the family where
he boarded.
"He liked it so well that when he
came home he brought some with him.
"We began using it and I found it most
excellent. While I drank it my stomach
never bothered me in the least, and I got
over my nervous troubles. When the
Postum was all gone we returned to cof
fee, then my stomach began to hurt me
as before and the nervous conditions
came on again.
"That showed me exactly what was
the cause of the whole trouble, so I quit
drinking coffee altogether and kept on
using Postum. The old troubles left
again and I have never had any trouble
since." "There's a Reason." Read,
"The Road to Wellville," in packages.
W
ANTPHI
send
10 cts
TY /"»
1^ l U Lf I We
for want
a triaiyoucanto of
our usdelicious
PEANUT
BUTTER
which we sell at the exceptionally low price of 12 cts per
lb. in 20, 25 and 50-lli. cans. 5 and 10-lh. pails 13 cts per
lb. We prepay freight on all orders of 100 lbs. or more to
all points east of the Mississippi and north of Tennesres.
Cash with order. Send for trial can, postpaid for 10 cts.
ST. LAURENT BROS. 1222-24 Saginaw St.. Hay City.Mich.
A NEW THOUGHT SUMMER %ZV£KS£te%:
ing "colonial" home we two have cosily fitted up and named
"n«rthmara Farm," because one of us is Mary and the other
is Martha! We will take 15 or 20 guests, only. We have
our own fine fruit orchard and fresh vegetables ; Lake Mich igan with its shining bathing beach is rij;ht at our feet, and
all about is the real country, for we're Zy>. miles from town.
We want New Thought People, because We're New Thought
People. This is early, but write us now and find out about
everything. Remember we can't take many!
"MARY and MARTHA," South Haven, filch.
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—"The Greatest Truth ; and Other Discourses
and Interpretations" is a collection of twentytwo essays by Horatio Dresser, author of "The
Power of Silence" and other valuable books.
This is a handsome little volume of 234 pages,
bound in red vellum cloth and gold; price
$1.00. Progressive Literature Company, Box
228, M. S., New York.
Drvigless HeeJirvg
By Psychic Methods
We Cure People suffering from
all kinds of diseases, and correct bad
habits in young and old, by Thera.peutlo Suggestion alone and
without medicines; and when they
cannot come, we reach and cure them
at their homes in any part of the
world, all by purely Psychic Methods—
Mental Telepathy. No matter
what your ailment, how serious your
case, or what you may have done
before. Treatment by There.*
peutlo Suggestion is different from all others, and
it may be a certain cure for you, for our methods fre
quently succeed after all others have failed. Booklets
fully explaining Therapeutic Suggestion and the
Psychic Methods we employ. Sent free to every
body I All afflicted people nhould read these Booklets.
Send for them now. You will enjoy reading them.
Address GEO. C. PITZER, M . D.
1045 (ft. Union Are., JLo» Angeles. Cal.
Superfluous Hair
Destroyed forever
Theworld
simplebyMahler
Is the onlyinmeans
Idthe
which Appliance
any lady,any
privately,
herSuper
owtl"
home,
can
forever
destroy
growth
of
fluous Hair,
Moles,Neck
Warts,
Ked Veins
other
blemishes
on Face,
or Arms,
never Sure,
toorreturn.
GtmruMtt'cd
JiarmUss,
i\iinitss.
or
Money
Itefunded.
Don'tliquids,
experiment
with dan~" tmake
apparatus,
lotions,
powders,
etc.,
the
hair
grow
coarser
than
before
and
often mat the skin.
FREE TO ANY LADY
Afamous
large expert,
40-pagegiving
Illustrated
book,facts
by
scientific
about
cause
and
cure
of
hair
growths,
etc., how tofigure,
secure a perfect
complex
ion,
hair
and superb
other beauty glorious
aecreta•head
s<-'ntoffree.
Simply
address
D.
J.
Mahler
Co^*
•iU.M .hlnr Park, Baat Providence, B. I.
Cancer Cured
Without Pain, Inconvenience, or l-eavlnp Home.
HO K\iri: \o I•llSIIH >o I•llV
The MASON treatment indorsed by the International
Medical Congress and prominent New York physicians to
be the only actual cure. AH other methods are acknowl
edged useless.
Send for free booklet. Investigate today. Cancer doe*
not wait. The skeptical convinced. Thv .Haion Cancer
Institutes !.«». I TOO Broadway. IV. V.
ANNOUNCEMENT.
Mary Robbins T. Mead
Will give her Parlor Lecture in localities where New Thought
Societies need strengthening, or where New Thought Clubs
are to be formed. Mrs. Mead is well known as the Author
of Soul Help, Home Ideals, A Soul In The Sunlight, etc.,
and as one of the first exponents of New Thought Philoso
phy. Those who wish to give friends a clear statement of
this vital subject can make arrangements with Mrs. Mead
for one of her lectures during June. Address MRN,
T1ARV itOHItl \s | . Ml ill Hatkins, JT. V.

I SCIENTIFIC MODERNIZED
WE LEAD
CHIROPRACTIC
THI TESTES HEADQUARTERS
Student! ire
People from all pans of thiscountry
SCIENTIFIC I
anil many foreign countries Comr
ering a period of two years.
hf.hf. mu, go home well and
SPECIAL COURSE to physician* hAW and send their relatives and
of other schools.'
friends
D. O's and M. D's should ask for Ctm-.s—WrtxdEnrvi. Cgao follow
information regardinj' out Si'mmkb
our Scientific Adjvsihent.
School.
ASK FOR PARTICULARS
The officers of this School i luthors.of the only Scientific Tk\t Boo*
Z Von'MFA. Prospectus 1'iee.
DR. S. M. LANGWORTHY, Prist
CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA, U. S. A.
THIS SONG SINGS SUCCESS
It makes you Self- Reliant
It tells you how to win
If you want this Song. Writ*
your requcat on a postal and mail
it to the author. That will bring; it
Address, T. H. MITCHELL
Box 473,
MONACA, PA.
CHEAP AS DIRT, YET WORTH
ITS WEIGHT IN GOLD.
Is what people say of "Mrs. Rhodes'
Great Hair Maker." A year's treatment
with pictures and " Tale of my Expe
rience " to any place In U. S. for only 11.
Think of it ! Pictures and information
Free. Mr., (trace
Rhodn,
Dept. B., Corry, Fa.

fruit ana VEGETABLE bouillons,
Novel sandwich fillings, and dainty salads for
Afternoon Teits, 1 ii aches, flower Tea., etc.
Ribbon-tied booklet. Suitable for gift book. 50 recipes,
practical—well tested. No meat preparations but popular
with both Vegetarians and Meat Eaters. Price 25 cts. Ad
dress. 1. H. «... P. O. Mo\ Ki.iT. HO* TOJf, Tl A M.
SEXUAL LAW
AJTD TH»
Philosophy of Perfect Health
Has helped thousands to better health and will
show you how
YOU MAY HAVE PERFECT HEALTH
Sent postpaid to any address for 10 cents.
Address, DR. C. W. CLOSE,
Dept. 8,
Bnagor, Afalne.
JOSEPH JEFFERSON declared the secret of his success lay
In the fact that he always felt the presence and influence
of an upper audience and that he always played to that
audience. Would you, too, play to your upper audience ?
Then get into YOUR OWN vibrati.n, develop your latent
faculties and inherent possibilities and realize power,
health, success, beauty and LOVE. Send 12c. with name
and birth-date for trial reading and Vibratory Figure.
0X0L0 LOCK BOX 299, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

MIRROR OF LIFE.
A metaphysical fortune-telling game for self or another.
25 IMPORTED CIGAR BANDS
Price GO cents, postpaid.
ceipt of 10 cents. A. bwl(, »1 Xaiua Kt,. Room
40».
York.
lOOl Atiantic Ave.,
Atlantic City, 1*. J".
When replying to advertisement] please mention The Nautilus.
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A WOMAN'S DREAM OF BEAUTY
may be fully realized by the continued use of
Carnation Cream
The purest Complexion Cream and
Flesh Food; contains no animal fats or
poisons. Keadily absorbed; anticeptic
and healing. Removes tan, freckles,
Beacon Light Co., Elllcott.S.B. Buffalo, N.Y. I
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YES

NEW THOUGHT HEALING
By Julia Seton Sears, M. D., will tell you how to get well
and stay well. Contains valuable instructions to patients
and advice to healers. Teaches 'How to go into the si
lence." Shows how "absent treatment" is a scientific fact.
Nothing like it ever before written. The result of years
of experience by a regular physician who is also a meta
physician. First edition of 1,000 copies sold in three
weeks. For sale at bookstores or by mail from the pub
lishers. Price 25 cents, silver or stamps. THE
SEARS INVESTMENT CO., 258 Huntington
Chambers, Boston, Mam.
Truth Unveiled
By Edward Barney, who, for a number of years, has been
a successful mental healer in absent as well as present
treatment, even where physicians said there was no hope
for recovery, is an English cloth bound book of 170 pages,
which is designed to enable its readers to banish every
undesirable condition and enjoy heaven here and now.
Sent postpaid for $1.00, U. S. and Canada. Oakland,
Oil., 553 Aicatrax Ave.
LISTEN!
Would you increase your happiness, improve your
health, lengthen your life, multiply your powers, increase
your earning capacity, attract new friends and better
conditions? If so, send twelve stamps—to cover cost of
mailing—and receive six "Life Science Books" free. The
regular price of these books is twenty-five cents each.
Address:
M. M. BETTS, Box 684, Spokane, Wash.
Beauty and Complexion.
Prescription for beautifying the complexion, softening
and clearing the skin; will remove that greasy, shiny look
from the skin, and in a week remove all pimples, black
heads and tan from the face. Perfectly harmless. Recipe
and full directions for 26 cents. Address, MANFORD
GORE, Sawyer, Kansas.
Crow's Feet and Wrinkles
Can be removed by a harmless, inexpensive preparation,
dried on the face at night. Should be used by every wo
man over 25. Women of 47 look to be not over 28. For
mula and directions, 25c. Money back If dissatisfied. An
unfailing remedy for falling hair, another for restoring the
natural color, 25c. each, or both for 35c. All three for 50c.
Money back if dissatisfied. Send coin, no stamps, please.
ALUMINUM CLASP CO. Box N. 1183, Springfield, Mass.

If it is stomach or intestinal trouble, I can
cure you with food. Don't be alarmed, read on.
Do you know that ninety-two per cent of all dis
orders of the human body are caused by errors in
eating, and do you know that if you will correct
these errors, you will remove the causes, and the
causes removed, nature will cure you? Do you
know all this?
For fourteen years I have diligently studied the
chemistry of food and the chemistry of the body,
and I have discovered how to select, combine and
proportion food so as to make it counteract and
cure all abnormal conditions of the digestive, se
cretive and excretory organs; therefore whether
food makes health or disease, depends entirely
upon how it is selected, proportioned and com
bined.
My course of instructions teaches these things.
Write for my books. I am the only person in the
world teaching this dual science.
The doctors tried to stop my work. Can you
guess why? Write for my books, they tell all
about it.
"Results from Eating," sent free. '
"Obesity, its Causes and Cure," sent free.
"The Crime of Medical Legislation," 25 cents.
"Uncooked Foods," 250 pages, in cloth and
gold, $1.00, postpaid.

Prosperity and Happiness
Are yours by learning the secrets that lie hidden in your
name, every letter of which proclaims your powers of at
tainment. My delineation will give your colors, numbers,
symbols and all these aid your efforts towards self develop
ment. Send full particulars of name and exact birth-date
to Zilliih Jelllman. >:u» l«tta St. It. W. Wantainffton, D. C. Fee $2.00, or shorter reading as test $1.00
SISTER* .Til.HE
Do you have house plants ? Are you engaged in Gardening
or Floriculture ? In either case, why not add a little pro
FOOD EXPERT.
fit to your occupation and engage in that del ightful, health ful and remunerative work, Ginseng Culture. Send me ?1
and I will send you Roots and Seeds to start with, and give
you explicit instruct ions how to make a success of the work 7 E. 41st Street, New York,
as I have done. It. .TIcCiEE. It. F. IV It. Farley,
My references are : Phvsical Cultur Pub. Co., Any reputable
Dabnqne Co., Iowa.
Commercial Agency in New York.
When replying to advertisements please mention Tm NAUTttui.
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SHOPPING
of all description, free of charge. Write
for circular and reference. Mrs. H. B. Judson, Hotel
Newton, 2528 Broadway, New York.
MRS. HEATLEY
Expert Shopper.
Ladies' wearing^ppaTeTT^^pTnes^upTiolstery, etc. No
charge for advice and suggestions. 115 Hamiiton Place,
New York, Telephone 4480 Mornlng.
Vital Magnetic Power.
Thought-Reading and Magneto-Hypnosis. Contains the
essence of Mesmeric Procedure, the real SECRET of the
Force, and tells how to Generate and Employ Magnetic
Power. Over 100 pages, artistically bound with gold side
stamp, $1.00. Catalogue of interesting, helpful Occult,
New Thought and buccess books free. We teach by mail
the most rational and effective methods of gaining health
and success yet discovered. Address: NATIONAL IN
STITUTE OF SCIENCE, N. J., 306 Wabash Ave.,
Chicago, III.

Listen
This is no secret; If you don't
know a note ; or one k«y or string
tr-m another on the instru
ment, the STAFF MUSIC GUIDE
will show you rigfU where to put
your fingers to play any piece.
It's a new and wonderful invention and so simple a child
can u*e it. Send 50c for piano and organ guide or 26c
for violin. If not as represented money will be refunded.
Agents wanted.
STAFF MUSIC GUIDE CO.,
Box 1, Galena, Md., op Seattle, Wash.
Helen

Wilmans

(Post)

Writes regularly for The Balance
In the May numberof THE BALANCE appears a remark
able paper entitled 11 My Soul's Belief,'' which Helen
Wilmans prepared to read in defence at her trial. She was
not allowed to read it, however, and while the local papers
were anxious to secure the article she refused to give it out
for publication at the time. It is published in full in the
May issue of THE BALANCE.
A subscriber just writes as follows : " ' My Soul's Belief '
in this month's BALANCE is worth double the yearly sub
scription price, and I am so glad we are to have dear Helen
with us regularly."
THE BALANCE is now a standard size (14 page magazine.
It tuts grown upon its own simple merits and through its
policy adopted with the first number two years ago of pre
senting the advanced thought in a Bane, scientific, prac
tical manner that will stanu the test of time and common
sense.
The following well-known writers are some of our reg
ular contributors :
Helen Wilmans (Post)
Prol. Edgar L. Larkln
Or.ce n. Brown
Dr. William Colby Cooper
Julia Seton Sears
Eugene Del Mar
Frederick Burry
Eleanor Kirk
Dr. Alex. J. Mclvor Tyndall Alice n. Long
Wm. A. Bell
Dr. deo. W. Carey
Kather an attractive list is it not? Yon had better follow
your intention up with the action and sit down while it is
on your miud and send 50 cents for a year's Subscription.
The Balance Publishing Company, 1741 Cil. St., Dept. 14, Denver
ESSENOLOGY.
If you want to know how to use the powers of your
mind in Prevision, Telepathy, Self-Healing, Weather Forecasting and Mineral Divination, send stamp for pamphlet.
COUGHER MENTAL TRAINING SCHOOL,
Slmpson Biock, Kansns City, Kansax.
When replying to advertisements

BROTHER of the THIRD DEGREE.
G,arver—New Edition.
A story of a Mystic Brotherhood laying bare to finite Mind
the Mysteries and power of Spirit. Cloth, prepaid, $1.25 .
A VISIT to at CIA1II,
Carpenter.
A vivid pen picture of Oriental thought and teaching.
Man loses his consciousness of and dependence upon
Material Life to gain the greater—Kosmic Consciousness.
Cloth, prepaid, 05 cents. Catalogue Free.
STOCKHAM PUBLISHING CO.,
Suite »6,
CHICAGO.
A Beautiful Summer Resort.
WONEWOC, WIS.
Attend the Spiritualist Camp Meeting there July 11 to
August 14. Beautiful scenery, health-giving climate,
best of talent. For free illustrated and descriptive
booklet write
GERTRUDE SPOONER GRISWOLD,
YVoncwoc, Wis.
■ a §~\ a f^C* with red, flushed, brown, sallow,
B J\ III Iswarthy, pale, or rough skin. ROYAL
*,
CREAM will make you beautiful.
One trial will convince you. Soothes, heals, beautifies at
once. Makes smooth, white velvet skin. Sample free. Write
to-day. Agts. wanted. Elizabeth Donflii, I78S W. 15th SL.Cbicago
TOLD
FREE
YOUR
FORTUNE
★ For two lo stamp*.
I will Bend yon a Scientific
JL
. Pm-Prophacy of Tour Lifr. from birth to death. "
~K PROF. HANS VIRCO, D.ptO, North H.V.II, Conn.'*/
THE AT-ONE-MENT.
is worth its weight in gold to every reader of Nautilus.
Send ONE DIME quick for a copy and valuable informa
tion to occult students. Address Jessie R. Barton,
Occult Teacher, 553 Maple St,. Battie Creek. Mich.
Be Your Own Beauty Doctor.
Send $1 bill for " Ruby's California Formulas." Ingredi
ents purely vegetable. Cost of preparation at home a
trifle. HI Hl «M. MTOl T. Box <>.i ». Nucrumento.
California.
Musical Vibration of the Speaking Voice.
A Comprehensive Method of Voice Culture. Price 00 cts
MRS. L. DOW BALLIETT,
lOOl Atlantic Ave.,
Atlantic City. ST. J.
•4% Interest Paid on Deposits.
If your money is earning less than this and you would
like to know how to get four per cent and why we can
pay it safely and surely write CITIZENS' STATE
BANK, Castiewood, South Dakota,
CALIFORNIA ORANGE FLOWER.
A dainty perfume for laces, handkerchiefs, stationery,
etc. 10 cents package. E. R. NEWHALL, 1300
Carroll Ave.. Los Angeleti, Cal,
ONE
CASEno matter
FREE.
1*11,1
case
in each neighborhood,
what the disease
or
how serious, free of charge. A healed case is my best ad
vertisement. Address, with stamped envelope, Editor
"OCCULT TRUTH SEEKER/" Chariotte, N. C.
GOD OBEYED MAN.
A neatly printed, 20-page treatise; IngersolPs letter to a
bereaved mother, and a poem, "Chemistry of Character,"
for 15 cents. C. DE "VOS, Cooper»vllle, Mich.
"42," new game, 25c. C. DE. VOS about it.
Rational and Scienti
HEIGHT lNCREASED fic
i System of increasing
Health and IJodily Beauty.
the height with added Strength,. Heal
If you would add to vour height and acquire a better figure
our system will be of great service to you. l'rice 30c pre
paid. Address, LIFE CULTURE CO., Dept. 16. Wooster, Ohio.
Blind for nineteen years wa*
healed Id six days by A. P.
B A R TO X . KAH8AA
CITY, JI©., Mtution E.
Write him for particulars.
please mention The Nautilus.
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Economy

Delicacy
Lord Byron said, "The most marvelous expression of Divine
Law is a beautiful woman," and every clear-minded person knows
that Byron was right; likewise all who may read these lines will know
that "EMPRESS CREAM" is ABSOLUTELY PURE, and this fact
is invaluable in the care and preservation of a beautiful com
Guaranteed under U. S. Government plexion.
Pure Food Law of June JO, l«0o.
WE SEND A FREE SAMPLE TO PROVE THIS TO YOU
Chicago Btach ftotel, Chicago.
WRITE FOR IT TO-DAY WITHOUT FAIL
April 5, 1900.
J. S. Von Brokcklin & Co .Chicago.
You can safely recommend "Empress Cream" to your husband,
Gentlemen :
brother, sweetheart, or any other gentleman, as it takes away
I have used your "Empress that
sense of irritation from shaving, which the "sterner sex" ex
Cream" in the barber shop or this
hotel for some time, and have given perience so vividly. Ask your dealer for it. Take no other. If your
it the severest test in Hand and dealer does not have it in stock, order direct from us.
Electrical Machine Massaging, and
Absolutely devoid of grease or any snbstauce that would
tlnd it to be the best Massage Cream
available and can recommend its promole growth of hair.
purity, cleanliness and economical
value".
3 SIZES-50c, 75c, $1 00-3 SIZES
My patrons praise it highly, as
gentlemen find it verysoothingand
POSTPAID ON RECEIPT OF PRICE
healing to the skin after shaving.
1 shall keep it constantly in use,
and on sale in my shop.
T. S. VON BROKCKLIN <SL CO.
Very tml v yours,
87 and 89 Washington Street, Chicago, 111.
W. J. KLAOG.
We were the first in the Field to introduce
URE
P EANUT

BUTTER

Our Six Years' Experience in making Peanut Butter should appeal to all Vegetarians and Pure
Food Advocates and we solicit a trial order from every reader of Nautilus. We claim freely and
frankly Our Peanut Butter is the Best Made!
A liberal Sample for 10c. A 4 lb. Can by express, charges prepaid. $1.0.") West of Miss. 25c extra.
Put up in i lb., i lb and 1 lb. Jars. Put up in 4 lb. Cans and 20 lb. Fibre Pails. Wholesale
and Retail. Guaranteed to Keep.
Dept. N. 105th St. and Park Ave ,
LUST'S HEALTH FOOD BAKERY,
New York, N. Y.
$B$
I
Grow
$
Flowers
$5 10 §25
Some florists make*:i000 to I
PttOOOn year. Mr. J. V. Rosm- $
fi-dd.of Nebraska, makes more
from his flower lot than from
a Week
all the rest of his large farm.
I have earned as high as $35
in a single week with flowers
in my yard and garden. In. or near a city or large
tow li, or even within twenty miles of a citv, splendid
moii' y can be made growing flowers. Will you let
me show you how ? My plan of helping' yon sent
fr.'e, hut Hire•1 two cent stamps with the names and
addresses of *ix flower lovers brings you four seed
packets of my most profitable flowers.
Box 921 Mrs A. Fackler. Linglestown. Pa

BROAD AND PROGRESSIVE
"I feared STELLAR RAY was out of joint with
it* predecessor, but find it is broader and more in
ha-mony with the progressive spirit of t he Twentieth
Certury than Suggestion," writes L. W. Billingsley,
a well-known attorney of Lincoln, Nebraska, and for
merlv a contributor to Suggestion.
"I certainly do like THE STELLAR RAY. I
would not care to miss a single issue."—Mrs. T. I.
Witting.
These are two of the hundreds of such expressions
in our files. You cannot fail to enjoy Dr. Landone's
splendid series of articles on "Suggestion and the
Brain," which started in our May number.
If you will send one dollar before the end of this
month, we will credit you with having paid for fifteen
months. Foreign fifty cents extra. Kindly men
tion The Nautilus in answering. You need
THE STELLAR RAY,
The Magazine for Thinkers.
I.odges lliiihlinu.
Detroit. Mich.

When replying to advertisements please mention The Nautilus.
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TWO RIGHT-OF-WAY BOOKS.
THAT'S
BUSINESS
To get men to act, and to make them do busi
ness and give you a chance for profits, you must
know their brains and minds—your brains must
be brought into action. Business systems and the
study of material only fail in the absence of brain
system. Schools and colleges leave you untrained.
Eating, nerve medicines and novels will not
aid you. Why Imagine vou think? Why be
delinquent and unlucky? Why sink into deadwood? Be a hlgjh-class man or woman. Get
Erbes' Brain Book.
It ends the mysteries and blind use of mind,
memory,
will byBased
simple
factslaw
in
plain
English.
on flesh
Erbes•and
newblood
muscular
of brain and mind development—unit by unit• In
a few weeks you can be master of things and life
—yon can know men at sight and lead tners your
way. 91.30 mailed. Write today. Be able to My
I know, I can, and I will.
Erbes' Word Book.
Unwritten meanings of words. Has gives s fresh
world impulse. By its new self-help law the hither
to latent hdm and psychic values of all sounds
and words, to a breath, can be determined without
the aid of reference books. It is the only pub
lished guide to the choice of synonyms. It
simplifiesENGLISH, LEARNING LANGUAGES
GOOD
Comes little short of mind reading in guarding
one's self against the often mischievous influences of
words. The "King's Keys" to knowledge, and to
suggestive, magnetic self-expression in business ot
professional success anywhere. 92.00 mailed.
Write
and send
One right
word today.
one time may return the price.
OUR READERS WRITE CBl
"Satisfying beyond my expectations."
"The knowledge of that gentleman is far
superior
to anything
on the
sufcject.
"Received
ErbesT I've
Wordread
Book
today.
^En
close money order for Erbes' Brain Boolc^ I
"The writer has one copy of Erbes Brawl
Book and wants another."
PROMETHEAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
W. Rockwell and Crystal Sts., Chicago, 111.

Superfluous Hair Cured
A Lady Will Sead Free to Any
Sufferer the Secret Which
Cured Her.
From childhood I was distressed and humiliated by an
unwelcome growth of hair on my face and arms. I tried
all the depilatories, powders, liquids, creams and other
rub-on preparations I ever heard of, only to make it worse.
For weeks I suffered the electric needle without being rid
of my blemish. I spent hundreds of dollars in vain, until
a friend recommended a simple preparation which suc
ceeded where all else failed, in giving me permanent re
lief from all trace of hair. I will send full particulars,
free, to enable any other sufferer to achieve the same
happy results. I have nothing to sell. All I ask is a 2c
stamp for reply. Address, MRS. CAROLINE OSGOOD,
336F Westminster St., Provldence, it. I.
THE
INSPIRATOR
AND
Great Geneva Remedy
The world's greatest remedy for all
di Be anes of the AIR PASSAGES. A
guHmnteed home treatment for Ca
tarrh, Hay Fever, Asthma, Bronchitis,
Deafness, Early Consumption, Colds,
Coutdis Headache and all Diseases of
the Head, Throat and Langs, no matter
how severe or of how long standing. This method
of treatment is new and unlike any Other. It
places the remedy at the very seat or the disease,
putting the parts in a healthy, healing condition
and nature does the rest. The Inspirator is a
modern Invention for modern life and within
the means of all. Write today for descriptive folder
and proof from thousands cured. Address
NATIONAL INSPIRATOR CO.
Dept. K. 63d St. and Kimbark Ave., Chicago, III
Fortunes await agents. Write for liberal terms
"Miss licogilta" That's All!
Yon will be rurprlMd III delighted
to know the rest.
If you want to know who ate la, aid
what the does, and the gead things
In store far yon Joat writ* aa a aortal
card.
We furnish
aa to result*.
A d dr ess
THE P. P. CO0., Mi Ma, lean, ta.

Henry Harrison Brown's
,„E.WK "CONCENTRATION:
THe

THE ROAD TO SUCCESS''
Written in plain, simple language, the author always
having in mind the common need and answering it in com
mon
language.
Success
is treated as a concrete reality which the author
analyzes with the care and precision of*a chemist in arriv
ing at the elements of a compound ; once the ingredients
are segregratcd and classified, anyone who will, may again
unite them and create Success for himself.
It begins with an answer to the question, " What is Suc
cess?" and plainly shows that to possess this knowledge is to
make possible the thing itself. Then follow twenty-three
sections that gradually open your mind to the fact Success
may be had liy anyone who really wants it. You come from
the'book filled with New Life. New Hope, anda Determination
to Make your Life What Nature Intended, A Success. The
author has done big things before, but this is his master
piece, the crowning achievement of a long life of usefulness
in humanity's cause.
Price, elegantly bound in cloth, $1.oo; paper 50c.
Apeclal Offer-We will send '' Concentration," cloth
edition, and six months' subscription to The Balance, a
monthly magazine radiating Success and Optimism for $1.
THE RALA9ICE PI BIIKHISe CO., I»ept.
14, 1711 48 California Mlreet. Drnvcr. Coio.
When replying to advertisements

Mystic
Circle
of Success.
It costs nothing to join. Send your name to-day for
application blank and literature.
The Summer School of Progressive Thought,
0SCAWANA-0N-HUDS0N, N. Y.
The Life
Is a high-class monthly magazine of New Thought, artis
tically bound and printed in excellent type ana form. It
is edited by advanced thinkers, is unique and original.
It has eight regular departments and frequent illustra
tions] and inserts by Master Kalph Barton, staff artist.
$1.00 a v«•ur: foreig-n *s. Send for samples. Address:
THE LIFE, 3,l»2Troo>( A vf., KanMas City,
That none conxervstive insnranc-t- company.
The Northwestern Life of Milwaukee, has $3,500,000
loaned on South Dakota farms. We offer two ¥3,500,
four $3,000, two $2,200, and one $2,000, choice loans.
Will net purchaser 5 per cent.
CITIZENS STATE BANK,
Castlewood. So. Dak.
please mention The Nautilus
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This Marvelous Health Vibrator
FOR. MAN, WOMAN AND CHILD
Relieves All Suffering
Cures Disease
Snyder
Vibrator
it is The Lambert
When you hurt yourself you instinctively rub the spot. When your head aches you rub your temples.
Why? Because vibration is Nature's own remedy, and rubbing is Nature's crude way of creating vibration and
starting the blood to going. Disease is only another name for congestion. Where there is disease or pain there
you will find the blood congested and stagnant. There can be no pain or disease where the red blood flows
in a rich and steady stream. Good circulation means good health. Congested circulation means disease and pain.
THE LAMBERT SNYDER VIBRATOR
is the greatest medical discovery of the Twentieth Century, is a light, com
pact instrument, weighs twenty ounces, can be operated by yourself with one
hand by moving the steel head over the rigid steel rod, and can be placed in
contact with any part of the body, and is capable of giving from 9,000 to
15,000 vibrations per minute—100 times more than is possible with the most
expert master of massage. It is Nature's own remedy developed and con
centrated, and with one minute's use sends the red blood rushing into the
congested parts, removing all disease and pain.
ENDORSED BY PHYSICIANS.
The Lambert Snyder Vibrator is used and endorsed by noted
fhysicians because it is based on scientific principles of health,
t cures by removing the cause, forcing the red blood through
the congested parts at once. Don't pour drugs into your stom
ach for a pain in the knee or back; the trouble is not there.
WHAT IT DOES TO DISEASE AND PAIN.
Rheumatism, Sciatica, Lumbago, Gout, etc., are
caused by uric acid in the blood in the form of urate of soda.
This acid, through poor circulation at some particular part,
gets stopped on its way through the system and, congregating,
causes pain. Apply the Vibrator to the spot and you will re
ceive the congestion and get relief at once.
Deafness, Head Noises, Ringing In the Ears, in most
cases, are caused by the thickening of the inner membrane
through catarrh or colds. To cure this vibration is the only
thing, as it is the only way to reach the inner ear drum and
loosen up the hard wax or foreign matter, so sound may
penetrate to the drum.
Stomach Trouble, Indigestion, Constipation, etc., are caused by the food not properly digesting;
it lacks necessary saliva and gastric juices, thus creating congestion in the stomach; forming gases, causing
pains, bad breath, etc. Apply the Vibrator to the stomach; it settles the food down, releases the gases, reg
ulates the action and brings about relief instantly.
THE LAMBERT SNYDER VIBRATOR will give marvelous results in the following cases:
Locomotor Atsxis, Neurasthenia,
Toothache,
Sprains,
Bronchitis,
Paralysis,
Goitre,
Catarrh,
Lameness,
Hay Fever,
Writer's Cramp, Weak Eyes,
Headaches,
Pleurisy,
Piles,
Nervous Debility, Asthma,
Insomnia,
Varicose Veins, Anaemia,
Neuralgia,
Earache,
Weak Heart,
Varicocele,
and early sages of Bright's Disease, and a large number too numerous to mention.
DEVELOPMENT OF THE BUST.
An undeveloped bust is brought about by poor nourishment, tight lacing, or run down health. Apply the
Vibrator a few minutes each day and your breast, neck and arms soon fill out and become firm, round and
healthy. It forces the blood through the famished parts.
A Few of Oar Many Testimonials.
No matter what town or city in the United States you live in, we can send you the names of satisfied
customers who are using the Vibrator.
I suffered from severe Rheumatism, which made my hands and arms swell and caused me pain
beyond description. I bought your Vibrator, and the first application of it reduced the swelling and
conquered the pain so much that I was able to get a good night's sleep. Since then I have stopped -all
medicines and use only the Vibrator.
C. C. Warren, 68 Virginia Avenue, Jersey City, N. J.
I«amnert Snyder Co.,
October 20, 1906.
Gentlemen: I received your Vibrator and my hearing was so bad I could not hear a watch tickI can now hear a watch tick holding it a distance from the ear and can hear sounds that I have not
heard in years. I have spent a good deal of money for ear drums and other things, but your Vibrator
has done me more good than them all.
Ronert Irving, 122 Gooding Street, Lockport, N. Y.
Read Our Generous Offer
We, the makers and owners of the Lambert Snyder Health Vibrator, assure you that it has cured tens of
thousands of people in the United States and in many foreign countries. We tell you that it has given relief
and eventual cures in cases where the patient has suffered for years and had been unable to obtain even tem
porary relief by other means. We are so absolutely certain that our Health Vibrator can help and heal you
that we say to you today: Try our Vibrator for seven days—If It brings relief, If It cures you, if It
does what we claim for it—keep It. If not, send it back and we will refund your money.
FOR A LIMITED TIME we will sell our 95.00 Vibrator at 92.00,
delivered at our store, or mailed on receipt of 92.35, postpald.
JPJJP*
Our New book on vibration, fully illustrated. It tells you what has and is being done by
^^^^i^ii vibration. Our book is a plain, commonsense argument. Send for it today; it costs you nothing.
Electric Vibrators—All Kinds.
Don't Wait.
Don't Suffer.
LAMBERT SNYDER CO., Dept. 22A, 41 West 24th St., NEWJ YORK
When replying to advertisements please mention The Nautilus.
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Doctors Disagree
At a meeting of the council
on medical education of the
American Medical Associa
tion, held in Chicago, April
29, sweeping statements were
ENSIGN
made
as to the incompetency
physiologic^
of doctors. "There are on
an average 4,000 doctors
graduated every year by the
FOODS
medical colleges of the coun
try and about three-fourths
of these are utterly incom
petent and should never be
permitted to practice medi
cine," said one doctor, and nobody refuted the charge.
It is worse than that. Where medical colleges teach only
methods to palliate disease and acknowledge the futility
of attempting to cure, it is plain that none of their gradu
ates are really fitted to treat disease, for palliative treat
ment is confessedly injurious. Palliatives for pain cause
bad drug habits, for which doctors are responsible; palli
atives for constipation cause a greater degree of constipa
tion, because stimulation overworks and leaves a greater
prostration. And a like condition is true of every form of
palliative treatment and all drug treatment is palliative.
It never cures anybody of anything; always leaves the
patient in really worse condition by suppression, metas
tasis, and overworking already debilitated organs and
functions. It is a silly, foolish idea to attempt to rebuild
any part of the animal body out of anything which does
not belong in it and does not form an integral part of that
body in a state of health. The results cannot be anything
but bad.
Outside of the mental incompetency and natural un
fitness of 9,009 persons out of ten thousand to understand
disease and its treatment, the impracticability and impossi
bility of present methods would disqualify the one individ
ual of ten thousand to whom was given "the gift of
healing." Doctors are born, and no amount of education
will make one; but if the education is misdirected it may
spoil the born doctor. Wrong education is much worse
than none at all.
Methods taught in medical colleges, particularly of
the allopathic variety, are radically wrong, and it is no
trouble to prove it. They exist today through custom
and prejudice and not through merit. They have im
proved in the matter of diagnosis, but not in the mat
ter of curing. Learned articles on the characteristics of
disease fill medical journals, but the cure is as far in
the dark as ever. It is of very little importance to the
patient what manner of disease he has; he wants it cured.
That important part has not been reached through drugs
and it never will be. There is no reason for believing
that it ever will be, and no real physician will claim
that it can be.
Biochemistry offers the only
real cure of any disease. It is
rational, sensible and practical.
It is founded on good sense and
reason. If you wish to know
something about it send for our
free literature. We will be glad
to send you our booklet on Gen
eral Diseases, or on Private Dis
eases, or on Women's Diseases,
or on Varicocele, or on the
Heart, or all or any of them,
as you may select. They give
you the part which is left out of
regular ' medicine—a means of
cure. You should read all our W. S. ENSIGN, Phyi.,Ch.
literature. It is worth your
while. Do not confound our
remedies with other Binchemic systems. We use more
than 12 tissue salts. Address: KNSIGX REMEDIES
COMPANY, Department II, Battie Creek, Mich.
Canadian Office: Windsor, Ont.
BOOK
OF NATURE.
Full and explicit explanation of the structure and uses of
WOMAN, the organs of life (with Manikin*. MA3¥.
<0\.M<.tl IM TIF* AXD JOYM.
No such complete panorama of the mysteries of human re
production has ever before been given, to which is added a
Complete Medical Treatise upon Diseases of the Generative
Organs. One sample only, 65c, postpaid, plain package, 55c.
Suite .103 Odd Fellows' Temple, N. Broad St. Dept NautMus,PoUa,Pa.
1 REMIT BY STAMPS, MONEY ORDER, REGISTER LETTER, MONEY OR CHECK."
When replying to advertisements

25c for VITAL FORCE
AID
NATURE OF THE HIND
These hooks by Albert < h.ivannes,
famous authority on Personal Magnet
ism, reveal the Secret of Life. They
treat of tbree kinds of Magnetism, how
their exchange is and should be ac
complished, their effect on health, pro.
creation, beauty and development of
Vital Force.
"Two of the most interesting: books
on these subjects ever printed. " —
William E. Towse.
To introduce
Mr. Chavannes'
books,
semi list
and
either
"Vital Fore."
or •• Nature
of thewillMind"
for 15c.
Boih Books (200 pages) 25c. Address :
Dept. sr., Trnn.
IO* in,«in».
Ayr..c. (Jhj rimrn.knot
'HOW TO RETAIN YOUTH AND BEAUTY"
JUST PUBLISHED.
— preserving
the EYE,
Contains MY
HAND.
personal
FOOT. SKIN.
methods and
HAIR and
TEETH.
instruction on
Treats of
preventing and
BATH of
eradicating
FACE—
WRINKLES
BODY—toning up
RE POSErelaxed tissues
DIETARY.
MADAME VELARO, Est. S3 years.
How tobeyourown MASSEUSE, MANICURE, and many
minor sublects. also the ART of applying MY CELE
BRATED BEAUTIFIERS, LOTION and CREAMS, 50 in
numoer. Patronized by wives of eminent physicians,
preserved BEAUTIES of Social. Artistic life, and
ROYALTY. Chemists of note are cordially Invited to
analyse each and all MY Unexcelled Preparations.
"How to Retain Youth and Beauty," with catalog, £5c.
MADAME VELARO, St. Marc, Fifth Ave., New York.

Fountain

of
OH

Youth.

THE ELIXIR OF LIFE.
Kver since the human race acquired the mental power
to reflect on its past and speculate about the future, it has
been seeking a method, a force or a God that would enable
us to live in harmony with our noblest impulses and achieve
our highest aspirations. Dormant, within the depths of
your own soul, lies the only power than can regenerate you
and bring you immortality and everlasting happiness.
This booklet tells you what this power is and now to
develop it to your own best advantage. Price 25 cents,
postpaid. I>lt. J. BALL, I4«»0 Ciuerrfror Hi.,
Sun Francldco.
who desire to control the sex
of offspring, can receive in
struction by sending three
dollars with stamp to
Rachel N. Tfnie; . ti.
It., Independence, Hun.
Reference to mother who has tested theory given if
required.
MENTAL HCIEffCB IID18TBIAL CO.
The International Co-operative Bank of Bryn Mawr and
Seattle, Wash., will open September, 1907. 50.000 shares
can be purchased by 50,000 people at $1 each. Buy NOW.
Address M. B. DORFLINGER, Secretary Bryn
Mnwr, Wanh.
please mention The Nautilus.
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SUCCESS

THROUGH VIBRATION.
By MRS. L. DOW BALLIETT.
Tells How to Find the M ystic Meanlng of Name and Birth Numbers and Their Relation to
Heaith and Attainment.
This is one of the simplest and best books on the occult power and mystical virtue of numbers, names,
colors, etc., that I have ever seen. It will tell you what number you vibrate to (your keynote; and what
it means.
The system first promulgated by that ancient teacher, Pythagoras, is here applied to modern needs
and made more practical.
As an entertainer this book will be found unexcelled. Its character delineations will prove very interesting.
The whole aim of the book is to help you gain greater success through the strength of vibration. The sub
ject is a most interesting one.
Here are the contents of the book in brief: The Principles of Vibrntion—Every Letter of the
Alphabet Has lis Own Hate of Vibration—Odd and Even Numbers—How to Find Your Own
Numbers—Qualities of the Letter "O"—Numbers In Detail—Their Colors—Details to be Re
membered—Buslness—One Should Be ns Careful In BusIness In Selecting a Street and Num
ber as In Choosing n Wife—Strong Numbers Attraet Each Other—< hooslng a Husband or
Wife—SlRnlfleanee of the Vowels—What Your Name Means and What You Can Attain To—
Pyl hnfrornV Ten Fundamental Laws of Opposites—The Strongest and Wenkent Part of Your
Body—The Gems You Should Fossess—Your Minerals—Some Fiowers Thut Yon Know—
The Composer Whose MusIc has a Message for You—Your Trees—Your Fruits—The Instrument
thut Is Playing for You—Your Guardian Angel—Your Putron Saint—Some of Your Symbois.
This book is nicely printed on antique laid paper, and contains 64 panes bound in cloth. Price 91.00.
Order of
WILLIAM E. TOWNE, Dept. 1, Holyoke. Mass.

The

Mystic

Scroll

A recent book by Helen Van Anderson, formerly editor of the New York Magazine. .Here you will
find set down answers to many questions which you are constantly asking yourself.
CONTENTS.
Chapter VIII. Meditation, or How to Enter the
Silence.
Chapter I. The Necessary Preparation for the
Chapter IX. The Secret of Mystic Power.
Mystic Life, and the True Foundation for Health,
Chapter X. Mental and Physical Conditions for
Happiness and Prosperity.
Health.
Chapter II. The Unseen Forces.
Chapter XI. The Christ Healing.
Chapter III. Your Senses and Their Planes of
Chapter XII. Passing Into the Beyond.
Activity.
Chapter XIII. The Law of Prosperity. How to
Chapter
IV. The
Law
of Vibration and,
the. Secret Attract Prosperity. How to Develop Your Talents,
of Chapter
Clairvoyance
Clairaudience.
• ••••••
Practical
Healing Throat
Methods,andSugges
as• •to JAtoncjUie-ns
•Hfrw tow• Healof Catarrh,
Lung
V. Aand
Lesson
on Clairvoyance.•
• • • • " • t tion*•
Chapter VI. Symbols and Visions ««dt How tyi ♦Xrf>i"b,le\
Nejvcftisnfts,
Indigestion.
Constipation,
Rheu
matism,
Falun•.
Eyesight,
Evil
Habits,
etc.
Interpret Them.
Chapter VII. Concentration a Means" •oT A^incJ• • • '•SugB£S*i»n "far tlarmonizing Home Relations, for
Training.
••••:.
•
• > I .ifcartaging •fjipaj-ef. ^nd Keeping them Healthy, etc,
Two hundred and thirty-four pages, printed on firte' arltiqfte flayer, tiandsDmely bound in cloth with covers
printed in two colors on side and back. PRICE ONLY S1.00.
Address
WILLIAM E. TOWNE, Dept. 1, Holyoke, Mass.

THE DR. C. 0. SAHLER SANITARIUM.
This Sanitarium, (large, new addition, modern in every
particular) is roomy, homelike, free from all institutional
features and erected with especial reference to the care
and treatment of MENTAL, NERVOUS AND FUNC
TIONAL DISORDERS by the
PSYCHOLOGICAL METHOD EXCLUSIVELY.
Large verandas, cheerful, sunny rooms, and sun par
lors are features of this place.
Physicians and friends who have mental and nervous
patients whom they desire to place in an institution having
the principles of home and family life, non-restraint, and
having tried all other methods of treatment without suc
cess, should inquire into the merits of this Sanitarium.
NO INSANE CASES RECEIVED.
Write for Circular.
THE DR. C. O. SAHLER SANITARIUM,
Klnsston-on-HuiIson, New York.
When replying to advertisements please mention The Nautilus.
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MAKE

MONEY!

By Advertising in The Nautilus.
Others Are Making Bis Money, Why Not Your—
Expand Your Business !—Advertise !—If You
Have Something Good to Sell, Make It Known
to NAUTILUS Readers—The Right Kind of
Advertising Pays In Nautilus and Pays Well.
Read the foliowing unsolicited letters:
Grenville Kleiser, publisher, 1267 Broadway, N. Y.,
writes: "From a small announcement in the NAUTILUS
I received over ten times as many answers, accompanied
by remittances, as from any other half dosen publications."
The Wyckoff Advertising Co., Buffalo, N. Y., writes:
"We have your favor of November 27, acknowledging re
ceipt of our check for December advertising. We shall
try to do all possible for THE NAUTILUS. There is
not a magasine on the list which we think will bring better
results to customers than your publication."
Lambert Snyder Co., manufacturers of a Health Vibra
tor, write: "NAUTILUS has proved to be one of our
best paying magazines."
St Laurent Bros., manufacturers of Peanut Butter,
Bay City, Mich., write: "We have tried other magazines
but we think yours the best."
A New York Graphologist, who had been using only
one inch monthly in Nautilus, writes: "Herewith
cluck for another month's ad. Received 134 replies last
month, and at least half of them were for 50 cent
readings."
Just give us a trial. Count not more than 80 words
to the inch.
THE NAUTILUS ADVERTISING RATES.
One inch
$4.00
One-fourth page
14.00
One-half page
25.00
One page
48.00
Our terms are cash with order. No discounts for time
or space.
Stock company investment ads. not accepted.
Orders must reach us not later than the 6th day of
month preceding date of issue in which you wish ad.
to appear. Let us hear from you I Address all orders to
ELIZABETH TOWNS, Holyoke, Mass.

A PROFITABLE
LEARN PROFESSION
r

$10 to $20 A DAY
WE
TEACHyon
BY can
MAIL
In
six utunllii
K-rin
practicing
Mechauo-Thmipy—
an
elevating
and an-1
hiiilily-pald
profeaaton
f«»r
men
women.
(Irently
auperfof
toOst*opathy
Ln.I. .,-.-.]ltu<l\
bvPhyticlana.
natine
; f:\-y !, .lcarnFatci: ' ,nk
ordinary
education
required.
.Vuilh
ritativr
diplnuias
to
grad
uates.
Course inexpensive.
Work
Interesting
and elevat. .
ting
opportunities
t kdvStesVn-t
for y.cia]
ami fiiian-

tot our new prospectus. It is free and fall of valuable lufonasatoo.
AMERICAN COLLEGE OF M ECH ANO-TH ER AP Y
Suite CIO, Northwestern University Building. Chicago

Diet

School

This is a Diet School for both health and healing. We
teach people by personal lessons, or at their homes by
correspondence, what each in his vocation should eat for
health, and for the very best results in all physical and
mental efforts. We also teach sick or ailing people, by
personal advice or at their homes by correspondence, what
they should eat, and how they should eat, to make them
well. The most explicit, comprehensive and practical les
sons of instruction on Diet Cure to be found anywhere.
No higher authority in the land.
Booklets, clearly explaining and fully describing our
Diet School methods, showing how we heal sick people
here and at their homes, by a wisely directed diet alone,
and without drugs. Sent free to everybody. Address
THE CALIFORNIA DIET SCHOOL,
104.% S. Union Avenue
Lc

GRAY OR FADED HAIR OR BEARD
'Carl
restored
natural
color abyday)
taking
aine hdw>i>t
internally•
(10 to to20 itsdrops,
8 times
thatmedisup
•t(£
with this particular coloring matter. I
WISIIIOTII MEWS■LETTER ples
discovered this fact some years ago while giving this
medicine? a'lady 68 years old, whose hair was white.
. . •••.• • . Siiu' was gsefitrjE surprised (but no more so than 1 was;
ta see her fcatr• gradually getting darker, and it became a
EXFOXEJT OF CHBiiaotU«!K,
'. nit'e, ulutiny black, with not a gray hair on her head.
I do not understand what causes the change in color,
unless, as stated above, the medicine furnishes the blood
with
some certain coloring matter that nature has failed
Every number to supply.
I have this formula printed and will send to
replete with anyone tor only
$2.50, and will refund your money if it
fails to restore the color as it was when young. It is
Lessons, Lec
harmless.
Can
get
it in any drug store. I have sold
tures and Edi
this formula to hundreds, and have not been asked to
torials on Meta
refund the money by to exceed half a dozen. The same
medicine will prevent _ha ir from ever turning gray.
physical Heal
Address: J. E. HADLEY, M. D., F
ing, especially Bluffs,
Neb.
the
THE POCKET
MASCOT, by
OHashnu tiara
METHODS
FortunatadPrice
$1 only
A veritable mine of good luck. Gives lucky days, months,
TAUGHT
numbers, hours, colors and stones for every day in the
year. A perpetual wheel of the hours. Give over being
unlucky and do the right thing at the right time. Has sold
BY
by thousands in England. An unqualified success. Send
full name, date of birth and $1.00 bill (no stamps or coins)
to O BliUXI' HAIU, • * Acre
Brix
ton,
London, a. W., England.
JESUS
OLIVER C. SABIN, Editor
nil HIS UIMII•IKH

HEALTH-WEALTH-HAPPINESS
for all. Let me help vou to realize success in each.
Subscription Rates SI a year, Foreign, $1.25.
Address I>H. I M . SHIRK. M. ■>.
Natramento. California.
1329 M]St., N. W„ Washington, D. C, TJ. S. A, J». O. Boi ©4.'»,
When replying to advertisements flease mention Tut Nautilus.
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The
Best
Yet
Every Nantilus Reader Should Have the June Number of AMERICAN
NEW LIFE, the Handsome Quarterly Magazine Edited by
William E. and Elizabeth Tovrae.
lO CENTS PER YEAR
I have been very fortunate in securing material for a most interesting article
about the life and work of Prentice Mulford, the pioneer new thoughter. This
sketch is illustrated by a fine picture of Prentice Mulford, heretofore unpub
lished, I think. This article appears in June American New Life, which is now
ready for delivery. If your name isn't on the list send 10 cents right away for
a year's subscription.
There are ever so many new books reviewed and noticed in this number—some
of the best new thought books that have appeared for years. See my special
offer before you buy. Full details in American New Life for June. My
special offers appear nowhere else. They will save you money.
Every number contains brief, practical articles by the editors on every phase
of new thought. Each number contains a Circle of Silent Healing department.
This Circle has over 600 members. Be sure to read about it.
American New Life for 1907 will contain Dr. Derolli's famous list of
"lucky days." He will tell us what days are good for business, travel, social intercourse, love, etc., according to the science of Astrology.
Try the list yourself. It doesn't matter in the least whether you believe in
Astrology or not, you will be amused and astonished at the general accuracy
of Dr. Derolli's daily predictions.
Send only 10 cents for a year's subscription. Address:
WILLIAM E. TOWNE, Dept. 1, Holyokev Mass.

THROUGH

SILENCE

TO

REALIZATION

A New Book Just From The Press.
By FLOYD B. WILSON.
Mr. Wilson's former books, "Paths to Power," and "Man Limitless," have made
such a tremendous success and been studied with such wide, deep interest, that a warm
welcome is assured for "Through Silence to Realization."
Some of the chapters are: "Admiration, The Herald of Hope"—"Hope, a Vibra
tion from the Subconscious"—"Realisation, Hope's Master Creation"—"Thoughts Are
Things: But What is a Thought?"—"If Thine Eye Be Single"—"Reward"—"Mental
Images —"Overcoming"—"Like Produces Like"— Color in Life"—"Dominant Ego"—
"Joy, Always Joy"—"Are You Readyt"—"Spiritual Knowledge"—"The Goall"
The first chapter in the book is entitled "The Silence," and everybody who knows
Mr. Wilson's writings will be sure to want to read it.
See what the Boston Glone jays of this new book:—
"A practical introduction to metaphysics that bothers not with wherefores, but
offers work and promises direct results, even to mental healing."
Everybody is delighted with this new book—some say it is better than either of
Mr. Wilson's others! That says a lot.
"Through Silence to Realization" is printed on fine antique paper, bound in silk cloth, and contains
about 200 pages. Uniform in style and binding with his other two books. Price only 91.00 per copy.
pout pill
A copy
cc given free for two new subscriptions to The Nautilus,
Order of
ELIZABETH TOWNE, Holyofce, Mau.

FOR EVERY READER
"EVERY
WHERE"
EDITED BT WILL CARLEIO.T
AIICDinA'C DECT CICTV PCVT MJU1A7IIIC
Mr. Carleton's Latest Poems and
AfflCnlvA O DEO I Mr I I WCLII MAUHlINEi
Sketches. Best of Current Lit
erature. Edited to Interest and Inspire. World-wide in Scope and Purpose. 61 pages, Flacly Printed and Illustrated.
THE MAGAZINE FOR YOUR HOME
PUBLISHED MONTHLY.
FIFTY CENTS A YEAR.
AGENTS EQUIPPED AND WELL PAID.
EVERY WHERE PUB. CO., BROOKLYN, N. Y. Send &°rs»Auo"rtb'a
IVhen replying to advertisements please mention The Nautilus.
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CluDDing
FOR

Offers

1907

A USEFUL NEW COMBINATION
$1.00
Business Philosopher
l.OO
The Nautilus .
$2.00
OUR PRICE ONLY $1.50
Foreign PMlajc OS cents Extra.
The Business Philosopher, edited by C. M. Sheldon,
carries new thought into all lines of business. Should be
in the hands of business men and women. Here is your
opportunity.
Here are other magazines which can be
secured at reduced rates when taKen
in combination with The Nautilus.
.
$1.00
Philistine, 1 year
l.OO
Fellowship, 1 year
l.OO
New York magazine .
1.00
Stellar Ray
l.OO
Swastika ....
l.OO
Vegetarian Magazine
THE NAUTILUS with either of the above magazines,
$1.60. Foreign postage, 66 cents extra on Nautilus
and Philistine, or Fellowship or Vegetarian or
Swastika; $1.12 extra on Nautilus and New York
Magazine Nautilus with either two of these, $3.00
value for $2.37 ; for all, $4.00 value $3.00. For
eign Postage Extra.
Unity, 1 year
$1.00
Cosmopolitan, 1 year
.
.
l.OO
Success, 1 year
.
.
.
.
1.00
Woman's Home Companion, 1 year l.OO
Harper's Bazaar, 1 year .
.
1.00
The Nautilus with either of these magazines for
$1.76 Foreign, $3.00 for Nautilus, with either of
the last 4, or $2.26 for Nautilus and Unity.
If you desire more than one of these magazines with
NAUTILUS allow $1.75 for Nautilus and one other,
adding 86 cents for each succeeding one added to the list.
Foreign postage, S 1 . 1 2 extra on each of the last four,
66c. for Unity and Nautilus
New Thought, 1 year
$.50
Segnogram, 1 year
.50
The Balance, 1 year
.50
The Nautilus with either of these, *)l.X-l: with
two, s)1.0S. with all, $«.«». Foreign Postage 25
eents extra on each of the last two, 36 cents on
Nautilus, and 50 cents on New Thought.
Magazines may be sent to separate addresses if
desired, on any of these offers.

All Diseases Cured
Through Absorption
Every drop of blood in the body reached and
purified through the Capillaries by new discovery.
The maker wants every one to try
A DOLLAR PAD FREE.
If you have any disease we want you to try
Day's famous Magic Absorbent Pads at our ex
pense. They are curing all ages and conditions—
after doctors and baths have failed —without a
spoonful of medicine. We believe they will cure
you. Send us your name and we will send you the
pads by return mail, prepaid. Try them, then, if
you are satisfied, send us the price, One Dollar.
If not, simply say so. and they
cost you nothing whatever.
We have been sending these
pads "pay when satisfied" for
many months now, and you can
see for yourself that we coul<\
not keep this up if they did not
cure. The fact is they do cure,
no matter how many doctors
have failed, because they apply
a new scientific principle fully
explained and illustrated in our
circulars, and that is why we are
glad to send them on approval.
Will you try them? Just send
your address, giving full partic
ulars of trouble, to
MAGIC ABSORBENT PAD CO..
No. 84, Donohue Bldg.,
- Schenectady, N. Y
MAN'S HIGHER
POWERS
and How to Use Them.
Are you perfectly healthy and happy ? If not send
name and address tor valuable information. AddreBS,
SOCIETY OF ORIENTAL MYSTICS,
Onran'uaa-on-lludson. IV. Y.
» a Savings Hank
a year interei
interest.of We
and pays a better rate •dof number
6*
liave for sale a limit
RihhIh
of $100
First Mortgage Gold
0
each. They are secure 1 by a first niorttge on real esta
estate having with develop
ment a very large earning capacity.
They combine absolute safety of (princi
and interest with the opportunity to
0 pal
share in the excess earnings of the
properly. TUB ME AH* i.KVi:*TTi K. \ T CO 258 Huntington Chamber*, Ronon, Mass
YOUR CHARACTER
Will be read from your handwriting upon
receipt of 2i>c. and specimen
LOUISE RICE
144 East 22nd Street,
NEW YORK

A FORTUNE FOR ONE DOLLAR
that dollar for the n jatic TalUmun, the greatest little
book of the age. Intensely interesting. Contains inform'
ation worth thousands of dolUrs to you. It will bring yo*
ELIZABETH TOWNE, love, health, happiness and boundless success. If you
value your life's happiness get it now. Address fl. A.
OGRISSEK, Richmond Terrace, New Brighton, S I., New \srk City
Holyohe, Mass.
IVhen replying to advertisements please mention The Nautilus.
Address all orders to

THE NAUTILUS.
Eyeglasses Not Necessary
Eyesight Can Be Strengthened, and Most Forms
of Dlneaned Eyes Successfully Treated
Without Cutting or DruKsTlng.
That the eyes can be strengthened so that eyeglasses
can be dispensed with in many cases has been proven
beyond a doubt by the testimony of hundreds of people
who publicly claim that their eyesight has been restored
by that wonderful little instrument
called "Aetlna." "Actina" also
relieves Sore and Granulated Lids,
Iritis, etc., and removes Cataracts
without cutting or drugging. Over
seventy-five thousand "Actlnas"
have been sold; therefore the Actina
treatment is not an experiment, but
is reliable. The following letters are
but samples of hundreds we receive:
Mr. S. M. Walker, corner Carolina and Palmetto Sts.,
Los Angeles, Cal, vrites: "About two years ago my
sight began to fail rapidly. I consulted so-called scien
tific occultists and had special glasses made, but all to no
avail. I bought an Actina and in less than thirty days
threw away my glasses. Thanks to Actina. I can read
or write now for hours every day. I would not be
without it for any amount of money."
Mrs. Charles Longstreet, No. 290 W. 147th St., New
York City, writes: "It gives me great pleasure to rec
ommend Actina. Having suffered much with my eyes,
neither any treatment nor glasses availed, I was induced
to give Actina a trial, and after a few weeks' use of
Actina, I 'am able to read or write without that intense
pain. My eyes are now so strong that I can use them
freely."
E. R. Holbrook, Deputy County Clerk, Fairfax, Va.,
writes: " 'Actina' has cured my eyes so that I can do
without glasses. I very seldom have headache now, and
can
at thestudy
office.up• to eleven o'clock after a hard day's work
"Actina" can be used by old or young with perfect
safety. Every member of the family can use the one
"Actina" for any form of disease of the Eye, Ear,
Throat or Head. One will last for years, and is always
ready for use. "Actina" will be sent on trial postpaid.
If you will send your name and address to the Actina
Appliance Co., Dept. 124N, 811 Walnut St., Kansas City,
Mo., you will receive, absolutely FREE, a valuable book
—Prof. Wilson's Treatise on Disease.
i You may have our new descriptive catalogue for
I the asking. We carry the largest assortment
f books in the U. S. on New Thought, Occultism,
FIEEI
1 igic, Tneosophy, Spiritualism,Astrology. Dreams,
Palmistry, Phrenology, Metaphysics, Success, Healing, etc.
Na matter whit you may think of these highly Important, though
often much abused subjects, tt will pay yon to koow. Ignor
ance is error and darkness—our books the remedy and cure.
When you ask for our catalogue put in 25 centsfor Waldrood's
" Practical Quid* " to Astrology, Healing and Occult Sciences.
You will be pleased with it. Address WALROND'S OCCULT
PUBLISHING CO., Dept. B. 7 Rochester, N. Y.
A SILENT THOUGHT SUCCESS CIRCLE.
I want everyone to know that I can heal them. I want
to show you the healing virtues and potency my treatment
contains, so will give two weeks' treatment free to all who
will send plainly addressed and stamped envelope. I also
have a mechanical device that will help to draw away the
. blues, cure poverty, diseases and bad habits; also a key to
concentration, and developing all your higher powers.
Address IDA WELSH, N. Belivllle, 111.

A
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Peculiar

Experience
A friend of mine had a peculiar and very interesting
experience in using the "Solar Biology" system of char
acter reading. By this system my friend was able to tell
a woman, whom he had just met for the first time, cer
tain things in her life which she supposed no living person
was familiar with.
My friend did this simply by applying the scientist
principles of "Solar Biology," which I think the greatest
book on character reading ever published.
This book gives a new, exact, scientific and easy method
of reading character according to the position of the
earth, moon and planets at time of birth. It is very
different from ordinary astrology.
This book explains at length, as no other book does,
the mysteries of the zodiac.
A recent writer in The World, speaking of the marvels
of the zodiac, says: "Everything which has being has
also its zodiac, for the zodiac is the law according to
which everything comes into existence. • • « The
atom has its zodiac, the molecule its zodiac, the cell also
has its twelve signs of the zodiac, each stone, each plant,
each animal, has its zodiac; every organ in the physical
body has its own zodiac. All the organs, each having its
own zodiac, exist in and are controlled by the larger
zodiac of the whole physical body."
"Solar Biology" tells how to diagnose disease, determine
mental, physical and business qualifications, marriage
adaptability, etc. The book throws a Hood of new light
on the problems of life. It furnishes the scientific laze
which goes down into the minutiae of every man and
woman as a mirror, reflecting his or her innate nature.
"Solor Biology" tells one when a child is born what
special training it should have, what business it will be
suited to, etc. It enables physicians and healers to
diagnose cases with great accuracy and see into the inner
natures of their patients. It helps lawyers to know their
clients and business men to determine the suitability of
prospective employes.
Anyone can easily use this system without previous
study. It will call your attention to many peculiar
things about yourself that you have not before realized
to be true. It is most interesting to study yourself and
friends with this book.
The book is illustrated with seven diagrams, author's
portrait and tables of the moon and planets from 1820 te
1908. Bound in superior cloth embellished with symbolic
designs in gold. Printed on extra heavy laid paper from
very clear type. $oo pages, 6x9 inches in size and twe
inches thick.
Send stamp for prospectus, table of contents, specimen
pages and other literature. When I send them I will tell
you the interesting experience which my friend had in
using Solar Biology.
Send a stamp TODAY.

Katherine Jarvis Cheney.
Do you want to grow mentally and spiritually, have the
health, happiness and success that belong to right condi
tions? I CAN HELP YOU.
Treatment and instruction, including monthly leaflet,
$1.00 to $10.00 per month as your circumstances permit.
Address: KATHERI.XE JARVIS CHE.VEY, Box
William E. Townc, Dept. I Holyokc, Mass.
.VW. rhlcaico. I".
3 Ql'EMTI»\M AffMWEIIElP FOR **c.
<OII\» AND CALLOl»£»
Locates lost, stolen and hidden property, love and family
removed with COR.TI^'E. Easily applied,
affairs, business, lawsuits. Send date of birth, lock of
and results sure. Send 10 cents and he convinc
hair, self-aidressed, stamped envelope. Prof. A. O.
Arthur. Lock Box 146, Starke. Floiida. Hoi Ht>- jCORNS/gg1 ed. Address F. C. JESTER, Chiropodist,
416 Flournoy Street, Chicago, 111.
•ultx. Mufisfuctloa <*uur*intced.
When replying to advertisements please mention The Nautilus.
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$30.00

GUSH

PRIZE.

OTHER PRIZES TOO!
Why can't you win this prize?
Honestly, it isn't as hard work as you might think.
Let me tell you about the young man who won the
prize of $20.00 recently awarded. He works in an office
during the day and is studying medicine evenings. Yet
he likes Nautilus so well that he found time, in spite
of all his other duties, to get a sufficient number of
new subscribers to win the prize. He only worked
among his friends at odd moments.
What might one accomplish who gave a little time
to the work?
HEBE ARE THE PRIZE OFFERS :
First, (30.00 cash.
Second, 910.00 worth of book* from any of
our Hats.
Third, 95*00 worth of ray own publications,
NAUTILUS Included. This prize goes to every
friend who sends ten or more new subscribers.
The first prize will go to the person who sends us
between now and August 81, 1907, the largest number
of The
subscribers
to ThewillNautilus.
second prize
go to the one who sends the
second
largest
There may benumber.
a hundred or so third prizes, for $5.00
worth of our publications will go to each friend who
sends us ten or more new subscribers to The Nautilus
before August SI, 1007. Price 91.00 per subscrip
tion.
SPECIAL OFFER.
Any person who sends me in four new subscriptions
at one time, with $4.00 payment, will be entitled to re
ceive a beautiful fountain pen. The pen is self-filling,
self-cleaning, has iridium points and is warranted to
work perfectly. Value Jt2.50.
you send four sub
scribers and receive a pen as premium, such sub
scribers will be placed to your credit and counted
towards
the suggest
cash prise.
I would
that you use the latest number
of the Nautilus for the present in soliciting subscrip
tions. If you wish extra copies for samples, let me
know.
Now, dear friends, The Nautilus is your magazine
as well as ours. It exists through your support. If
you will interest your friends in the magazine and get
them to subscribe, we shall be able to give you a
still better magazine from month to month, and we
will reimburse you with premiums as above.
Wishing you the greatest success in all things
during 1907, I am, Cordially yours,
Elizaneth Towns.
Bound Volumes
The Nautilus 1906
We have ready some beautiful bound copies of Vol.
VIII
the Nautilus.
Eachof copy
is bound in three quarters red or green
leather
(ooze
calf),
in gold.
When you lay
the title
bookstamped
down and
open it if stays flat.
It is a pleasure to handle these books. All the work is
done by hand (in The Nautilus bindery) in the most
substantial
manner.
This volume
contains 12 poems by Ella Wheeler Wil
cox; the first eleven articles in the "Law of the Rhythmic
Breath" series; several travel articles by the editors,
William E. and Elizabeth Towne, and a large number of
articles by the best new thought writers.
$2.00bound
PER VOLUME.
A copy of PRICE
Vol. VIII
as sbove, and a year's
subscription to The Nautilus, for $2.75. This would in
clude alt of the "Rhythmic Breath" articles, which alone
will cost probably $1.60 when published in book form.
Send inELIZABETH
your orders asTOWNE.
early as possible.
Holyoke, Mass.
A Communication
Of 2 or 3 pages in writing, from any given named spirit
friend, (so claimed! may be had for 25 eta. Sent to
g. c. PAINK,
-•l> • fftll Buring-nelll ■«.,
Bn.ton. Tin...
ll'hen replying to advertisements

Grow Mushrooms
For Big and Quick Profits
Small Capitsl to Stsrt
A Ssfe Buslnas*
1 am the largest grower
In America. Ten yean' ex
perience enablea me to give
practical instruction in the
business worth manj dol
lars to you. No matter
what your ptcupation is
or where jpQ are located,
hero is an opportunity to
acquire a thorough knowledge of this paying business.
Send for Free Book giving particulars and information,
how to start, cost, etc Address
JACKSON MUSHROOM FARM
Dept. 1 43 3243 N. Waatern Ave., Chicago, Illinois
SUPERFLUOUS

HAIR

PERMANENTLY REMOVED.
A WOMAN'S OWN STORY.
HOW SHE CURED HERSELF
forever by a home treatment that 1m safe, positive
and true to nature. "Write me today, em-lose stamp
and I will tell you all. Fl.OKEXCE II \ WTHORXE,2;i7 WhltvPlulnaAve.Xewi'ork
BOWEL TROUBLES?
i Constipated-Bllious-Run Down?
I Take STIWaEt'S KRUlT.tlGOil-A-an.tVs Tonicol Lomatitv Politicly
Constipation
and Billousnm.
Ab.olntelv
regul.teerelieTes
Stoniecta,
LtTer and Boweli.
Corretts, I
nptmild,
.ml
irmKon**
entire
n«L
SSffSSttUmSmSm
and recommended by best phjtiei.nl. STIWABY'S FBIJI-Ilbtin
will be,t.25:
moiled,
postpaid,
on receirt
priee-5t>c.
per boiy
three
boxes
six for
»2 25. Sample
.ndofbooklol
10c. >«eBU
Wlalea.
1 STEWART FOon «'«>,. IMS""
THE MAGICAL USE OF PERFUMES!!
"There are more strange things in heaven and earth,
Horatio, than are dreamt of in our philosophy."—
Shakespeare.
Learn the SECRET or OCCULT use of Perfumes here
tofore known only to the Wise Men of the East. Happi
ness and Success may be yours. Full method sent on
receipt of 10 cents (silver).
W. BENEDICT,
162 Wyckoff Street,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Mystic Talisman Free
Send 10 cent, yearly subscription to our magazine,
"Vibration.," and we will forward you a Mystic Parch'
mcnt Talisman, SPIRITUALLY and PSYCHOMETRICALLY charged and magnetized by the First Council of
the Order of the White Temple (?), and the Chief Shrinera of the Circle of Glory. State whether you want it for
Healing, Health, Success or Safety. Four Talismans for
four subscriptions. Mention this magazine. Address:
REV. S. CHRISTIAN OREATHEAD, Editor "Vibrations" 120 Cherry
Street, Baltic Creek, Mich., I . S. A.
"THE LICHTBEARER"
•ne Dollar I*«r Year, lO Cents per Copy.
The Lightbearer is a monthly devoted to TEACHING,
under separate heads, subjects relating to Practical
Metaphysics, the Forgotten Christian Mysteries, Occult
Law and its Philosophy, Astral Laws and corelated
studies. It will bring into your life and home knowledge
that is power, will assist in constructive thought, beside
giving a general monthly digest of the world's best
literature. A "Note and Query" column inviting ques
tions is an especial feature. We invite vour earnest and
kindly co-operation. "THE LIGHTBEARER," Box A, Alameda, Cel.
How Fortunes Are Made
—tlot
drawbacks, desires. Success in business and social life as
sured. Members everywhere. Literature gratis. Ifluiual
Briietit Club. H". J., :»;u E. .V>th 9t., C hicago.
please mention The Nautilus.
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How's your health? Might it be better? Would you like to be well always? And
_
" strong and handsome and magnetic ? "A motor, not a clog—a booster, not a knocker"
FRIEND
-an oak, not a squash? Then listen—for you are mightily interested. Friend, we have, in the "HealthWealth" course, 27 powerful lessons, positively that which will show you the way to strong, sturdy, sunny,
lovable man or womanhood. We know it will knock out all those aches, pains, twinges and spasms—and keep
them knocked out. We know, too, that it would cost us a lot of money to make you believe this, especially
when you find how little we charge—so will "'show you"—through this remarkable
SPECIAL OFFER.
Sendandus the
10 cents—one
dime—today,
:—today, ana
and by
dv return
mail you win
will get the complete<-.,.:..*--.....-..
course ot
of 27—a
powerful
lessons
beautiful hanger,
t
on
:r, "Mv Creed.a ••' Look
them over carefully, and if satisfactory
send us 20
cents more, making 30 cents in all.
~' If not satisfactory, return the outfit and ask for your dime. At this
special price, supply is limited. Therefore, better send for your course today.
"Health-Wealth" Club, 47 Park St.,

TKe

Life

Lawrence, Mass.

Power

AND HOW
TO USE IT.

A New Book by Elizabeth Towne, Telling How to Develop
and Use Your Own Wondertul Latent Powers.
If you are interested in learning about that great Life Undesired Things Often Come—The Infallible Cure for
Force which makes for health and success, which under Failure—Man a Magnet—How to Transform Environment
right conditions builds up, regenerates and renews the by Renewing Mind.
body and mind, then do not fail to read every word of
YOUR FORCES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM—
this book.
How not to Overdo Affirmation and Suggestion—How
to
Avoid Worry.
The author has made wonderful progress along these
AND LOVE—Duty Work Robs the Doer—How
lines of demonstration herself, and she desires that others to DUTY
be Happy in Your Worn—Love, the Creator of Joy
should also see the truth. She has made everything in in Work.
this book as clear and simple as she knows how.
WELL DONE—The Sponger—Pride and Character—
The articles which make up the book have appeared
Case—Anent Character—How People are
from time to time in The Nautilus, where the publication A Concrete
Down"—Who Keeps Them Down—Why Life
of many of them called forth especial and deep interest "Kept
Makes
Us
Begin
at the Bottom.
from many readers.
HAS HE DONE—Some Discover the Principle
Following are the names of the twenty-three chapters of WHAT
Life
Unconsciously.
Others Consciously.
.with partial list of contents:
AND WILLS—An Old Thought Woman's Opin
METHUSELAH AND THE SUN—Secret of the Great ionWILL
About the Use of Will—What Will Is—The All PerAge of Adam and Methuselah—A Novel Theory—De vading Will—Universal Wisdem—Individual Wills—The
stroying Rays and Building Rays from the Sun—Child Author's Personal Experience in the Development and
hood of the Human Race— Unity.
Use of Will—The Obstacles She Encountered, the Mis
THREE-FOLD BEING—Objective Mind—Sub-Con takes She Mode and How She Finally Found Peace.
scious Mind—Super-Conscious Mind—The Point of Con
CONCERNING VIBRATIONS—What Vibration Is—
tact Between This and Previous States of Existence— Thought Vibrations.
The Center of Life—The Divine Self of All Creation.
THE I WAS AND THE I AM—God the Principle and
SOUL, MIND AND BODY—The Astral Body—Rein Substance Behind All Creation—People Who Worship the
carnation—What the Soul Seems to the Author to be— I Was and the I Shall Be Are Never Demonstrators—
Power of the Organizing, Building Spirit.
A Personal Illustration of This—Whv Death Comes.
HOW TO AIM—Key
to the
Problem—The
IMMORTAL THOUGHT—r/i* Source of Ail Thought
Event'•—Universal
Aims and
Individual
Aims. "Divine —The
an Organisation of Thought—To Be Immor
THE SUBSTANCE OF THINGS—Concentration—The tal—TheBodv
of Eternal Change—The Cause of Old
Power that Creates on the Face of the Deep—Faith in Age and Meaning
Somatic
to Avoid It—No Reason
Invisible Life—Nature of "The Mighty Something whose in Science. Logic orDeati'—How
Nature for Death.
Home Is In the Invisible"—How to Use the Unseen
GOD
IN
PERSON—The
Real
Body of God—The Won
Forces in a Practical Way—How to Realise Love, Joy,
Potentiality of the Soul.
Peace, Faith, etc.—The Bible Method of Gaining What derful
HOW
TO
REACH
HEAVEN—The
Emotional SelfYou Desire.
of Personal Power—How Power is Wasted—
TO GET AT THE SUBSTANCE—The Things of the Storehouse
Cause
of
Blues—Secret
of
Real
Enjoyment—Cause
and
Silence Everywhere Present—The Author's Strange Ex
of Impulsiveness and Nervousness—The Force Which
perience—Going Into the Silence—How Others Have Cure
Accomplishes
All
Great
Things
in
Life—Every
Human
Found What They Desired—"Alt Things Are In the Being Has Unlimited Access to J ms Force—How Power
Silence."
is Realised—Vital Energy—What It Is.
THE SPIRIT AND THE INDIVIDUAL—How In
A LOOK AT HEREDITY—Every Hummn Being if
tuition Saved Flora P. Howard from a Fearful Railroad "An
Acme of Things Accomplished"—Also "An Encloser
Accident—How Reason is Enlightened by Intuition—Mes of Things
to Be"—True Philosophy of Heredity—How
sages from the Universal—We are Building Ourselves Fathers Inherit
from the Sons.
Through the Ages—The Existence of Spirit a Fact in
CRITIC
AND
CRITICIZED—Value of Criticism—Solo
the Author's Consciousness—Magnetic Attraction.
mon's
Prayer—Our
Critics Instruments of the Law of
BY CROOKED PATHS—A True Instance of a Re
Attraction
to
Free
Us from Blunders.
markable Answer to Prayer—Elisabeth Towne's Experi
THE
The True
NOBTLITY—How
Nobility—How toto Change
Belong Your
To It.Environment
ences.
SPIRIT THE BREATH OF LIFE—Life in Fresh Air
THE LIFE POWER contains 176 pages, printed from
and Sunlight—How We Hamper Ourselves by Self-Im plain,
clean tvpe on antique laid paper, handsomely bound
posed Habits.
in vellum. Has as a frontispiece a splendid autograph
AFFIRMATION AND WHEELS—True Method of picture
of the author. PRICE OF BOOK, $1.00.
Using Affirmation to Gain Success—Practical Applica
Order of ELIZABETH TOWNE, Holyoke, Mmj.
tion—How to Wake Mental and Physical Energy—Why
When replying to advertisements please mention Th* Nautilus.
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MOW

TO

BREATHE

SIGHT IS SPIRITUAL,
Hearing1 In Spiritual.
An educated Psychic will answer three questions for
twenty-five cents and stamp for return postage; full read
ing one dollar. The fee must not be put in envelope with
questions, but wrapped outside envelope containing ques
tions, and all mailed• together in second envelope. All
letters sacredly confidential. Address:
MRS. H. A. DARROW, Box 205, Lincoln, Neb.
PSYCHIC POWERS!
Three Unseen Qnentions Answered for 23c.
Write the three questions you most desire to have
answered on a card, in ink, place in envelope, seal and
sew, be sure it cannot be opened without your knowledge,
place in another envelope, together with one stamp and
25c and send. Your questions will be read, answered
and returned without opening the envelope. Address:
MRS. WARNER, 205 W. 116th St., New York City.

— FOR—
HEALTH,

STRENGTH

and ENDURANCE.
Read Lung and Muscle Culture, the most instructive book
ever published on the vital subject of
BREATHING AND EXERCISE
64 pages. Fully illustrated. 200,000 already sold. Cor
rect and incorrect breathing described by diagrams, etc.
Book sent on receipt of 10 cents.
P. von BOECKMANN, R. 8 ,
008 Brixtol BIiIk., 500 5th Ave., New York City.

I

AM

SUCCESS

TREATMENTS
Through

Telepathy

"Dot™ on Your I.uckf"
"Afrald to Make a Slartf"
"Friends Don't Think You Can Possibly Sno••eil f"
"Lot So Hnrdf"
"O. I Can't Bear It!"
,WHY 111: Ml IT!
"I MYSELF RM GOOD FORTUNE
Stiffen up your backbone and shout these words to
Tourself ! How does it make you feel ? Weak or
"STRONG? For goodness' sake BE A SUCCESS! Per
haps you are needing the very assistance I have to offer
you. My terms are very moderate. Information FREE!
Write today enclosing self-addressed, stamped envelope.
WANTS TREATMENTS CONTINUED.
"Dear Friend : Your favor was received a few days
ago. Thank you kindly for your advice. Wc had such
a nice time last evening I never gave such a long lecture.
I spoke over two hours, and they said they could listen
two hours longer. Ynu certainly are helping me, and I
am receiving more light from the spirit. 1 would like to
have you with me six months if necessary, but would like
to pay you more. Ju*t keep on treating me for illumi
nation and success. Yours truly, E. J. D."
WILLIAM MORRIS NICHOLS,
S. F. D. Route No. 12,
Wesrtport. Coan.
It'hen replying to advertisement:

Your Heart's Desire!
Youcanhavoit. Ju»t send for my Booklet. DeBcriblng the MSS. of Ruth Humphries, the " Kngliah Gipsy
Queen." It's free, unique, interesting, different,
attractive. Tells of a famous card-reading method.
You learn the future and win success. Send now.
S. F. TAYLOR, B 5<J, Capitol Bklg., Albany, N. \\
THE NEW THOUGHT CORRESPONDENCE CLUB.
For the purpose of introducing New Thought Readers.
Object to exchange ideas and broaden each other's views,
anil it' wishing to become personally acquainted, after an
extended correspondence, by addressing the club name
will be given. On receipt of one dollar, you will receive
a slip, enrolling vou a member for one year. An opportuniiv to become acquainted with people in different parts
of the world. Give description of yourself and your ideal
of correspondent, Address: NEW THOUGHT CORRESPONDENCE
CLUB, 129 Pembroke Street, Boston. Mass.
ARE YOU EVER LONELY?
If so, I can help you. Many a man or woman has lived
a lonely life when there was no necessity for it. Have
you never wished for someone to whom you could reveal
your true self? Gain this friend by joining the HAPPY
THOUGHT CORRESPONDENCE CLUB. Send one
dollar for membership for one year. Correspondence
strictly confidential. No identitv disclosed unless arranged
by me. HAPPY THOUGHT CORRESPONDENCE
CI.UB, 2707 N. Robey St., Chicago, 111.
Correspondent Desired.
Will the Nautilus find among its readers a new thought
correspondent for a lady, a widow of pleasing personality,
a good home-maker, who is advancing toward the higher
life? The gentleman of good social and business standing,
affectionate, kind-hearted, forty-five to fifty-five. Object,
companionship and matrimony. Full particulars in letters.
Address: P. M., Care Nnuillus. llolyoke, Mann.
AN IDEAL HOME,
A BIT OF PARADISE,
is what I desire to .create with the help of the right man.
He is an artist, writer, speaker, or in some way using the
gift that is his, and which is mine also,—the artistic
temperament. He is also a grand man—not my lord and
master, but my companion and chum. If mine own should
read this he will know, and can find me bv addressing
"DREAMER," Care Nautilus, Holyoke, Mam. ,
4'He that standeth still proceedeth not"
Esoteric and material significance of the name; methods
for the successful marriage and business alliance; chang
ing unfavorable signatures to greater success ; correctlocality for home or business. Enclose full name, birthday, year,
given name of companion. Two questions answered." Mrs. C.
Anna Harrison. Psychologist, Monson. Mass. Reading $1 .00, no
stamps. Instructions in system of number?, $1.00.
please mention The Nautilus.
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OF

THE

Poisonous

H6E

Drugs

Into The System

THESE DRUGS AND "REMEDIES" cause more disease and suffering than the ills they
are intended to cure.
DRUGS AND THE DRUG HABIT are responsible for the rapid decline in the longevity
of the Human Race.
HALF THE HUMAN RACE are dead before reaching the age of Eighteen. Think of it'
ANIMALS LIVE under normal conditions and live out their full longevity. Why not in an I
^The Long Lived and I Healthy Men are those who
Inever use Drugs in^any form
EVEN A WORSE CRIME AGAINST NATURE is the mutilation of the human body.
Your Maker, (Who is all wise) put each organ in your body for a purpose—Leave
it there.
THE WHOLE WORLD IS CRYING OUT for a relief from suffering; a cure for disease
and a saving from Human Mutilation ; which shall be more prompt and efficient
than drugs; which shall be Painless. Harmless and Drugless.
WE ARE HAPPY TO ANNOUNCE the Grand News to humanity that a Drngless Remedy
rilling every condition required has been at last discovered.
WE SAY THIS TRUTHFULLY, Seriously and with Scientific Accuracy and are ready
to put this to the most severe tests.
THIS TRIUMPH OF SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATION is the result of years of labor of
an eminent scientist who has spent years in the laboratories of Europe and America.
THE NEW THERAPEUTIC SYSTEM CONSISTS OF AN EXTERNAL APPLICATION of
a compress of inorganic matter which opens the pores, draws but and absorbs the
irritating poisons which cause disease, leaving the patient well.
CANCERS. TUMORS, HONE ULCERS and most diseases incurable by medicines are
radically cured by Absorption.
APPENDICITIS, PERITONITIS, OVARIAN DISEASE and all internal inflammations and
Growths have been promptly and radically cured.
ALL BLOOD POISONS, THROAT, LUNG AND BRONCHIAL DISEASES have been cured.
HUNDREDS OF THE READERS OF NAUTILUS have already been cured and are en
thusiastic, in their praises of the Absorbent Cure.
YOU CAN INVESTIGATE the wonderful and interesting details of this new treatment
by sending for a book free.
SEND US THE NAMES of your invalid friends.
YOU CAN WRITE US IN FULL confidence and you will receive a carefully considered
personal letter.
TOXO-ABSORBENT
94 State Street

-

-

COMPANY
Rochester, N. Y.

When replying to advertisements please mention The Nautilus.
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The

PHILISTINE

JOURNEYS

one

Magazine
year-1907

ROYCROFT BOOK
TWO

one

::

One

::

DOLLARS

year- LITTLE

::

DE

LUXE

::

::

TOR

::

ALU!

IF SUBSCRIPTION IS SENT TO US SOON
Send us your subscription within two weeks after you receive this off4r, and we will
present you, Gratis, a leather-bound, silk-lined, De Luxe Roycroft book. This volume is
printed on hand-made paper, from a new font of antique type, in two colors. The initials,
title-page and ornaments were specially designed by our own artists. As an example of
fine bookmaking it will appeal to the bibliophile as one of the best books ever made in
America.
Take your choice, one of these beautiful books with every subscription for the
Philistine

Magazine

and

Little

Journeys

The Man of Sorrows - Elbert Hubbard The Ballad of Reading Gaol Oscar Wilde
... Ralph Waldo Emerson
Thomas Jefferson
- Lentz & Hubbard Nature
Love, Life and Work - Elbert Hubbard
Respectability - - - Elbert Hubbard Justinian & Theodora
Elbert & Alice Hubbard
A Dog of Flanders - - - - - Ouida
Crimes Against Criminals
The Law of Love Willian Marion Reedy
Robert O. Ingersoll
ELBERT HUBBARD'S Little Journeys are now used as text-books in many schools.
They contain a wealth of historical information without encyclopedic dryness. The series
of Nineteen Hundred Seven will be to the Homes of Great Reformers.
SUBJECTS AS FOLLOWS, WITH FRONTISPIECE PORTRAIT :
JOHN WESLEY
HENRY GEORGE
RICHARD COBDEN
THOMAS PAINE
JOHN BRIGHT
BRADLAUGH
OLIVER CROMWELL ANN HUTCHINSON

GARIBALDI
JOHN KNOX
THEODORE PARKER
J. J. ROUSSEAU

THE PHILISTINE, East Aurora, N. Y.
Enclosed find Two Dollars, and I request you to send me The' Philistine magazine for
one year, and Little Journeys for 1907, also the gratis De Luxe Roycroft Book, all as per
your special offer.

Remit by draft or Post Office order—it is unsafe to send currency l>y mail unless letter is registered.

When replying to advertisements please mention The Nautilus.
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No Free Readings.
I charge one or two dollars for careful personal work.
Send full dates. Ask questions. Literature free. When
you have tried others and feel "tired" and want thorough
astrological work from a man of long experience, send to
DR. DEROLLI, Hotel Felhain, Boston, Mass.
YOUR
FUTURE.
Astrological Horoscopes, Delineations and Forecasts
showing "What to do," "When to do It," and "How
to do It," by Captain Geo. W. Walrond, 1512 Glenarm St., Denver, Col., or Lock Box 201. His forecasts
are always accurate and reliable. Over 40 years' study
and practice. Thirteen years In Denver. The Most
Reliable Advisor In America. Terms and Testi
moniais Free.
It WOW TIX IT DEKTI.tr
Let the World's Greatest Astrologer read your future
as the stars reveal it. I will reveal facts that will as
tonish you. Clear answers to all questions of vital in
terest. All matters of business, Health, Love and Mar
riage plainly and accurately treated. Send your full
name and address, birth date and enclose 2c stamp and
a FREE Reading of your life will be promptlv mailed
you, sealed and confidential. Address PROF JOHN
DIX, Dept. 40, Box 3216, Boston, Mass.
A Chance of a Lifetime.
An Astrological Horoscope FREE, Our experts can
foretell to the minutest details your entire life and we
will mystify and astonish you. We will send you abso
lutely FREE a trial life reading accurately aescribing
your character and tell you when to start successfully any
new business or undertaking. Send time and place of
birth and enclose four cents in stamps for mailing. If
you want our valuable Book of Astrology, send 10 cents
extra. Write today. American Astroiogical Asso
ciation, Dept. 40. 6928 Stewart Ave.. Chlcag-o.

OPULENCE FOR YOU
Through God's omnipotence I can help you to attain
health and prosperity. "Co-operative thought generates
power." Send stamped envelope for particulars.
MRS. HOSE, 76 Huntington Ave., Boston, Mass.
"HUMBUG
MEMORYON
SCHOOLS
EXPOSED"
. anq ADDRESS
DEVELOPMENT
OF THE

To introduce a series of valuable]
educational works, the above I
will be sent to all applicants!
JAMES P. DOWNS. 14 Park Place, New York

Booh of Life
Special offer for limited time only.
*1<> value for $1 (4 volumes
postpaid $1). Up-to-date. Unlike any other ever printed
»T
I- ^S.x< Life- Lo™5' etc- T1,e mystery of nature.
Natural and Mutual Relations and Joys.
... Yo1- I',Tokology. Love, etc. Physiology and care of
the Sexual Organs. Disease, Home Treatment and Cure.
Vols. III-IV. Health and Hygiene. Practical lessons
from a Nature Treatment School of Medical Science.
Ounce of Prevention Cures, Child, Adult, Mother, etc.
Alter .reading
ihis uu,n
bo.li you
without tbe knowledge
......
.uA f„r
(U1B
.uu•iwould
nuumI. not
[Jul be
DC
1nsrt■
tn you
vnn
hn.J-i
'
it imparts
to
lor a« hundred
times Its
price.
An exceedingly valuable and intensely interesting worl
on Sex, Health, Love, Mutual Relations, Disease, what de
termines the Sex. Contains 512 Octavo pages (with 14
full plates), profusely illustrated, always a tiook of ref
erence. Special price, plainly sealed, postpaid, $1 or 00
cents a single volume in stamps or otherwise. (Light
covers.) Confldence respected. In Vol. II Zugassent's
great discovery (translated) is Included. Physicians' Stand
ard Supply Co.. Bide 117 N. Broad Street, Oillcei 303, Dept. Nau.,
Philadelphia, Pa. Remit by Money Order, Stamps, Register
Letter, Money or Check.
SEX
^Ba# ■■■■ #\

Psychic Development
My system will unfold either your mediumship or adeptship. It is the first and pioneer effort as a system to de
velop you consciously, without going into a trance or be
coming obsessed. Among the public or professional psy
chics and teachers who unfolded by my system are: Mrs.
K. Hary, of St. Louis, Mo.; Mrs. A. A. Bennett, Everett,
Mass.; Mrs. W. J. Burke, Maiden, Mass.; Prof. W. W.
Druitt, Galesburg, 111.; Mrs. Mary Jennings, Moravia, N.
Y. ; Mrs. H. F. Parker. Boston; Mrs. M. H. Springer,
Milwaukee. Wis.; Mrs. S. J. Sears, Ft. Collins, Col.; Mrs.
W. A. Whitehead, Methuen, Mass; Mrs. A. A. Smith,
Lowell, Mass.; Mrs. L- Wilson, Martin's Ferry, O. Read
what some write:
"My clairvoyant experience has exceeded anything I
ever thought within the range of the human."—John
McDowell, Philadelphia.
"The System is surely what humanity as a whole is
looking for."—Mrs. E. F. Stock, Boston.
Send stamped, addressed envelope for circulars, etc., to
J. C. F. GRUMBINE,
24 Strathmore Rd..
Brookllne, Mass.
[J
Character Ue;uliug by
IpV
Graphology. New ;ind
I III |
Wonderful Method.
» ■ ■ a*™
Advice given in all
matters of Business, Love, Marriage and
Health by a handwriting expert.
Send name and address and two lc.
stamps for FREE Reading from Your
Hand Writing.
Dept. 92,

THBEE

QUESTIOHS

HNSWEBED

FOR 25 CENTS, COIN.
Full reading, SI 00. Send own handwriting. Also
Spiritual Nerve Treatment, a natural cure without med
icine or fasting Send for circular. Mr,. F. WhulenIllwa.t«r, .•ill X. 1.3th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
•KLr-tixiini: "speciau."
World's most valuable and important knowledge, supply
ing any and every want. Representatives wanted every
where to fill mail orders. Branch 61 N. SELF-CUL
TURE: SOCIETY, Box 161 E. Liberty Sta., Pitts
burg, Pa.
When replying to advertisements
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PROF. HUGO LANZA,
Southport, Ct.

I gave my book free, I healed free and
I planned to start a great Magazine free (great in contents)
but find the postal laws do not permit. So I must charge
30 cts. a year to comply with the law. Enclose 3 dimes for
year's ■^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^"^ Three
THE ANSWER!
year's ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^m
^sbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbssi'sI
membership in my healing circle and mv success club, and the right
to cast all your care, burdens, diseases and troubles on me.
AHTlll-It CRANK. Box 4. Man Francisco.
please mention The Nautilus.
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PROSPERITY
Through

THOUGHT

=

FORCE

By Bruce Mc Clelland
things are against you,•' or that you desire to climb
We have just published a
thrilling, powerful, practical suc higher, then study "PROSPERITY THROUGH
cess book that I cannot recom
THOUGHT FORCE."
mend too highly to every Nauti
Here are just a few phases of the subject which the
lus reader. The book is cram
med from cover to cover with author writes about, always from the standpoint of his
just the plain, practical informa own practical knowteage, personal experience and observa
tion:
tion you need about the develop
ment and use of Thought Force.
the "Idea"• nnff Horn—\\ lint It
"PROSPERITY THROUGH DldForeword—How
the Author—From Debt to Modest For
THOUGHT FORCE" was tune for
In
Less
Than
Three Years—The Kind of
written by a man who knows Men Who Succeed—Why
the Others Fall—Where
the fight for life. (Here is his the
Mental
Forces
Come
In—How to Use Them
picture.) From 7 to 37, he has for Success—The Secret Not
In Physical Strength
been in constant contact with the or
in
Education—The
Condition
of the Mind At
world. Only a few vears ago
AH Thing;s—Self Can Be Strengthened—
this man—Bruce McClelland— tracts
Force
Can
Be
Added
To—How
Accomplished—
was a poor bookkeeper, earning
Mind Attracts Success—The Law of Vibra
only $1,000 per year in a city How
tion
and
How
It
Works—Personality—What
where living on that salary Produces Resuits—Auto-SuggestIon—How to Use
meant strictest economy.
It—How to Do Things Without Faith—When
He was in debt.
the Author Blacked Boots—Thirty Years Lost
His friends were few, his health poor. Then he got by Talking—About Yourself and the Law—The
hold of the idea that by developing Thought Force and One Thing That Can Hinder You—Consciousness,
controlling his mental powers he could gain greater Subconsciousness and the Electric Current—Dif
success.
ferent Qualities of Mental Electricity—Your
Mind, Its Nature, Uses and Direction—Mind and
At the end of the first year he resigned his position Body—Passions—Aura—Sub-Conscious
Mind the
and within 24 hours was offered a new one at $100 per Magnet—Will. Affection. Emotion, Divisions
of
month. In six months his salary was advanced to $150 Love—When Others Avold or Mistrust You—To
per month. Two months later he was receiving $200 Make the Right Kind of Friends—Attraction,
monthly.
Does and How to Use It—How to
At the end of the second year he went into business What ItYour
Thoughts—Determination—Concen
for himself. In one year's time he paid all his debts Change
tration—How
Affects Your Destiny—The
and had $11,000 ahead. All this was accomplished bv Family ThoughtIt Atmosphere—Nervousness,
Its
the practical use of Thought borce and the scientific Cause and Cure—To Read Character—To Deveiop
development of strong mental qualities.
Courage—Before Going to Sleep—The Small Boy
and the Bear—Your Hlghest Aim and How to
Now Mr. McClelland has written out the most inter
esting story of his discovery and application of the law Attala It—The Force of Life—How Personality
of success, and given full, plain rules by which you can 1s Made and Rc-mnde—How to Control Worry,
Anger, etc.—Phynical Effort vs. Mental Attrac
develop your own latent powers for success.
tion—Age no Bar to Success—Get Right and
You will find the book a wonderful help to further ad
vancement in business or social life. If you feel that Success Seeks You, etc.
"PROSPERITY THROUGH THOUGHT FORCK" is a beautiful little volume, 160 pages, printed on
antique laid paper, artistic initial letters for chapter heads, subheads, handsome title page, half-tone of the author,
all bound in finest silk cloth in a new shade of mauve. A delight to handle it. PRICE #1.00. POSTPAID.
Address all orders to the publisher,
ELIZABETH TOWNE, Holyokc, Mass.
DO YOU WANT
About

Yourself

I MfiKYI UN
DAYS
This
Science
Book gives
ssllVl*
I %J of
your1 "''lucky
and unlucky
dayseach
and
general predictions for 1907. It also gives Rules for"Read
ing the Teacups," Your Business and Matrimonial Adapta
tions, Your Key-note. Mystic Number, Ruling Planets,
Talents, Tendencies, Characteristics, etc. Price 25 CtS
I will also send prepaid to any address the first six
Life Science books for 25 cents in stamps or coin. ^ The
regular price for these books is 25 cents each, but to intro
duce the remarkable series of "Life Science books, 52 in
all, will send the first six for cost of mailing. Send to

TO KNOW
About your Love Affairs, Health,
Business, Journeys, Speculation,
Marriage, Legacies Changing your
Position, Home or Business, your
lucky or unlucky days, your chil
dren or family affairs, about buying
and selling property?

Let Me Tell Your Fortune Free.
For 20 years 1 have been guiding people to SUCCESS
and HAPPINESS. Send for free Horoscope. Give your
name, address, birth-date, sex, and state whether married
or single. Send 10 cents, silver or stamps to pay postage
HILDING D. EIY1BERG,
and clerical work. Address:
PROF. ALBERT POSTEL,
Niagara Falls, N. Y. Room 534, No. 126 West 34th St., New York, X. Y.
P. O. Box 1?S
When replying to advertisements please mention Tut Naltilus.

THE NAUTILUS.

If you want a LARGE SOLID GOLD SWAS
TIKA pendant, with YOUR INITIALS IN
CUT DIAMONDS, and $25.00 in cash,

FREE
Send 10c for the April issue of the magazine
"Swastika" and learn how you may obtain them.
The Swastika Magazine will pay

A A For a true Ghost
«DvJ\/«\/vf

...Story...

Write to them today and learn particulars.
NO PROFESSIONAL WRITERS allowed.
Just a plain straightforward account of a true experience.
THE SWASTIKA MAGAZINE is $1.00 a year and 10c per copy.
A silver Swastika Pin with each yearly subscription.
TRIAL SUBSCRIPTION

...

35 CENTS FOR. 4 MONTHS

Address DR. McIVOR TYNDALL, Editor
The SwastiKa Magazine
No-&£ltV4co?S?wt strMt

DO

YOU

WANT

Then you will need

TO

CLIMB

TO

THE

"HEIGHTS

TRIUMPHANT ? "
'

Ladder

Lessons

By OLIVER VERNE RICH
These are just what the name implies, a series of practical, concise,
easily demonstrated LESSONS in the application of New Thought
principles to every day problems. Their assimilation will lead you up
ward on the path.
We recommend and sell them because we know of nothing half as
good for the price. Sent postpaid on receipt of 50c.
ADDRESS
The Swastika
1742-48 STOUT STREET
-

Magazine
DENVER, COLO.

When replying to advertisements please mention Tilt Nautilus.
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WELL OR SICK YOU NEED

"PREJUDICE

IS

HELL"

That's what be wrote, and he la not a profane man either.
And I answered : Kight you are, but what made you think such an awful big
truth ?
And
he wrote
"I was
a bigback
fool: when I first got your Guide to Autology, and I
stayed that way for some months, suffering untold misery and pain
in mind and body. Finally, driven to desperation, money almost gone
and unable to find anyone that could help me, I sent for your
Autology—and, lo and behold, I saw my error, my prejudice.
In, a way I deserve the punishment I got for letting my preju
dices and those of my friends stand so long between me and the
eommon-sense health, wisdom and understanding which Autology has
brought
meIgnorance
and mine.is Bliss, but there is no perhaps about Prejudice
Perhaps
being Hell.
Very gratefully yours
"
(Lest some people's prejudices lead them to accuse this man of "profanity" I
omit the signature).
Deak Sir: Autology is a beauty. There's no shirking and no mist about it. No
man or woman who can understand anything can possibly fail to grasp the truth so
plainly set down in "Autology." It is a great big stride in advance of the present
day medical (so called) knowledge. One wonders why such simple truth and com
mon sense had not been grasped years ago. Many thousands of lives would have
been saved instead of been slaughtered by medical and surgical ignorance. Yours
PKOF. ALFRED A. ROBINSON, 4 Field Tee., Chilton, nr. Ramsgate, England.
faithfully,
WELL OR SICK YOU NEED AUTOLO6Y
The Practical System ot Body-and-Brain Perfectloa. The Doctrine of Common
Mense and Well- 1 'nderstaadlag la matters of Health and Nlckness— In Raillag- High-grade Brains and blinds as well asttrst-class Livers and
Biles, Stomachs and Jalces, etc., etc. That yon may know
and see for yourself X will send you postpaid
rnrr "guide to autology"
r-r
§ I^h | |
192 Pages of Pricelen Information that Everybody f P% WT
■ I m SBBB1 nana
needs and that money can't bny elsewhere.
I I m hen han
ADDRESS
E. R. MORAS, M. D., 1401 Washington Boulevard, Chicago, III.
Harvard University Medical School, "88; College of Physicians and Burgeons (Chicago) '89; Formerly House
Physician and Surgeon in Cook County Hospital (Chicago), Professor of Obstetrics College
of Physicians and Surgeons (Chicago). Member of Chicago Medics1 Society, etc.
When replying to advertisementjplease mention The Nautilus.
PRINT.
TRANSCRIPT

